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Desirable House for Sale.
and specially convenient fora small ftniily

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO„
St., Portland.

At 109 Exchange

Eight Dollars

Year In advance. T<
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year If paid in ada

NEAT
Pleasantly located in
ot
hood in the Western
part

Sunnv Side ot the Street.
Address
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BUSINESS CARDS.

has resumed the practice of his profession at

on

MARKS

Alder

of
in

ap22

MANUFACTURER

OF

Chronometer Maker*’ Toolij
Mathematical, Optical anil Philosophical IiiHtrumentH, School

Apparatus, Ac.,
50 Market Mtreet. Printers Exchange,

PORTLAND, IVCffi.
O.

P.

Real Estate Agents.

d&wly

Steam Mill, with about four

Jay
THEland
attached,-*on
sold

5 Doors East of Temple SI.,

WATER

AND

GAS

PIPING.
BROKERS.

Commission & Forwarding Merchants
Petroleum, Gmiu nnd other Charters,
Firight Engagements made
for nit parts of the world.
itfnrine Insurance effected in reliable

Negotiated.

rWOnished, to letalsowith board at 203 Cumberland
St.,
to let at

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

Rooms To Let.

acres

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

of the P. F. D.

annual

o:

meeting of the Relief Association of

Fire Department
THEthe PortlandChief

will be held at

C.

Hi.

M.

Boarding.

A.

(qcmL ^wdenf

BIBLE SOCIETY OF MAINE.

PORTLAND

W. H. HOBBS, Roc. Sec’y.
mal9dtd
Portland. March 19, 1875.

SALE.

We have with a great deal of care and expense, selected and have on hand a large stock ot the

ja!2_<Jtf_
Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

VERY BE§T COALS

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

z

apll__

ON

CARD,
A.
Mr. Wm,
I take great pleasure in recommending
best house
the
one
of
as
Schumacher
^c0™.t"rBe®,''®1
M
m. SchuMr.
that
doubt
n Portland, and have no
to him duramacher will execute all work entrusted
bly, tastily and satisfactorily. ^ SCHUlv_ACHERi
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no21tf
T

Y/’TTT UU

JU(

JlUAAJAiX*,

LADIES

Residence Cor. Market & Congress St.

84 MIDDLE STREET,

Fairbanks’ Scales,

E.

A,

WAREHOUSES—9

bnilding._dcr28tf

PATRONS

Street Boston

vicinity

can

H.

FLORENCE

(*H

I XI

I
—

Best

AND PARTS,

o

RE WITT

may

ROGERS,

II.

II.

WING, Proprietor.

A first-class Hotel in every respect, ar
ranged especially with a view to the want,
of tho commercial and pleasure seekini ;

public.

PRINTING of
executed at this ofiice.

marl3-dtf
every

descrlptim neatl f

ONE

German Four Part Songs

—

AND

For MiXKD Voices. Just published, is an unusual
good collection of entirely new music, by the bes ;
modern German composers. Just right for Musica
Societies. Price $1.50.

Tunes.
Hymn
Original
of “Federal St.,” and other fa :
veteran

composer
the
vorite tunes, contains 100 Tunes, Chants and An
thems, all original and of the best quality. Price
Boards, 80 ts; Cloth, $1.00.

j

_

Painters and Housewives!
You can get

Whiting’s Eagl

Superior Brushes
—

3
GOOD

—

at

Butter

*

FOR 6ALE BY

decs_™
For Sale.
SALK nt Yarmouth, one of Lane's Patel
Self Setting Saw Mills. Main Carriage tort

1710Ufeet

a cast iron gear block for Sawn
This Mill is nearly new, with tra
and
a fifty-four inch Saw, one ea
tightening Pully,
iron Pully four feet support at face. Will bo sold wi
Mill. The above mill will be sold for one half wli;
new can be bought for if applied for siKin
*nqui
of
JuHN STAPLES, JR.,

Ions with

limber.

ma29deod3w*

salesroom,

dtf

Horth Yarmouth,

208

FORE

jgp’Praises of

a

Practical Chemist and

To II. E. Stevens, Esq.

by all Druggists,
dlmt

All books Bent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

SAVE

mar23

Dry Air

L

§

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

THE PEERLESS.
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Kase <*f Man'
agement. Durability, Drynem and Parit!
of Air find Ei OMJIV of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Price*
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THEa AD
bet
VANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get
ter article by buying of manufacturer or agent
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy

—

Cheapest

Book Store in the

World,

100,000 Hooka without regard to coat.
Good Clocka, Watchea and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and
Warranted.

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,

^

ag5tf

of a Wooden Store on leased land on York
and the stock books, etc., in said store for the benen
of his creditors.

8'reej

All persons indebted to the said William T.
are requested to call and se'tle immediately,
accounts will be left for collection.

ma25

hay

In large or
quantities.
F«U SACK BY

D. BECK,
Cumberland Uoisms

se2dtf

Me.
DorSddm

STORE,
dtf

Portland & Harpswell Steamboat Co,

1

*

of the best and most convenient in the city; a vet y
luw rent. This is an unusual opportunity to obtai h
a good paying business.
The present owner *
obliged to go South on account of the health of h *
family. For particulars address R. M., Box 235, Bo; i_
maSdlrn
ton, Mass.

VERMONT

jCOPPE

RAS.

ThTOTICE is herebv given that the Members of sale
lA Company will meet at the office of Charlei
AV
Sawver, Commercial street, Portland, SAJ URD o
the
April 3d, 1875, at 2 o’clock P. M for and purpose
organizing
accenting their act of Incorporation,
under said act, amt adopting a code of by laws
and transacting such other business as may legalIj
come before said meeting.
CHARLES SAWYER.
ma26dtd
Portland, March 25.1875.

incapable.
Between the Democratic party and the R<

BEST QUALITY GUARANTEES
ALWAYS

lican party has a better

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

for a man ami wife to tav
of the Workhouse and Farm in th
bv the Overse rs c
town
Deering
the Poor in Saul town until the 5tu day of April nenl

U

Deeriug, March 15,1875.

Tiie Democrats of Philadelphia must be i a
bad way. They have refused to txpel a
member of the city commillee for
having vi
ted aud labored against a poition of the regi 1_
lar ticket. No Democratic orgauizatiou evi ir
forgives a man hr bolting il it is stroi g
enough to punish him.

a

Applications
chaige
will he received
of

marUdui

showing than its o] i-

ponents.

for
Trustees.
dtf

BY

HOWE & GOODWIN,
0025

)

mar29

to correct abuses and errors. On th s
question of administrative reform the Repul >ness

NOTICE !

FOR SALK

d3w
—

PETTENGlLL.

(

must choose. Tber

people
publican party
The government must b
is no third party.
confided to the men who have proved then
selves incapables, or to the men who hav e
shown administrative capacity aud willin'
the

mHE Trustees of Pine Street M. E. Church offer foi
_I_ sale the church building now standing on tbie:
lot, to be removed on or before the first day of Mav
iK75. Also organ, carpets, seitees, chairs, furnace
stove, clocks, etc. Parties desiring any ot the abovi
named property can get particulars by enquiring ot
CHAUNCEY BARRETT.) Committee

FERNALI),

position;

controlled it has shown itself to be utterl ,

..

N. S.
A. J.

to

capacity b t
framing and carrying through great mea<
ures which have materially added to the na
tionai strength, and dignity and prosperitj
The Democratic party cannot complain tha t
it has had no opportunity to show its admit
istrative ability. It had the opportunity i
New Hampshire,' and it was improved i *
passing partisan measures to perpetuate pa;
ty control. It had the opportunity in Missoi
ri, and it was used to overthrow the commo 1
It had the opportunity i i
school system.
Illinois and it was used in repealing laws fc r
the protection of the ballot box.
It had th e
opportunity in Indiana, and it was not use J
at all.
In every state the Democracy ha s

-AND—

PORTLAND, HE.

by elevating

trust

and who have shown their civil

large assortment Vegetable and Flower Seeds

best lumber stands in the city of Boston; an old ei
tablishment with a good trade that can be relied ui
A small stock ot lumber new on lull'd which ca ii.—on.
be purchased at the market prices. The wharf is or *'
For Sale.

tbei

Cattle ami Hogs at Casco Brew
Portland Co.’s Works, Port lane
P. MoGLLNOHY, Prop*

orchard Grans Seed.
Kentucky Blue Grans Need.

SEED

and

and

shown themselves weak, dishonest and in
efficient in administration at the North, c r
the men who preserved the national unit;

Hungarian Grans.

NOTICE^

Spanish Consul

FOR SALE
One of tin

Fjeed. for Cattle.

LOTS

t’tt

Morris
or

“
“

feb25

Certifying Manifest. $15.00
Bill or Health... 4.00—$19.0
For Vruel. without Cargo
Certifying Manliest.$7.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS’LOZANO,

ELEAZER C. SHAW, l Assignees.
CYRUS GREENE,
JA

of feed for
ery, opposite

GEORGE
,tbl2

Is to .give notice that on the sixteenth da;
March. A. u. 1875, William T. Morris, c f
Portland, assigned to Eleazer C. Shaw, and Lyru
of
said Portland, all his property, consisting [
Greene,
of
THIS

Publiaheva and Rookaellera*

ft GOOD pressed
small
e

FOBTLAND, MAIN*.

may26dtf:___

<*
“
“

Ohio Clover Seed.
Pea Viae Clover Seed.
Alwike Clover Seed.
White Dutch Clover Seed.
IN i licit.

; AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

are

day

For Veiwel. with Cargo*
j

if
**

Kendall & Whitney,

hereby notified that on and after the fln
ot September, 1874. the new regulatloi
rescribed by the Government of the Republic < *
pain in regard to Consular lees will take eftect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:

YfOtT

Clovei

IN ichigan Clover Seed.

For sale at the lowest cash price.

To merchants and Shipmasters

Refrigerators

Tlie Largest and Best Assortment in the State
combining all the latest Improvements, callec

Also

d&w2w

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

THE ADVANCE ON ICI

400
900
900
95
400
400
400

who has beeu enticed iut<

trusting them,

party hacks and hide
bound politicians; that they have provei I
themselves false to every profession, divide 1
in council, weak and uncertain in actior
These are the men who ask the confidence c f
the people, who seek to depose the iathei s
and advocates of all the great reforms ( f
the past twenty-five years. Whom will th
people trust? The men who have headed a 1
armed rebellion in the South, and who hav s

Seed.
*<

500

900

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. 1

d6m

octlS

the

everv measur

every liberal
of honor

r

9000 Bags Herd Grass Seed
Red Top Seed.
lOOO
“
Northern New York
600

reform,

proved to be judicious am
beneficial; that they have no settled line ol
policy, and are in union on no one issue
that wherever for rare and limited periods,
they have been entrusted with power, thej
have abused it; that every northern stall
which has permitted its administration ti •
fail into their hands has rejected them oc
the first opportunity; that they have showi
their progressiveness by jumping from oni
cast-off Republican platform to another ii ,
order to obtain power, and by rejecting ever;
plank of these platforms the moment the;
had the opportunity to show their faith b;
their works; that they have evinced thei
liberality by discarding, when strong enough

Apothecary.

is sold

of true

which time has

GRASS SEEDS.

River of rife, our popula r
Sabbath School Song Book, come Irom all quarter! *
indeed from all who have used it. Sabbath Scho< 1
Men recommend it highly. Price $30 per hundred.

'STREET.

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT,

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

185 FOKl STREET.

four

BARGAINS

our

feb'26

D. B. RICKER & GO.,

long

—

FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.

10 Kris. New Orleans Molasses,
—

evorv measure

W. CARTER.

pja2

Hands,
(
good
music for practice or home recreation. Price $2.50.

lDiklesroom‘J33 Fore St.. J. F.MEBBILL
Henry T. Carter & Co., Manufactory, Rear of No. f O CroM St*

ri i sss

Vermont

AND

188 FORE STREET.

eodtt

mar5

Choice

unprogressive, reactionary; that they bav<
opposed for the past quarter of a centur

Boston, Jan. 1, 1874.
Bear Sir—Tbfs is to certify that I have cold at re
tail 154 1-3 dozen (1852 bottles) of your VEGETINE
since April 12,1870 and can truly say that it has
given the best satisfaction of any remedy for the complaiuts for which it is recommended, that I ever sold
customers
Scarcely a day passes withont some of my
friends.
testifying to its merits on themselves or their
of
Scrofucases
I am perfectly cognizant of several
lous Tumors being cured by VEGETINE alone Id
this vicinity.
Very respectfully yours.
A1 GILMAN 468 Broadway.

Vegetine

SUVEM PART MONQS. For Mixed Voices
bx J* C. D. Parker, contains new Glees which wer
"successes, when sung by the “Parker Club.” Pric
BOeents.

ZLS.

Successors to James H. Baker.

No. 31 Commercial Streel
PORTLAND, MAINE.

$,i

1

lv

rrmuK

always be found at

febl2

F. L. PUTIAM,

Agent

Report from

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

To Eel
half of a donble Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street, No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland. Sept.. 30.1874

Screened,

OILS 2
for Mason &

Respectfully,
Db. J.

S&W4t

mar20

the men who purpose to carry tbesa reform i
into effect. We find that they are illiberal

JNATICK, Mass., UUDe 1SL, HW2.
Mr. H. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir—Through the advice ani earnest persuasion of Rev. E. S. Best, of thie place, I have been
taking VEGETINE for Dyspepsia, of which I have
’suf :red for years.
I h«* ve used only two bottles and already feel myself
a new man.

ABOUT

trusting these men.
Conceding for the moment that the old
issue shave been settled, and that new ques
tions, questions of administrative reform
have come to the front, let us inquire as P

before

FEEL MYSELF A NEW MAN.

188 & 140 GRAND ST., NEW YORK.

February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
and
Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
Hodsdon,
JalldtfST. JOHN SMITH.

SPERM, LARD.
well Picked BURNING, AND WOOL

Baker & Johnson’s,

SEWING MACHINE

eod3m

HOUSE,

LEWISTON, MB
Corner Pine and Park Streets,

Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co,

To Let.

OF THIS

Quality,
and

___

VT1HE large and new appointed establishment
X the late Chapin Humphry of Bangor, Maine
is offered for sale, consisting of a large lot o Jan
with an ample supply ot water, buildings* aumiraDi
adapted lor the business of Wool pulling and tanning
heated with steam. Also buildings tor the work
All of North Eastern
men adjacent, to *he factory.
Maine here finds its Market, and it is considered II
t.11 respects the Itesi point in Maine lor the Woo
business. For particulars apply to
mnl8d&wtf
MOSES OIDDISGS, Executor.

Inquire of SHEPHERD&C0., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
ja20tf
Mass,, Box lit

machinery,

OTHER LUBRICATING OILS,

TO WOOL DEALERS & PULLERS.

Below *he Poat-ORce.

wish to try them, we will send a card containing
sample of each nnmbrr by mail, securely en
closed, on receipt of 25 cents.
Address all orders to

Wholesale Fancy Goode,

SOS. 121—123 MIDDLE STREET,

Home. kiSSMftSK
Piano at
is fuU of
and most entertainin

supplied with

feb8

in foal.

are

a

should be driven from power because thert
is a corrupt lobby at Washington, and be
cause
plunderers have had control of the
state governments at the South. But wliili
making these professions some of the mor<
indiscreet leaders have already given the l'(
to them. It is well to consult the record

Cincinnati. Nov. 26, 1872.
Mr. H. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir- The two bottles of VEGETINE lurnished
me bv your age.it, my wife has used with great benefit.
For a long time she has been troubled with dizziness and costiveuess; these trouble* are now entiiely removed by the useof VKGETINE.
She was also troubled with Dyspepsia and General
Debility: and has been greatlv benefited.
THUS. GILMORE, 229* Walnut Street.

Four

266 Washington Ht., JBoston, Mas*.

March 15 to July 1, at ?200-a
till she prove
titled to his use whenever in the stud

Boston, Feb. 13,1871.
Mr. H. R. Stevens :
Dear Sir—About one year since I found myself In a
VEGKTINE
feeble condition from general debility.
was strongly recommended to me by a friend who
I
its
use.
much
benefited
been
had
procured the
by
article and after using several bottles was restored to
1
feel
its*use.
discontinued
and
health
quite conti
dent that there is no medicine superior to it for those
it
is
tor
which
especially prepared, ami
complaints
would cheerfully recommend it to those who feel that
to
lestore them to perfect
they need something
health.
Respectfully yours,
U. L. PETTING ILL.
Firm ofS.M. Pettingill & Co., 10 State St., Boston.

<

THE

CO,
GEO. N. BRIGGS. Gen. Agt.,

en

Pena

tion is

What is Needed.

all

fond of

saying that the Southern ques
question of the past, that the issue:
growing out of the war are settled, and tha
all men have agreed to abide loyally by thi
results. They claim that new issues an
before the people, and that the Republican!

are

PROOF

d9m

OF

be

over

tionswhich disturbed Louisiana and Arkan
This record cannot be impeached. Thf
Republican party has achieved these results
It now remains for the country to hold them
Id whose hands are they safest, iii the hand »
of the men who aided in securing them, o r
in the hands of those who opposed ever]
measure of reconstruction from the start?
The opponents of the Republican part]

sas.

physicians

comprised iu 1*1
numbers, varying in flexibility and fineness q
point, and, for the convenience of those who mat
*m*The. Spencerian

NHEPHERD & CO.,

CO.

Sc

Boston

Is acknowledged and recommended by
and apothecaries to be the best purifier and cleanser
of the blood yet discovered, and thousands speak in
its prah-e who have been restored to health.

flexibil-

other pens in durability, elasticity,
ity, and in evenness of point.*

3 Floors fitted up for a First-class
Jobbing House,

AHD

also have their machine repaired in a thorough an
every way satisfactory manner at reasonable rates b
leaving orders with or addressing

Home Farm, Milton, Mass..

MILTON, MASS.

ally.
We claim for the Spencerian, superiority

LET.

VARNISHES

9 MARIE TERRACE, PORT LAND.

RIJSSEIX.

TO

And Dealer in

A.

Bay.*15.3,

to be

Milk

FAIRBANKS
THE

FOX,

Manufacturer of

fe24

NEEDLES,

Iron’
record 2.20, by Blanco, be by
Dark
be by American Eclipse
Cadmus, he by Cadmus,
will make a reason at

JOB

Proprietor and Manufacturer.
dtf

fe24

FAIRBANKS, BROWN Oc CO.

in Portland and

SMUGGLER,

marlO

Z. SARGENT,

—

SEWING M A

Superintendence, etc., for everyde

HENRY

Please call at the above named Office and
see for jonrselves.

)

—

FLORENCE

(Boyd Block,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

trom

to clean your fires withthe Furnace doors.

contrived

opening

311 Brosdwar, New York.

STREET,

mare

ALSO

so

out

Drawer.

architect,

acriptton

and is

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Mone]

80 MIDDLE ST.
tnvH_!H_
CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
MIDDLE

Twenty-five Ter Cent of the Fuel,

adopted hy the LNITEI

and

MATTOCKS &

_83 Middle St.

feb!3dtf

OVER

SAWYERS

This Barr is so constructed that It will never warp,
and hence Its durability is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement tor introducing the air through the
fire to unite with the gases on the top of ttie coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales
for

at

THE WORLD

MOST DURABLE.

ALSO

seen

Office 123 Commercial Street.

1807.
Yienua, Montreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874
THE MOST ACCURATE.

—

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Law<
by
collections promptly attended
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

to be

CAPT.

Prizes at Paris in

p

To Let
No. 142 Pine Street. Key »t No. 144 Pine
Street. This rent has been recently repaired.

to

Cram’s Improved Grate Barr,
now

Highest

LET!

HOUSE

a

VEGETINE

Were sold in 1874—being a gaiu of more than 1,000,000 over the year previous; this, with the marked increase in the sales of the other numbers, show that
the superior qualities of these Pens are being
more and more appreciated, and that they are destined to take their place as the most popular
Steel Pens in the market. They are made of the best
strel, by tlie most skillful workmen in Europe, and are a nearer approximation to the rea
A wan Quill action than anything of the kin<:
hitherto invented.
The Spencerian Steel Pens are universally used
in the Commercial Colleges throughout the U
S., more largely than anv others by the ITnited
States Government; and quite generally in ih<
Banks, Counting Houses and Schools of th<
country; and are for sale by the trade gener-

Room in the Second Story of the
Primers’ Lxchange. with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
ocl2dtf

subscriber would call the attention of the

public

d3w

Designed

oc2dtf_

All

COAL CONSUMERS.
The

STATES GOVERNMENT.

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

House

House.

heated lodging rooms to let
NO. 12 TEMPLE ST.

VEGETINE
physician, “ba9 no equal

as a blood
Hearing of its many wonderlul cures, after
all other remedies hail failed, I visited the laboratory
and convinced myself of its genuine merit. It is prepared from barks, roots and herbs, each of which is
highly effective, and they are compounded in such a
mamier as to produce astonishing results.”

Says

STEEL VMS

_

JOSEPH CRAIG,
CdARLES JACKSON.

In every respect worthy of the most implicit conflderc

Law,

to

:

^^.TBE MOST CONVENIENT.

Sylvester,

Counsellors at

of

Nearly Opp. New Custom

steam

TO

60 COMMERCIAL ST.,

and Stucco workers, was desolved on the 16th
inst.. by limitation. The business will be continue) I
by the undersigned at the old stand No. 6 Soutl
Street, under the firm name of Craig & Jackson.

ma?4

Union

Randall & McA Mister Amal»lm
;

nature.

Double-Elastic

would he

taught how to use their political rights
Tranquillity has been measurably restored in
the South. The last act of the Republicar
Congress was to settle the perp'.exi ng quts

VEGETINJE"

Instead of being a pufted-m^ifiedicine has worked its
wav
up to its present astonishing success by aotual
merit m^mdftgjM-frrSeases of the blood, of whatever

purifier.

■ented furnished if desired. Apply to W. H. Simonma3dtf
,on, Commercial St., Holyoke’6 Wharf.

iron

THE

5

more

looked upon

friends and supporters.

SPENCERIAN

To Rent.
NEW house rents at Woodford’s Corner, 5, to
will
he
Handy
ready last of March.
rooms,
9,
In a good neighborhood and splendid 'oca;o cars.
T. H. MANSFIELD,
ion, inquire of
at Woodford’s Corner.
ma4tt

15 rooms, has

Dissolution.
firm of Craig, Jackson & Brackett, Plasterer

The rela
of the two races have been fixed
Slavery has been completely overthrown
The proper relations of the states to the fed
eral power have been definitely established
The "black fikir iiStye been secured in theii
and have beer
freedom, have been

VEGETINE

ma4dtf

been altered tc

things.

lions

as an experiment for some time by
of our best physicians, but those most Incredulous in regard to Its merit are now its most ardent'

Justly

The constitutions ol

the Southern states have

purifying
gradually

Celebrated

To Let.
ROOMS. Call at IT Brown Street

Coal A contains
Furnace, Sebago Water
Gas, handsomely finished Throughout,

GOOD NEWS

THE

lylT__

Plans, Details',

new.

Of One Number Alone of the

thoroughly.

suit the new condition of

some

A

to take up their

permitted

large towns, but should be obliged
by others or else be-

been dose

Does not deceive invalids into false hopes by purging
and creating a fictitious appetite, bat assists nature
tie whole system, leading
in clearing and
«
the patient
to perfect health.
Was

ac-

ago it had the reconstruction question to settle. It will not be denied that the work has

VEGETINE
Is now prescribed in cases of Scrofula and other diseoses of the blood, bv many of the best physicians,
owing to its great snceeBS in curing all diseases of

For Rent.
FINE residence on Tyng near Danforth Street

COPARTNERSHIP.

Portland Me.

1-2

mostly

health.

10,000,000

*10 per month.

custom, and in

vagrants and then be sold into service.
The South was sustained in this course by
the Executive. The rebel soldiers held conventions and'elected legislatures and seut to
the national Senate aud House their most
prominent leaders; and the President of the
United States advocated their admission.
The administration of Andrew Johuson was
a scene of bitter strife between the administrative and the legislative branches of the
government. Four years of valuable time
were absolutely wasted.
When the Republican party assumed absolute control of the government six years

Strikes at the root of disease by purifying the blood,
restoring the liver and kidneys to healthy action,
invigorating the nervous system.
VEGETINE
Is not a vile, nauseous compound, which simply
vurge^ the bowels, hut a safe, pleasant remedy which
is sure to purify the blood and thereby restore the

To Let.

FEW

i

Mechanic, or to F. G. PATTERSON, Williams
ma29eod2v
Block, second block east of City Hail.

KO. 16 MARKET STREET,

O’Donnell

Small stock

Rent low.

at

venerated

come

VEGETINE

THAN

a

to till the soil owned

this nature.

BRICK Store Upper Village in Yarmouth. InF. W. SEABURY,
quire of
or GUSTUS STORES.
feb24eodtf

We give special attention to the preparation of oar
Coals, and will sell at the lowest cash prices.

oc5dtf

THE STANDARD OE

FRESCO PAINTER,

&

oi

block.

many^ears. SCHUnACHRB.

•

paid, &c.,

abodes in

ap-

ma27d3W

GOVERNOR,

PROCLAMATION,

should not be

THE uAKKIEn ELtK
give two entertainments tor the benefit of St.
Paul’s Church at 4«rand Army Hall. Monday
Kv«niux« April dih« “My Uncle’s Will,” and
“Lend me Five Shillings.’* Tneedwy Ercoiog,
April tftta. Longfellows Poem, “Miles Stand ish’s
Courtship,” in full quaint costume, and “Poor Pillisoddy.” by special request Miss Drinkwater will
give “Little Nan, the Good for Nothing.” Music by
Durgan’s Quadrille Band. Evening tickets 35 cjnts.
Course tickets two for 50 cents. For sale at Robinmar301w#
son’s and at Schumacher Bros.

Commercial St.

md

of

taken
I respectfully inform the public that I have
will attend
the Business ot Clias. J. Schumacher and 1 shall enme.
to
entrusted
all
to
jobs
cromutly
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has heid for so

TV

taxes

hereby

MAINE.

in certain offenses where white persons were
punished only by imprisonment colored
offenders should suffer death: that negroes

Will

assessors

of the Assessors.
Portland, March 27, 1875.

BARKER,

m-NewS^t.

FURNISHED

our

NEVER FAILS TO SEIT.

Business Stand for Sale.
Furnishing Goods, well established busi

Office at Schumacher Brothers,

nr

Harleigh Lehigh

Commission. ‘Houses bought aud sola. Apply to F
G. PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate, Office 379
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtle ant

ness.

PAIITEB,

deeming

vicinity—Rents collected,

where the

MORE

To Rent.
rent on Mnnjoy Hill

nse.

We will warrant them to give satistactien: they are
durable and tree from slates. For parlor Stoves and

or dress making
good opportunity to add millinery
Foe further particulars applv at 92 Portiaud St., Coi

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

mined for Winter

John’s and Hickory Coals J

class Real Estate Security, in Portland

first

House No. 8 Orange Street.

Apply

to
A. C.
marHOtt131

Estate

Pearl Sts.

40 horst
FOB SALE—One New Portable Engine,
order.

power, built to

are

For Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try

to Loan.

Money

LOWER
Very desirable.

WONDERFUL WOMAN,
and the beautiful comedy
NATAL GNGAGE91RNT9.
Thursday evening,—Uncle Tom’* Cabin.
dtf
feb‘22

S. B. BECKETT,)
S. B. HASKELL, J Assessors.
WM. O. FOX,
)
83^~Blank schedules will be furnished at the room

For Rent.
tenement in

no case

at first looked like a veritable bo-

discovered recently in tbe Missouri state house. The state treasurer found in
his vaults several
packages of bonds of the
value of some millions. IIow
they came tlieie
and to whom they belonged was a
mvstery.
Tbe treasurer reported his
discovery to the
legislature, and a committee was appointed
to look into ihe affair.
Investigation brought
to light the fact that some years
ago six
per
cent, bonds of the state were substituted for
the the same amount in seven
per cents.

The retired binds were placed, uncacceled
unmarked, iu the s'ate vaults, where
they were forgotten. It is to be hoped that
carelessness like this is not common with
state treasurers.
aud

or reserve commu-

against a white man; that a system of
apprenticeship should be established in which
the old masters should have the preference;
that colored men she uld not lease lands; that

A

have been put
to ihe disagreeable necessity of making a doom will
or deposits in
of
Government
bonds
the possession
the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation
of such doom.

TO LET.

PLEASANT

Furnaces, the

or

INJECT OB

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

5

]

pointed.

publicatloi

ness

VEGETINE

THE

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

ble to offer such lists within the time

rWO

HALL.

Thift Afternoon and Evening,
Positively iast two performances of

KTICE furnished and unfurnished rooms to let.
LX
NO. 11 MIRTLE ST.
dlw*
ma2G

well-known Deane property on State street
containingabout 12000 feet of land, with commodious dwelling bouse in good repair, is ottered foi
sale. The houne can bo seen every Thursday anc
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Rea,
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. M ORSE
jal5dtf
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.

F.

•*

To Let.

OF

KARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators. Derricks. Hoisting

ocfltf

for

The Only Choice.
In six years the Republican party b§s accomplished a gigantic work. The end of the
war found the South impoverished, distracted,
but still defiant. While giving up slavery in
name it endeavored to retain it in substance
by enacting statutes which iu effect reduced
the newly freed ace to cruel bondage. Laws
were passed that a negro could not be a wit-

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed to a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners tor any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows that he was una-

corner

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
looms at No. 20 Brown Street.
myt9dtf

THE

that

MACHINEWORKS

FRESCO

Board.

st.,

necessarily

What

IN ADVANCE.

nanza was

The recent tornado ift
Georgia presented
remarkable peculiarities, uot altogether
original, however. Fences, buildings, and
forests were taken up and whirled thrcugh
the air. One buildittg bad its roof and wails
carried away, but tbe floor remained, held

by tbe weight of heavy groceries. Two
hundred pennies in the money drawer were
blown to a distance of two miles.
Although
some of these stories are rather
large they do
down

not

severely tax credulity. But when we ara
told that those pennies were brought back
next day to tbeir starting place by a man who
found them in the road, credulity fails.
Nebraska is turning its alteutfon to
sheep-raismg. It has millions of acres of
good pasturage for sheep, but there are few
of the animals in tbe state. Iu Colorado tbe
number of sheep is estimated at five millions,
and

Fair 10 cts. Tickets lor the Supper 50 cents, to be
obtained of the Committee, and at the door.
d3t
ma30

over.

at 2234 Cumberland
Also table board.

Annual Meeting of this Society will be held
at tbe Young Men’s Christian Association
Library, THURSDAY, April 1st, 1875, at 4 o’clock

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocare ottered for sale.
an acre of land on tide water on Comcupies
mercial St,., in Portland, and comprises a large
and Pattern Siop. Boilei
Machine Shop,
Shop and Blacksmith Snop. There Is a full compleand general Machinerj
^nrY
'infh^ay;
TIL
and a large assorim cut of patterns.
been
The concern having
long established hat's I
large and constantly increasing list of customers ii
and
is now running 01
and
New England,
Canada,
full time on orders. A more favorable opportunity
ottered.
For further parti
is
seldom
investment
for
culars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

_

BCE’S

Boarding
Wilmot,

as may come
ana
before tbe meeting will be held at Library Room,Mechanics’ Hall, on THURSDAY evening, April 1st, at
mar30d3t
7} o’clock. GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.

Valuable Iron Works

oc29

FOB

Jaftf

pas

otre thousand eight hundred and
seventyfive, and of the Independence of the United
States the ninety-nipth.
NELSON DINGLEY, Jr.
By the Governor.
George G. Stacy, See’y of State.

THURSDAY AFTERNOONS & EVENINGS.
Refreshments for silein the Yestry Wednesday
evening, and an Antiquarian Supper will be served
Thursday evening, at 7$ o’clock. Admission to the

from any cause, tne executor, administrator, or otner
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
such change; and in default of such notice wilhbe
held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

PLEASANT

THE
transaction of such other business

dly

No. 37 Plum Street.

AGENTS

rWO

To Let wttti Board.
Front Boom on lower floor at
49 PLEASANT STBEET.

annual meeting of the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association for the election of officers

ON

three boarders can be accommodated with
board in a private family. Rooms newly furdsbed. Inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.
or

ja!3__*1 wtf

Engineer on WEDNESDAY
EVENING, April 7th, at 8 o’clock, to choose sixteen
Also to act upon a
trustees for the ensuing year.
proposed amendment to Article 2d of the by laws,
and to transact any other legal business.
SPENCER ROGERS, Secretary.
mar30td
the office of the

Foundry

MANUFACTURERS

A

even

Ix>rd

STATE STREET CHAPEL,

CITY

not

OF

In accordaDco with

WEDNESDAY &

THE

he,

knjwledgment of our dependence on the Divine fa
vor. I do hereby, with the advice ot the Executive
Council, appoint Thursday, the eighth day of April
next, to be observed as a day of Public Humiliation,
Fasting and Prayer.
Given at the Council Chamber at
Augusta, this
twenty-third day of March, in the year ot our

ANDJ3UPPER.

OPPOSITE

to

as a

A

—IN—

THE

indispensable,

cases

BY THE

Tho Ladies of Willisfcon Circle will hold’their
<A.NNTJ AL
FAIR,
for the gale of
USEFUL AND FANCY AftTICLFH,

Assessors of the <?ity of Portland hereby
give notice to all persons liable to taxation in
said city, that they will be in session every secular
day from the first to '..he fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
lists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and perlect lists ©f
all their polls and estates, real and personal, or held
by them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, on the first day of April. 1875, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands

have information that several ‘•bum
courteshs in the name of tb<

seeking

STATE

_dl'v

FAIR

as we

are

ANNUM,

some

Doors open at 7; commence at 8.
Matinee.
Wedne*'lay« and *atardnyN at 2} P. M. Admission 25 cts. to all parts of the house. Children 15
cts. Box office open daily from 9.30 A.M. to 4 P. M.
mar25

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

and side
78 FREE ST,

room

FEW gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 88 Pleasant St.,
mar High, also table boarders.
lw*dtf
feb9

P. M.

STEPHEN BERRY,

front

Board.

I

Parquette.35 els.
Gallery...25 cts.
Boxes.$2 an $4,

CITY of PORTLAND.

same

Board.
R. A.

Orchestra Chairs.80 cts.

febOtf

T
steamboat and bote

railway,

guaranty ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

Double-Yolced Tenor.

BODGE, A. M., Principal.
1875.

all

hut

PRICES OF ADMISSION.

NOTICE

marlOdtt

MEETINGS^

ANNUAL

Expenses, Regula*

Public Notice,

ma2tf

room

J. W. & H. H. MCDCFFEE, Cor. Mlddl
& V1 nion Stju

THEWorks
about

$wkf fob

unfurnished
PLEASANT
with board at

A. KEITH.

te

All

We do not read anonymous letters and com muni
cations. The name and address of the writer are ii

Song and Dance.
THE LEBANONION BROS.,
Doable Trapeze.
WALTER C. KELLEY,
The Popular Actor,
And Others.

Is hereby given to owners of lots in the
Western Cemetery in the City of Portland that
unless said owners repair their fences that are now
and have been dropping down lor years past, and
unless they have the necessary repairs commenced
by the 15tli day of May, 1875, the Superintendent
will order all the se old fences and rubbish removed
after that time.
This order will he strictly carried out.
JAMES S. GOULD.
Superintendent of Burials for the City of Portland.
ma30
d3w

unfur-

or

rooms

dace.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

For Sale.
reasonable terms a Cottage Honse in KnigbtA' cosy liome
6 rooms.
Elizabeth,
vilte, Cape
J.(t. BATES,
for a small family. Apply to
marlO*lwtfPori land Dry Dock.

FOR

feb8

wnA

single

Franklin,

wrner

as

furnish**

Stanley

Press, and we have no disposition
sively, a party to such frauds.

BLANCHARD,

Plains, Feb.

R., Press Office.

D. F. CIKKV, Co. 959 Fore Street, cor.
Cron St., in Deleno’s Mill.
H. Ii. HOOPER, Cor. Fork & Maple
StreetH.

J. A. MERB1L

which there is a Dvelliu|
cheap. Said mill is one of the
House, will be
best mills in this state. The machinery is of the best
and most aporoved kind—consisting of a large circular saw, clapboard aud shingle machines, planer,
enlathe, saw, grist mill, etc., with one of the
gines ever used in this country. Said engine is IOC
in
The
and
order.
horse power, nearly new.
perfect
power is amply sufficient to run all the machinery ot
the mill. There is no other place on the Androscoggin river considered so safe for booming logs as at
this mill, for fuitlier information inquire of STILMAN NOYES, or V. M. RICHARDSON,
Jay
feb24deod&w2m
Bridge, Me.

Unices,

L.

To Let with Board.
good rooms, coDnected, furnished

J. A. MERRICC Ac CO., 139 Middle St.

be^t

»p21__**
H. L. GREGG & CO.,
SHIP

Windham Cen-

good land, divided

FOR SALE AT JAY BRIDGE.

FEDERAL STREET,

103

STEPHEN HAN-

the

as

one mile from
acres of

mers”

COMPANY:

CHASE AND DAVI8,

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

BOARD-

J. N. McCOV A- CO., 98 Sprin„ Street.

about equally into Tillage and Pasture land. It has,
for buildings, a barn 40x100 with two sheds attached,
each 30 feet, a two story house with out-buildings, alj
The farm now cuts about 4G
in very good repair.
tons of bay. and can be made lo cut 100 at small expense, and is well adapted for a stock or grazing farm
as it is well fenced with wall and has plenty of water. For sale low. Fnquire ot ELIJAH VARNEY
Windham, or E. P. CHASE, Portland.
eod2m
febl5

W. C. CLARK,

or

rWO

Street.

Valuable Mill Property ]

BABCOCK.

my!9

south

3 to 6
Two of tho
west. Ref-

Rooms Wanted.
or three good rooms, well located, unfurnished. Reference exchanged. Address
xnarlOtf
X, BOX 1M7.

Stair Builder.
farm well known

Watch mid

facing

DARBY

Address

marl9tf

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

For Sale at Windham.
tre,

JOBBER,

unfurnished.

dlw

SON farm. It is
THE
Contains aoout 250

BABCOCK,

MODEL MAKER &

large
satisfactory.

rooms
erences

Plumbers.

aecuted, and at the lowest prices
C. P.

or

JAMES MIC4.EE, No. 91 Federal Street.

payment $500 cash, balance on time. If not sold
week will be withdrawn. Apply to
F. (4. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
William’s Block, second block east of City Hall.

Stevens

Tenement Wanted.
gentleman and wife a tenement of from

e

one

G. M.

dtf

mal9

9tli, 1875.

INSTRUCTION.

further information,
tions, etc, Address,

203 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

furnished
BY rooms,
must be
and

March

For

W. S. MAINS,

11 finish-

journal,

L1MONT8, ALBERT & JLNNIE,
Gymnasia and AeroLati.
IT1I88 MINNIE ORBY,
The Little Comet.
MAORIE HA8SAN,
Serio-Comic.
LEW BALLET.
Negro Comedian.
FRED AND EMILY REKitL.
Ballet Dancers.
The AT. FELIX BALLET-TKOLFE,
4 in Number.
BARNEY McNVLTT,
Irish Comedian.

on

regular attache of the Press is
Card certificate countersigned by

managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent otw

29th,

March

a

Pullen, Editor.

RE-OPENING

EXCELLENT

There are ten regular teachers employed, giving
ample instruction in every branch.

—

Pattern and Model Maker.

Rooters.

promptly and carefully

BY

Institution will commence

BOARD OF

J. V. HAKROCR, 950 Fore Street, Cor.ol
Cvosh, Portland.

A. S. DAVIS Ac CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. CAM SON, 159 Middle St., cor. Cross.

Bargain.

ma30

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
work

a

House No. 31

& Job Printer

Every Description of

_mar23dtf

House for (Sale at
x

—

Photographers.

the premises.

with

with the following

and continue fourteen weeks, closing Juno 10th.

Bottles

iua30il3m*

Street.

GRAND

Monday Evening,

TERM

SPRING

Tuesday,

pilvate

Champagne, Pints. Quarts, and Brandy

TIMOTHY SCL.LIVA N Ac S. VOCNG,
Experienced Horse Shoers, at 109 Fore

apply to,

or

of this

Bottles Wanted Imediately.

Horse Shoeing.

street,
2\ Story
ed rooms, arranged for two families, Sebago
THE
with two lots 30 04 veil. Price only $3250. Terms

EXCHAN9E ST.,

109

done to order.

SMAKDON, SCAMMAX & CO.,

3§ Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

dim*

Address

THE

WM. THOMPSON.
at office of Mattocks & Fox, 183 Middle St.
dtf
ma20

on

opportunity,
or

fished.

■

Book, Card

con

Building

sisting

Street, with all the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually toun< ;
iu a first class bakery. The above property is*locatc<
ih ihe business part of the city,and is a very desirabl*

Send for circular.

STEVENS PLAINS, ME.

*lw

WILL
stables and pay cash.

IS Free Street.
CEOBOB A. WHITNEV, No. 30 Exchange St. Cpholstering of all kinds

the

sale

Rector.

oclOtf

PRESS.

Every

WARD. Manager.
WALTER C. KELLEY.Stage Manager.
J. D.

Oscar L

$8.00 PER

WEDNESDAY MORNING, MAR. SI, ’71

Opera House.

Ward’s

Schoo

Family

Westbrook Seminary.

care

a

Manure Wanted.
take It imediately from public

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREV Ac CO., Arcade, No.

location for business on account of its easy access t< 1
all the Railroads and Boats from all directions. Ain
person wishing to engage in the business will fine
this a rare
as the business is well estab

Thomas, Ji\,

M.

to

MEANS, Pearl Street, op-

posite Park,

wishing
relinquish
BaVinj
their entire business
otter for
THEbusiness,
of their two story Brick
Unioi

Rt. Rev.
Billings, B A.

few table boardNO. 31 FEDERAL ST.

TWO
ers, at
mar23

Carpenters and Builders.
&

Franklin

THE

The

Wantedgentlemen boarders, and

Portland Hie*

WHITNEV

1875._TERMS
ENTERTAINMENTS.

Topsham, .Tie,
H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.

of horses and make himself generally useful.
The best of references. Speaks English fluently.
ALFRED NEILSSON.
Address
Press office.
ma29dlw*

li. J. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
and fancy Candies, £87 Congress Ml,

For Sale l
subscribers

Wanted.
SITUATION, by a Swede aged 18, to take

A

Confectionery.

mWO first-class new houses Nos. 10! and 103 Nev
JL
High street, containing 11 good rooms eacli
bath rooms, wash bowls, two water closets in eacl
bouse, good cellars, good sewerage, Sebago and gas
Call and look at them.
C. W. STROUT.
mar23d2w*

COUNSELLOR AT-LAW

WM.

Street.

Removed to

cars,

1

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch of
apace, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less. $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insert ions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three inscitiona
r less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
or the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square tor each subsequent nsertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.

ma!7

ma27dlw*

SALE!

FOR

Ib published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

A

Book Binders.
VTM. A. QCINCV, Room II, Printer’s
Ill Exchange St.
No.
Exchange,
SHALL & SHACKFORD,B(s.3S Plan

;

31,

8t. Augustine’s School for Boys,

Hire.

or

SMALL House and Stables, with one to three
acres of land in Deering, convenient to horse
or wiihln two miles of the City
Call on
F. G. PATTERSON,
ma30.ll w
William’s Block, cast of City Hall.

HOYT, a- FOGG No.91 Middle Street.
T. P. McGOWAN, 934 Congress St.

an

Portland, March 27,1873.

vance.

W. W.

excellent neigbtioi'
tbecity. Hood lot ou th
Price and terms favorable
P. U> IlOX C13.

Wanted to Purchase

Booksellers and Stationers.

MARCH

EDUCATIONAL.

WANTS.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

REAL ESTATE.

day (Sundays excepted) by the

every

Terms:

PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY MORNING,

VOL. 13.

1

wool-raising is

great industry.

a

Current Notes.
If any doubts have remained in the minds
of our Connecticut voters as to the real nature of Democratic principles and doctrines
at the present

time,

these doubts must have

been set at rest by the recent speeches of
Messrs. Eaton and Johnson in the Senate.
Mr. Johnson was not particularly brilliant, it
is true and Mr. Eaton repeated himself as he
always does; but tbe speeches were fair specimens of Democratic argument, and represent fairly tbe ideas of tbe Democratic leaders
and politicians wbo are no w asking tbe people of this and tbe other states to restore them
to power.—New Haven Journal and Courier.

It is upon th« Republican members that
tbe Governor depeuds almost entirely. If
UC

w 111J IUC

UjUl,

IUC

T1UUIJ

Will

UC

a

JA-1-

sonal one, so far as he is concerned, and one
of the Republican party, as represented in the

legislature. That large and powerful section

of the Democratic party of which Chief Justice Church is the ornamental figure-bead,
only brought out on great occasions, and of
which Senator Lord and Speaker McGuire
are the real leaders, is committed to the perpetuation of the Canal Ring in power aud
against any effectual effort to punish its past

robberies.—N. Y. Mail.
Little Delaware, too, has been silly enough
to go into the nullification business. One of
the bills passed at the recent session of the

Legislature authorizes common carriers, innkeepers, etc., to provide separate accommodations for “any class of persons obnoxious” to

Meanor customers.
of course, “niggers.” This is pretty
small business even for so small a state as

their other passengers

ing,

Delaware.—Springfield Republican.
Illinois also has one of those “reform” Legislatures. aud the newspapers record the coincidence that it has been running exactly ibh
same length of time as the Beecher trial, and

has developed about as much scandal. The
House of Representatives had a regular orgie
a la Pennsylvania the other night.—Phila•
delphia Pren».
The Democrats in Connecticut, like their
brethren in New Hampshire, managed during their short lease of power to convince any
j^rprejudiced person that they were of real
Bourbon t^^hat they had learned noth-

tWh
ing and forgotten tfotSfirg; Tnnr
record was so uublusbingly partisan, so utterly neglectful of everything touching the ma-

terial aud-moral interests of the state, that
even the more sensible of the Democrats out
of office saw the blunders of their legislative
representatives and urged their coriectiou.
ill iue

Dul in vain.

is

as

uiuieg slate,

every-

where else, the temporary success ol the Democracy scattered to the winds all the lessons
of wisdom learued in adversity, the bummers
and spoilsmen elbowed their way to the ‘root
and, pushing the more discreet leaders aside,
took possession of the party and ran it in
their own interests.—Cleveland Herald

It is *&id the executors of Oakes Ames
have discovered by bis accounts that the
money be claimed to have paid to Mr. Colfax and others was in fact used for his own
purposes at the time he was hard-pressed by
bis financial embarrassments. Tbetiieuds ot
Mr. Coifax ought to probe the matter to the
bottom aud vindicate his good uame, it the
fac.s are ai we believe them to be.—Hartford Evening Poet.

Sews and Other Item*.
The United States pays twice as much in
pensions as any other nation in the world.
Mrs. Soott Siddona has sailed for Europe.
She takes her husband with her.
“Doubtful’* a Boston trotier, with a 2.39 official record,

has

been

sold in

New York lor

84000.
Tbe English runner Tbormanby died last
mouth. He won his owner $450,000, staki •
and bets together, in one race when very young.
A New York alumnus of Dartmouth College
has paid the expenses of having a member of
the university go to the metropolis and learn a
new stroke from some professional oarsmen
A spelling match has been arranged between
fifty students of Harvard college and the same
number of young ladies from the bigh schools
of Boston and vicinity, to taka place on Saturday evening.
Two California yonng men, who were in love
with girls uuder age wnose parents did not consent to their marriage, recently evaded the law
by going some miles to sea beyond the jurisdiction of the state laws, and having the knot
tied.

Kinglake, in the last volume of his "Crimea,”
says that the phrase ubiting the dust” is more
than a figure of speech. A man suddenly
killed, in the act of strenuous bodily exertion,
will, by mere musoular action, appear ter bite
the dust.
The Emperor of Brazil is

going

to

ask his

Parliament, at its approaching opening, to let
him go to Europe, and, if his request is granted, he will make the United States a visit on
his way back, during the centennial,
The announcement of a meeting of Dan
Rice’s creditors at Pittsburgh last week failed
to bring a single person. The cause, as alleged, is that Rice owes $85,000, aud as his only
assets are a suit of clothes worth $60, nobody
cared to pay the $1.50 necessary as the tee for
wearing the creditor.
The Wisconsin State Journal says that Andrew Johnson is like the man who was tipped
from a load of hay on to a stump, butting his
head so he coaid not talk. Years after, when
his skull was repaired and the brain relieved
from the pressure, he finished the speech he
was uttering when be fell.
A half dozen Harvaid sophomores bet a wine
supper that they could pass through a rough
ward of Cambridge on St. Patrick’s day wearing orange ribbons in their butte n holes. They
started, and being pitched into ran at once,
but in the direction they had wagered, and
thus they got their wine bat made little reputation by the feat
John Ruskin goes cold, because he hates
smoke; lives out of town because he hates
noise; shuts himself out of society because he
despises women; will not go aboard steamers
becau-e the noise of tbeir whistling is abomin-

able; reads only bis

own works because other
ideas worry him; and now refuses to
travel by rail because he met wuh au accident
His last trip by
some time ago.
cost

people’s

carriage

him

$350,

and be hates that mode of

convey-

aucc.

Apropos of the death of the Compte de J«rnac, Ambassador of France at the Court of St.
James, it may be said that his father. Major,

General Louis W iliiam Vit-couut de Cbabat, au
old English cavalry offic-r, is still alive, ami at
nicety five finds Limself the oldest officer on
the retired list. He served with distinction in
Holland, in 1799, was with S r John Mooie in
Spaio, aud with the Walcberon

Expedition,

foucht ia the Peninsula until 1810, and

subsequently

on

the staff in Canada.

spoken of as hale aud hearty, and likely
last his centnry.

was

He is
to

out-

—

the Drama.
Art, JIusic ami
a sister of Miss AdePhilliPPS.
Miss Matilda
mg muVc in I taly
study
been
laide, who has
the ’>rlc 8tacu
“Pon
-HI ai>P««
sev, ral years,

inWiF°i)“tHaasG
marine

engaged

on

some

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS

THE CAISSON MURDER TRIAL.
fitnporlaul Teslimouy for the Defence.
Bangor, March 30.—Tho larger portion of
to-day, the first of the third week ol Carson’s

trial, tho prisoner himself lias occupied the
stand. The direct examination elicited an account of the circumstances of the drowning of
Brawn consistent with liisnrevious statements,
while the severe cross-examination did not develope important inconsistencies or shake the

testimony in any essential particular.
The testimony of lJr. Calvin Seavey, a surgeon and physician of long practice in this city,
introduced as ail expert, was of decided importance to

Dougherty’s testimony,

a

cism that we have heard passed upon it is tba
‘it is so full of writhing serpents that it resem
Tin
hies nothing so much as a bag of eels’’
Dole gallery iu Bond street is being enlarge: 1
at one end for the reception of this enormou
work, for it is intended to exhibit it in London
after the Salon. M. Dote has also tin

directly
islied his characteristic illustrations of the
Crusades, and the work will be shortly pule

11ol...a In P.rio

■

he that which was so successful at Bologm
when Sigcor Campauini sustained the tit! 0
crt
role, and in which he aud Mine. Nilsson
ated so great a furor iu New York. The cb(
1
ruses have Deen diilliug in Italy for severs

NEW
Death of a

IUs entitled “The Heir Appa:
Mr. Kauffman’s large historical paini

MASSACHUSETTS.

A concert complimentary to Mr. Charles G
Bush, the young artist, and Mr. William E
Beckett, the baritone, has been arranged t 0
take place at Steiuway Hall about the middl
an 1
of April. The English Glee
Club
Mendelssohn Glee Club will
participate
Mr. Bush goes abroad to complete his art stud
ies, aifd Mr. Beckett visits Eugland for th

Tunnel Bill.
Boston, March 30.—Gov. Gaston to-day affixed his signature to the Hoosac tunnel bill,
Its opponents
which thus becomes a law.
claim that the bill, which establishes a corpora
directors
five
of
control
the
appointunder
tiou
ed by the Governor and provides for the comroad
west, is
pletion of the Troy & Greenfield
faulty, and will prove inoperative, eutailiug a
still further outlay of millions by the state,
without securing an equivalent advantage. The
result, however, is looked upon as a triumph
of tho Fitchburg railroad and its connecting
branches west.
The Hooenc

purpose of studying oratorio music.
The centenary of Michael Angelo is to bt
held at Florence, sometime the next autumn
His works will bo exhibited, house shown, an*
all bis drawings and other relics. Also a nev
life of the great man is to be published by tin
commeudatore, Aurelio Gotti, director of tin

_

NEW YORK.
The Money market.
New York, March 30.—The Times’ financial
article says the sudden change in the money
market yesterday was due to extraneous influenceand sprang from a renewal ot the operations of the gold clique. It is well known
that large amouuts of capital in this and neighboring cities would be released if satisfactory
rates could be obtained, and it is likely that the
manoeuvres of the clique, if pershffccf ffi,Hyoul(I
^
meet with such success.

Uflizi library, based on a previous life by Va
sari, but using the archives of Florence, whicl 1
contaiu 140 letters written to Michael Angel*
and 350 written by him, now for the first tim >

About Women.
X have oltcn wondered at the singular influx
ence possessed by some women; and I have
found that they were women win

always

looked up to themselves—not necessarily brilliant persons, not necessarily witty, but origina
(of course, a person is original who takes great

pains
then,

to

form his

or

her

own

convictions);

am

very symnathetic
this combination of originality and sympathy
inak es them Ihc most charming companions—
more charming, of course, than men of tht
like self-respecting nature, because such men
may not he sympathetic, whereas the women
You may depend upare nearly sure to be so.
on it tlial Cleopatra not only sympathized with
Antony, but had ideas of her own which
greatly interested and attracted him. And so
with the great ladies iu France who ruled cerYou may take it foi
tain sections of society.
granted that they were women who looked up
We have had fewer of suck
to themselves.
as

women

most

in

women

are

England—that is, ostensibly;

but

in re
you will find that in most circles, even
inote country places, there are women of the
kind I mean, who have immense power in the

form of inffuence.— Social Pressure by Sir Ar
thur Helps.
During the war of 1870, the Empress Augusta
made every effort to mitigate the sufferings of
the French soldiers in captivity. “’She went so
far as to contract personal debts in order to proviele small comforts for the men, The resources
of her allowauce have always been very limited
and her meagre revenue is doled ont to her
every month, exactly as the ladies of the couit

paid. The king has thus found means to
ecoubmize, every year, at the expense of his
Consort, enough to cast a new cannon. Those
who went to Baden, in its pa!my days, relate
that her majesty, being desirous one day to
are

~

.nniYinvinl

....

nf

rnooril

f

it

MntO

(1

rrl n t

handed to that lady her own brooch, adding in
‘You see that I
a gentle but saddened voice,
have worn it.’ A uature so good aud generous
was fatally destined to clash with the proud,
cold and calculating character of 1’rince von
Bismarck. The queen has always been in a
state of antagonism to the chancellor, and is
said to have frequently been able to keep him
in check.”
We sometimes hear of hair a yard and a
half long, and consider its possessor exceptionally endowed. Bat a Buffalo lady boasts of
luir of still more extraordinary dimensions. It
is a yard aud three-quarters long, of a rich
hiack color, aud of a thickness proportioned to
its length. Such a wealth of hair must be a
possession worth having, aud doubtless the lady is an object of envy among her less richlyendowed friends. But all treasures have their
and the care of such a mass of hair
must be a weary task.
These, therefore, who
have only a moderate portion of capillary
wealth will find a compensation in the less
amount of time
required to keep it in tho best
coudition. If, however, the quantity of hair

drawbacks,

were

of choice, wo will venture to say
large majority of women would take the
abundant hair and the care it involves as
quickly as they would accept wealth aud the responsibility that goes with it.
that

a

mailer

a

Tire characteristics of the Russian
type of
feminine beauty are an extreme fairness of
complexion, grayisli-blue eyes, blonde or chestnut li-ir, and a certain <mhonpoint,
arisitg
from the lack of exercise and the life in

doors,
compelled by a winter lasting seven
or eight months.
They suggest the idea of
odalisques, whom the Genius of the Norili
keeps confined in the tropical atmosphere of a
hot house. They have complexions of cold
which is

and suow, with tints of the heart of a
cam^lia—like those over veiled women
of the seraglio, whose skin the light has not
touched. By this extreme fairness their delicate It al lire’s aie rendered- even more delicate,
and the softened outliues lorui faces of Hyperbyrea a sweetness and I’ular grace.
cream

Benefactor of the Race.

_

galler,.

feet iu height, and represents a young girl
of the Roman type of beauty, of about
thirteen years of age. Although inferior to
the celebrated Capitoliue Venus, it is a most
lovely specimeu of sculpture.

HAMPSHIRE.

ient of a valuable present from the citizens of
Manchester. The funeral takes place at 2 p,
m., Thursday.

eat.”
ing of “Columbus Before the Council at Salt
manca” is also on exhibitlou4at the Corcora „

is the orchestra.”
At Homo, the new “Venus” found on Christmas Eve has been placed in tho gallery of th*
Capitoliue Museum. The statue is ouly foi

Gray,

Manchester, March 30.—Samuel S. Richardson, aged 73 years, for 2!) years a grave digat his restger at the Vanley Cemetery, died
dence this morning of paralysis. He has dng
about 4000 graves in this city and was much
respected(accordingly). He was lately the recip

Washington.

on

Joshua

Suicide at the Inunne Hospital.
Mrs. Merrill, a patient at tlie Insane Hospital, committed suicide last night by strangling. She was lrom Pittston.

doubtless repeat his Italian aud American su<
as the hero, Lohengrin.
A new painting ly Boughtou, the America I
artist residing in London, has recently bee II
purchased for tho Corcotau Art Gallery i a

virtuoso, aud the instrument that he plays

and

Mama ranroaus.

>

cess

a

axe

Treasurer. A committee was appointed to
confer with the Grand Trunk and Boston aud

in order that the chef d’ceuvre of the farnou
te
composer of the “music of the future” may
produced with the utmost eclat. The cast wil 1
he unprecedentedly strong, Mile. Titieus beiui I
the Ortrud, Mme. Nilsson sustaining her origi
nal part of Elsa, while Signor Campauini wi i

—

au

dent, Josiah Maxcy Clerk,

s

which shall be critical as well as narrative,
Mr. Wilson has been granted favors by the
pope which would never have been accorded t*
Siguor Gotti, and James Jackson Jarvis, thi
well known artist and conoisseur, warrant:
that his work will be worthy his opportunities
A very neat compliment for Mr. Thomas
comes from Baltimore:—“Theodore Thomas is

slight

The charter granted hy the
this city to day.
last Legislature was accepted and the’ followJ. B.
ing directors chosen: Alonzo Garcelon,
F. G.
Ham and David Holland. Lewiston;
Richards and Joshua Gray-, Gardiner; J. It.
P.
Bodwell, Ilaliovvell; E. F. Pillsbury aud J.
of
Wyman of Augusta, and Wm. Atkinson
J. It. Bodwell was chosen PresiEmbdeu.

The chief attraction at Her Majesty’s Oper I
during the ensuing season wiil he the first pel
formanoe in England of Wagner’s famous oj
ha 3
era, “Lohengrin,” of which Mr. Mapleson
secured the sole right. Tho version used wi II

placed at the disposition of a biographer
Among these is a mere scrap of a letter, writ
ten by Michael Angelo from Venice in Sep
tember, 1530, to explain his mysterious fligh
during the siege of the prince of Orange, fo
which the state paid 10,000 francs to its pos
sessor, some years ago. Other works of sjnvVit
interest are also
to^be IwouglV out on thii
occasion. This work of Gotti’s is to be used
by Charles Heath Wilson, an English scholai
iu Florence, as a basis for an English work

so

without breaking a hone,
Sale of Penn.
At the annual sale of choice of pews in the
Third Congregational church the’evening, Itev.
G. W. Field, D. D., pastor, about 82,800 was
realized in premiums above the appraisal.
atonic Funeral.
of the
Gardiner, March 30.—The remains
late Dr. It. K. Williams, a highly esteemed
physician of this city, were entombed to-day
with Masonic honors.
I.etrislou and Augusta Railroad.
Augusta, March 30.—The corporators of
she Lewiston and Augusta ltailroad met iti

flicted with

remained in the artist’s studio for many year 1
unfinished. The Academy says: “The criti

months past, where magnificent dresses, seer
ery and appointments are also being prepare*

produce

wound as in the case of Brawn, uor can a
person struck in this mauner make any connected talk. It looks reasonably certain to Dr.
Seavey that the clotting of blood under whter
is an indicalibu that tho wouud was inflicted
under water, and it is his opinion that a wound
like the one described could uot have been in-

work which ha:

a

could

a

preBergamo to a splendid sepulcher
the jcathedral of that city.
pared for them in
his story
Wilkie Collins has been turning
“Armadale” into a play. In this work lie has
been assisted by M. Regnier, the French actor.
The
picture which Gustave Dord is flu
is

a

hy

near

It

person dies
water will run

He said if

blood will not flow from a cut made in the
body. He cannot conceive liow a blow giveu
with an axe, according to Mrs.
a man

o Funeral SymVerdi is said to be writing
of the
translation
the
for
phony. with chorus,
from a rural cemetery
remains of Donizetti

in tlie Iuferno.

tho defence.

hy absolute drowning, bloody
from the body if cut. If death be caused by a
blow given previous to falling into tlio water,

Quarters'”

scene

IN MAINE.

unusu-

great
isliing for the forthcoming Salon represents

New Yoke March 30.—In theTilton-Bcechsuit to day Mr. Evarts stated that a witness
of importance was very sick, Air. Ileury Cleveland. and was about to leave the city, lie
asked that ihe court should make arrangewould like
ments to take his testimony, ami
Judge Neilsoii to he preseat at his examination,
make
should
the
counsel
that
'i'hts Judge said
and
what arraueeiueiits might he necessary,
to
suggested some afternoon, which was agreed
the
not
definitely
day was
counsel; hut
fixed.
i?lr* Horace IS. ITalliii
theo resumed tlie witness stand. He testified:
The arbitrators, Aly. James Freeland, Mr.
Charles JStorrs and myself, met at the time
agreed upon at Moulton’s residence. Mr.
Bowen, Mr. Moulton and Mr. Tilton were also
present. Mr. Tiltou made a long statement of
his case, occupying thirty minutes, in which ho
stated Ins grievances, aud when he had fiuished
Mr. Bowen stated Ins case, occupying blit a
few minutes. After they got through they
retired and we had a cousulta:ion. After half
an hour we agreed on the award and sent for
them. Mr. Bowen, Mr. Tiltou and Mr. Moulton came in.
1 made the announcement of the
result of our determination. I said we had
made up our minds that they should first burn
all the papers belonging to the scandal, aud
that Mr. Bowen should pay the $7000 to Mr.
Tdton, aud they should sign the covenant.
The papers to be burned wew the letter of
apology and the article in print, dated the 1st
of January, 1873, besides other papers conMr. Moulton and
nected with the scandal.
Mr. Tilton agreed to this, and seemed satisfied
with the award. Mr. Bowen sail he had no
papers to burn, but would like the return ot
the Woodstock letter, which was agreed to.
The agreement was then brought up aud Mr.
Tiltou said he would like to alter it. 1 asked
what alteration he desired to make, and he
took bis pencil and iuterlined the paper and
wrote something in another paper attached to
it. The paper was then satisfactory to all of
them. There was considerable talk, prolonged
for some time. J. carried the paper to Mr
Wilkesou, aud he was to make a clear copy
of it.
The witness was handed a check.
1 do not kuuw whether this was the check
paid to Tiltou by Bowen. Mr. Bowen then
This was either on the 3d
drew up the check.
After Mr. Tilton signified his
or 4th of April.
approval of the covenant, Mr. Bowen drew up
the check, 1 took the covenant to Wilkesou
the next day, aud received a clean copy of it
from him. I think I carried it to Charles
Storfs, to take it to BowTen, but the paper was
returned to me without any signature aud I
took it to Bowen and got it signed. It was then
given to Storrs and given back to me with Tilton’s signature. I then took it to Mr. Beecher
aud he signed it, after which it remained in
Mr.
my possession. 1 had a conversation witii
South wick in April, 1871, in regard to taking
stock in the Golden Age. I had aconyersatiou
with Mr. Beecher about it. He did not advise
I so reported to Mr.
me in anv way about it.
Southwick. 1 remember the wooanun scauuai.
The following summer I had a conversation
with Frank Carpenter about the starting of a
newspaper. We had a meeting at Mr. Bowen’s
house, when there were preseut Charles Storrs,
Frank Carpenter, Mr. Bowen and myself.
Their conversation was about the starting of a
1 did not subscribe to tho enternew paper.
prise. Mr. Tilton came to my house one night
had
heard I called him a blackbe
and said
-mailer. The conversation turned on hia relations with Mr. Beecher.
Cross-examined.
The witness was questioned as to the signing
of the tripartite agreement, and his testimony
coincided substantially with that of Mr. Wilkeson on the same subject. The witness was
then asked if be knew Victoria Woodbull, and
said that be did a little, and continued: 1 have
She called
seen her on two or three occasions.
at my office, and I returned the call at her
office on Broad street soon after, but 1 do not
remomber the year. She had been to ray house
and spoken to Mrs. Claflin, and she urged very
much that I should be asked to call and see
her. This \\us either in the winter or spring.
I called on her some weeks or months after. I
She sent it to
did not subscribe to her paper
I am not certain if I paid for it. I did
me.
not advertise in it, hut saw an advertisement of
1 went to her house once with Mr.
mine in it.
Bowen, hut do not remember the date. I kuow
it was the week that Louis Tappeu died, as Mr.
BovVeu came down to attend his luuerai. This
He went
was about 4 o’clock in the afternoon.
there to see some documentary evidence she
had in her possession. 4 think it was suggested
at all the meetings that the papers relating to
the scandal should be burned.
Bc-direct Examination.
X went to Mrs. Woodhull’s at the request of
her lawyers and Mr. Bowen. That was the
only time I was ever in her house. I thiuk it
the paper was
was at the last meeting when
finally settled and agreed upon that the propositi., n whs made to leave tile covenant with Mr.
Moulton. It was said at the3o meetings that
the difficulties were to be settled by the arbiThe conversation was between Mr.
trators.
Moulton and Mr. Tilton at the two first meetings Mr. Wilkeson said the difficulties between
Mr. Bowen, Mr. Tilton and Mr. Beecher ought
to be arranged amicably, and 1 agreed with
'him. Mr. Tilton said he would not settle until
he got some satisfaction out ol Mr. Bowen. It
the personal
was the difficulties set' forth in
statement which were to be settled by arbitration. Tilton stated in one of these conversations* Afce.fAtS'had already begun a suit against
Mr. Bowen. JSWKjgs.
Mr. Beecher was Thhaput during the entire
*“*'
morning session, but lift**. Beecher and
daughter iu-law came in sfiofWj'TUfter the
opening of the court and occupied their usual
places. Mr. Evarts remained about half an
hour in court, and theu left the case in the
hands of the other counsel for the defence.
After recess, Louisa J. Itoeger, and Mary
C. Josephs testified to the date of the despatch
sent by Beecher to BeeekskiII, stating that it
Geo. F. Williams of
was Received June 2d.
the New York Herald, testified that he saw
proof slips of the Woodhull publication before it
He received proof slips of the
was published
scandal against Beecher. This was objected to
ruled out.
an
argument
aud.after

or

views off the coast of Maine.
al]y flue
is a vocalist who has been
Jesse Shephard
His
in
Washington.
attracting attention
from a deep mellow bass to
voice is said to run
two voices in one.
a soprano, like
\V. Whitney,
Our eminent basso, Mr. Myron
is acknowledged to stand withUOW in London,
in the oratorio
out a peer as a basso profundo
and
and concert halls of that great metropolis,
with Mr. Charles
honors
tho
divides
fairly
Mr.
baritone.
Santley, the no less eminent
with
Whitney lias been received everywhere
and the press
the most flattering testimonials,
wherever lie
unusual
an
to
degree
is laudatory
is really
which
in
oratorio,
is heard, whether
classical an
his proper place, or in the many
London season
miscellaneous concerts which a
surfoited*witb.
bo
to
saiil
bo
almost
might
William Bradford is painting Arctic scenes,
Polaris in Winand has now on his easel “The
ter
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WASHINGTON.

matters.
Washington, March 30.—The Secretary of
tbfc Treasury to-day directed the treasurer to
withdraw from the available currency balance
of the treasury $1,488,000 of legal tenders and
that they he cancelled and destroyed, the same
being 80 per cent, of the additional circulation
issued to the national banks during the present month until further redemptions under the
act providing therefor are ordered. The amount
of U. S. notes outstanding and to be issued as a
circulating medium shall not exceed the sum of
larioiiM

$379,226,900.

Hoo. John C. New of Indianapolis paid his
to General Spinner at the treasury to-

respects
day.

The President and family leave for New
York to-morrow morning and will not return
till Saturday.
The President to day appointed A. C. Barstow of llbode Island to he a member of the
Board of Indian peace commissioners under
the act approved April 10, 1809.
Commissioner llonglass denies that he is to
resign, though a rumor was circulated to that
effect.
Treanury Balance*.
The following are the Treasury balances for

hy”the

CliarlCM Slorrs

his father owned one share of the Tribune
Ho asked me at one time about selling
stock
it and investing the tponey iu other securities.
I had a conversation with Tilton at Mr. Oviugton's after his wife left hint. He said that he
must now, his wife having left him, smash
Elizabeth and Mr. Beecher. I said that I was
sorry, aud that this was unfortunate.
In August, 1874, I was sent for to Moulton’s
house by Mr. Woodruff. 1 went there and had
an imeiview with Moulton, up stairH. Moulton
laughed and said he did not know' that 1 would
come to see a blackmailer.
He also said that
Beecher had confessed his adultery to him, and
advice
had
been
his
that if
followed it would
have been better. He also said, “Your brother
must not sign the report of the church committee until 1 am cross examined, or I will make
another statement.” He said that he had been
Mr. Beecher’s friend until he called him a
blackmailer, hut that now .Mr. Beecher had got
This was on August
to look out for himself.
28th. Moulton hal been down East. Before
this interview I do not rememberTiltou’s charging liis wife with adultery with Beecher except
In a conversation with me in
on
inference.
1871 or 1872 he talked of suing a party for having said his wile committed adultery with
After the termination of a certain
Beecher.
lawsuit against Moulton last year, on December 10, 1874. he sent for me to come aud see
him. 1 went aud had a conversation with him.
He said Beecher was a liar, aud used other
He said also
words the same in substance.
that he was a libertine.
The court hero adjourned for the day. It is
believed Beecher will be on the witness stand
to morrow.
me

Eighty-five weavers quit
and No. 3 yesterday afternoon

work In No. 2
and left in a body.
The trustees of the Lick fund assert their intention not to resign their trust, notwithstanding Mr. Lick’s revocation of his deed.
The heaviest gale ever known at Astoria,
Oregon, prevailed last Sunday. Several vessels
were driven ashore.
Three boys at Hudson, N. Y., were poisoned
yesterday with wild turnip, which they mistook
for artichokes. One lias siuce died.
Victoria Woodhull has published a card denouncing Tilton as a liar, and claiming that
bis friendship for and subsequent desertion of
her cause was a positive injury to her.
The Ohio General Assembly lias adjourned
sine die.
A. C. Hill, a prominent citizen of Fairport,
N. Y,, was suffocated iu liis bed Monday niglit
by coal gas.
In the Massachusetts Senate yesterday a bill
was reported providing for the division of the
city of Boston into thirty-six wards, with two
common council men and two school committee
men from each ward.
Capt. John Bigfey, a Sandy Hook pilot, died
Monday of small pox, contracted on his vessel.
\V. H. Weevers, charged with embezzling
$4000 from a Loudon firm, was arrested iu
Brooklyn yesterday, destitute, and returned to

_

THE MEXICAN BANDITS.
Additional Particular* of their Ratal iu
'1

exa*.

New Youk, March ISO —A New Orleans destates that Gen. Augur telegraphs to the
commandaut at Fort Brownvilte, regarding the
rumored raids and murders by the Mexicans.
The following reply is received:
There are many reports of a raid on tho
ranches iu the vicinity of Corpus Christi, aud
Some
of a threatened attack on that place.
ranches have doubtless been robbed and burnkilled
of
and
taken
a
number
people
ed, and
The prisoners, have, however, esprisoners.
caped. The mauraders have been driven from
the vicinity of Corpus Christi by citizens, who
are in pursuit, and I have seutall my mounted
force to intercept tho robbers. Gen. Hatch has
sent troops for the same purpose.
Many depredations have been committed along the river
above this point of late and several persons
killed. I believe the robbers are Mexicans,and
other side of
a majority of them are from the
the river. There are probably several parties
out stealing cattle aud robbiug ranches, but I
send no reliable information as to their
can
numbers
I shall inform you of auythyiug

Loudon.

supply is
vance

Chicago, Kerch 30.—An order will be issued
from Geu. Sberidau’s headquarters to-morrow,
enclosing a communication from the Int'.'Vor
Department in relation to th«^BI*ri mils couuthe appointment of
try. After refcrriuegeologists to ev.T.’ofe that region, and the desire
of the d<®fernment to extinguish the Indian
tV it gold exists there, the Secretary says that
the Department of the Interior has recently
obtaiuod inforinrtioQ leading to the belief that
the trespassers ndw in the country will endanger the saccessof any negotiations. He therefore requests that the military department notify these interlopers to leave immediately and
to
to

inform them that a refusal to do so will lead
their expulsion by military force.

The Nominees of the Rhode Island
hibitionists Decline.

Pro-

Providence, March 30.—Gov. Howard aDd
Lieut. Gov. Vau Zandt have written letters to
the chairman of the prohibitory convention,
declining the use o£ their names as candidates
for re-election.

ad-

Receipt*.
Receipts by Grand Trunk Railroad—J S Crockett
2

oats.
water conveyance—1000

cars

By
True & Co.

bush cornmeal to G W

New York Stock and dloner Market.
Nbw York, March 30—Evening.—The Wall street
were active and excited again to-day with
At the close there
wide and frequent flustuations.
The occasion
was a decline in both stocks and gold.
of this was an announcement that Daniel Drew was
confined to his house by sickness, and some of his
“calls” and “puts” were not responded to when put.
His brokers state that they could not do anythin" in
the matter except by orders from Drew, and he had
not given any instructions. Later in the day it was
reported that Drew had telegraphed down town that
he would be on hand to-morrow and atttnd to his
affairs.
Money loaned up to 7 pet cent, gold this afternoon
for a short time but soon fell back to 5 @ 6 per cent,
and closed easy at those rates.
Foreign Exchange
advanced to 482 @ 486 said sales were made close oil
The decline in gold
to the asking quotations.
strengthened the market. The customs receipts today were §471,000. Gold opened at 116f, fell to 115,
rallied to 115J, then fell to ll4g and closed at 115; the
rates paid for borrowing were 5-16, J, 3 16, 3-32,1-16
and 1-64 per cent, per diem; loans were also made at
1 per cent, per annum, flat and 1-32 per cent. The
£ ssistant Treasurer paid out to-day §48,000 on ac-

Stocks:

Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.76|
Pacitic Mail.
N If Central and Hudson R. consolidated.100$
48
Brie.
Brie preferred..
29$
74
Michigan Central....
Union Pacitic stock......
62§
Lake Shore... 73$
Illinois Central, ex-div...,,...102
Wabash...
15$
Chicago & Northwestern.44$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 57$
Chicago & Rock Island.... 105$
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacitic bonds.98$
Union Pacific.
97$
Union Pacific land grants.100

.41?

..

Sinking Funds....

91$

Boston Hank

Statement.

BOSTON. March 30.—The following is the statement
of the Boston National banks, as returned to the
Clearing House Monday morning, March 29th:

Capital.$ 50,150,000
Loans.;. 132,546,400
Decrease.
'419.500
Specie.
533,700
Decrease.
159,700
Legal tenders.
8,710,600
Decrease.
180,800
Due from other banks.
17,557,900
Decrease...
502,900
Due to other banks.
22,835,300
Decrease.
1,255,700
Deposits.
51,161,200
Increase.
432.300
Circulation. 24,214,400
Decrease....w.
233,700
Market.

Providence Print Cloth Market,
Providence, March 30.—The priuting cloths mar
et dull and lower; standard and extra 64 x 6-4’s are
quoted at 6$c for spot grades and 5| @ 5$g for contracts tor May and June.
Watertown Cattle Market.
30—Cattle Market.—Receipts
Beef Cattle 633 head. Cattle from the West made up
the largest portion of receipts at market. Prices have
not improved. We quote sales of choice at 10 50 @
10 75; extra at 9 50 @ 10 25; 1st quality at 8 00@ 9 25;
second quality at 6 00 @ 7 50; third quality at 5 00 @

Watertown, March

5 75.

Sheep a©d Lambs—receipts 2125 head; not much
life to the market; prices i>oorly sustained; sales in
ofcs at 3 00 @ 4 00 each; extra 4 25 @ 7 50; Lambs at
8 @ 9c $> lb.
_

Chicago Cattle Market*
Chicago, March 30.—Cattle active and firm; receipts 3000 head; common to extra shipping at 5 00@

6 80: stockers and butchers at 3 25 @ 5 00; choice at
5
@ 6 25; shipments 1600 bead.
Live bogs active and 15 @ 25c higher; receipts 5000
8 50 ;one
bead; sales fight at 7 25 @ 7 75; heavy 7 50
lot sold at 9 00; bulk of sales at 7 30 @ 7 50 shipments
3800 head.
Sheep steady; receipts 1000 head; sales common to
extra at 4 50 @ 6 80.

62£

Domestic Markets.
March 30—Evening.—Cotton market
dull and easier; quotations unchanged; sales 618
bales; Middling upands at 16|c; forward deliveries
declined l-16c. Flour—receipts 17,587 bbls;the market is quiet and prices are generally without decided
change with a very limited export and a moderate
home trade inquiry; sales of 1,050 bbls; Superfine
Western and State at 4 50 @ 4 75; extra Western and
State 4 90 @ 5 10; choice Western andStatfi515@
New York.
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avlro
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OI'ENI

LESS

directly

Heat Eton)

DON’T

FAIL

TO

A DA M S ON

AH of Our Dress Hoods Marked Down.
and Embroidered Table
Covers

One Case l’iau

aHtoniMliinisly l-ow Price*.

at

STREET, PORTLAND,
»ntf

FOIl SALE,

affect the

PINE
FLOORING and STEP
BOARDS jn lots to suit purchasers, for sale low
to close a consignment
RYAN & KELSEY
No. lGlComuiercial Street
mv28

SOUTHERN

ab-

LADIES SPKLXI* CUSTWIT1ES

of tiie

For
!

S

GOODS

DRESS

TAPE FRINGES.

a

an

IFROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGED
At Cape Town. CGH, Feb 16, barque Jas McCarty,
Gould, for Baroabocs.
Ar at Charleston 30th, sch H Means, Smith, from

BEWARE

Cld at Philadelphia 30th, brig Geo W Chase, Patterson. Sagua.
Sid fm Ponce 12tli, brig Rebecca Ann, for Portland.
At St Pierre 4th iDst, brig Ernest,Sinnett, for Portland, ldg; and others.
GUI at Boston 30th, barque F II Lorlng, Loring, for
St John, N5; brig Steuben, Allen, Ponce.

OXE LOT STRIPE SILK.
at 80

sumption, has given ri>e

on bottomery bond to complete repairs.
Barque Josephine, McFarland, from Cientuegos for
Boston, put into Bermuda 14th inst with mainmast
sprung aud topsides leaky.
Barque Harvest Moon, Riley, from Messina tor
New York, was towed into Bermuda 26th inst, wi»h
iora

DON’T

from Guantanamo, reports having been 10 days
North of Hatteras; lost and
sails: shipped heavy seas and washed everything movable from the

split

Boston

WE KEEP THE

WILTON GRAY WATERPROOF,
the best repellant in the Market.
We offer for

decks.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 27th, ship Spartan, Jack-

TOILET QUILTS,
AND DOMESTICS.

EASTMAN BROS..
534 CONGICESS ST1CEET.
ma23

SPECIAL

Notice,

FAIL

Now is the time to purchase cheap, for we moan
business and must close out tbe entire stock ns soon
as possible.
We will sell tbe stock and store fixturesto any who wish to take hold of a good trade in a
tirst-class store.
TEK.T1M CAMH.

The

TO

R.

TRY IT.

dust

NOTICE.—A-ll

or

;he late
Pension

Rebelliou, however slightly, ran obtain s»
by addressing Dr. E. 8. JACKSON. Lata
Surgeon in United Slates Navy, No. 4 New Chamers St.. New York City.
Communications prompty answered.

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
Freckles and Eruptions from the
»kin, rendering it soft and tresh and imparting to It

doth, Blotches,

MAllDLE PURITY.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A

BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK &
!0., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress stree *
1 ue door above Brown, Portland, Me.
ma27sndtf
<

rnOMASFILLEBBOWIMmF.
SUCCESSOR

] 'ENTAL ROOMS, NO. 203 MIDDLE ST.

malti__andlm»

^ ntKER’S

OFFICE.
29 March, 1875.

severe cold accompanied
recommended to try your
Uompouml Nyrup of ljuugwort. I did so,
a
was

C.

WAV

A

c*

CO., Apothecaries,

II

corner

or

by mail,

will

receive
iy24dtfsa

reward!

[ATIONAL

BOARD

OF

FlttC

UNDERWRITERS

ROBERT THAYER WILDE,

„

healed
ROOMS 11 & 14 FL.IK.YT BLOCK.
ma4
sntl

ereby offers a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
e detection, conviction an<l punishment
pai

the
\] parties charged with the crime «>fofarson
ti in* the premises situate at No.
or

Bradford

8

—

Source of ill Health.

By order ot

HARRISON’S

PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.
: Indorsed by all tbe Medical .Tournalw as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure

dec23B»tf

^9.50
y ia Boston & Maine

or

Eastern Railroad.

For sale by

WM. ALLEN.
"«•

I'

JR.,

EXCUANOE street.
sntf

_
_

MBS. A. II.

EMERSON,

36 Free
Street,
Te;
of
Ko
f

icher of the Pianoforte. Terms S2n
a
twenty lessons.
Refers bv
®° Mr>
tzschmar, and Mr. d. w,
BMt™°w
*'“08ton> Mass.
iblilsneodlt

i.'nlu
Tufts'

CHANDLER'S
—

&c.

« t

sc9aue<xUy

Committee,

CROWELL, Chairman

, ICKETS TO OK FKOIfl BOSTON

Kemedy^for

Tracellcrs find the Lozenges just what they need,
they are so compact and inodorous that they may
^ carried in the veet pocket, and as an aperient or
« xative these Lozenges have no equal.
Trial Koxe* TO c. large Koxcx «Oc. xteiii
b y mail free of po*ttnge lo nuy address.
For sale by E. S. Harrison & Co., Ko. I Tremont
T
Uostoa, aud by ^11 Vrujjgiats.

the Executive
STEPHEN

New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.

COSTIVENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
ever require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
nd for elderly persons, females and children, are
f list the thing. Two takeu at night move the bowels
> nee the next morning.' Warranted in all cases ot
t tie Pipes and Falling of the Rectum. We promle a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such us
! ppression After Eating, Sour Stomach,
S pitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
J •izziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, YelOWNESS OF THE SKIN AND EYES,SlCK HEADACHE,
C oated Tongue.Hiluousnkss,Liver Coeflaint,
I oss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Fains
A nd all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faint-

in
street

irtland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo I)*
»t, on November 10th, and again on Dec. 9tb. 18*74
m hi reward will be paid only on duo
proof bein«
fn mished the executive committee of the
conviction
™ d actual punishment of said oriminals, aud
expires
limitation in one year from this date unless otherw se ordered.
p
-1

Costiveness the most Prolific

n ess

HOUSE

THE

ma2Isntf

.....

personal

$500.00

good Cough

C. K. BRIDGES.

ME NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
He shall lay bands on them and tney shall be

DR.

All orders, eithe
rompt attention

me.

Myrtle and Cumberland Six.

PRINTING

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of tha
1; te David Tucker, will be continued, as
heretofore,
t the Stand,

vi nee town.

extra

TO

DBS. HEALD & DORR,

Members and subscribers are notified that the Library will be closed on THURSDAY and FRIDAY,
April 1st and 2nd, 1875, ror the purpose of taking account of books,
Per order ot
mar30sn3t
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.

an

oc29snly

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.

Mercantile Library Association*

cured

TONS

officers, sailors
PERSONAL
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured
injured in

H. II. Hay* and John W. Perkin* Sc Co*
Portland* Maine.
eel 6
emleod&weowtfSl

as

FRANKLIN COAL

t>y Dng “Etta M. Tucker,”

To Be Let*
On and after Jan. 1, 1875. the chamber in second
itory now occupied by F. M. lAler & Co., on the
:orner of Gross and Middle Sts.
Apply to
HENRY PEERING,
de2$sntf
No. 65 Exchange St.

For sale by Druggist and Medicine dealers generally
Price $1 per bottle, six foil $5. Wholesale by

completely

snlm

lor sale in lots to suit purchasers at
60 COMMERCIAL STREET.
tnar‘29 RANDALL A.He 1LLINTEK. gntf

FIVE DOLLAR* OR LESS.

bottle

CO.

LYKENS TALLEY FRANKLIN COAL

cures

one

&

of the celebrated

Rheumatism and Neuralgia
all tlieir forms. It is sure, safe ami cheap. The
worst cases of twenty years standing cured for

can recommend it
Medicine.
Price 35 cents a bottle.

arrived

3 91

CLARKE’S RHEUMATIC ELIXIR

Messrs. C. Way & Co.
I was troubled with

YORK

LYKENS VALLEY

sneodaeow6m

POLICE

R.

Yarmouth Falls, March 24,1875.

Boston.

ind
I

business,

our lino of trade.
Tho stock
consists of
Dry and Fancy floods and Groceries,Hats
Caps, If oofs, Miocm and Rubbers, Carpet
iugs. Paper Hangings. Crockery, Glass
and Hardware, Flour, Corn Tien
I, etc.

AND

For Coughs, Colds and Consumption*
the most approved and reliable remedy is the wellknown VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM.
Be careful to get the genuine.
Price, large bottles,
$1; small (old style) 50 cents. CUTLER BROS. &
CO., Wholesale Drugg sts, Proprietors, Boston.
no25
suW*ScS&law34t48

vitb Hoarseness, and

our

COST, OR LESS.

spurious com pounds.

to

dec4

in

NOTICE.

to make a change in
we shall sell out at

every article of goods in

Hold by all Druggists.

Mitchell, Port Spain.
Ar 22d. sch Mary W Huppcr,Gilman, Philadelphia.
SAVANNAH—Cld 27th, schs Nettie Langdon, Collins, and Maggie Todd, Richardson. Brunswick.
Sid 28th, schs Hattie L Fuller, tor Union Island;
Maggie Todd.-.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Cld 23d. sch Post Boy, Robinson, Fernandina.
WILMINGTON—Ar 26tb, sch Flora Condon, Con-

sndtf

Having decided

dent First Is at ioual Bank: lion. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, Secretary ol Senate; Warren L Ahlen, Bangor; Charles
C. Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Wm. 11.
Taj lor, Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
others in Providence: W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
and fifty thousand others too numerous to mention.

son, New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 24th, ship Harmonia, Small,
Boston.
Ar 30th, ship Kentuckian, Dunbar, Liverpool; Viiginia, Barker, do.
Cld 24th, sch Irvine, McLarren. Pensacola.
KEY WEST—Ar 29th, ship Freeman Clark, Boswortb. Havre.
FERNANDINA--Ar 21st inst, Bch Ellen Perkins,

few days extra bnrgaJns in

a

TABLE LINEN,
WHITE GOODS,

The following are a few of the names of those who
have used this remedy: Mrs. Gov. Cony, Mrs. Hon.
Janies W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Governor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lam bard, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Ling, Hon. J. J. Eveleth, Mavor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Kicker, Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F.
Penny, Rev. Wm. A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, Presi-

Capt Mudget, of Stockton, master of barque Montana, died at Wallaroo Dec 30tb. after a short illness.
The vessel proceeded in charge ot the mate.

$1.25,

Former Price

———

__SPRINGS WOOLENS.

genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta, Maine,,1 are blown
n the glass of the bottle.
$5000 for a better article.

mizzeutopmast.

$1.00.

aeaaon at

The best Mock we have ever shown in
low priced goods for Boys, in nice Cassimeres and Mcotch Effects in Mailings,

The high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BO
TANiC COUGH BALSAM for the cure ot Coughs
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding ot the Lungs and Con-

additional

$1.00,

«

IMITATIONS

;

aold laat

eta

One Lot at

OE

COUNTERFEITS

MEMORANDA.

70 eta. to $5.00 per yard.

38 eta. aold laat year at 80 eta.

at

GOLD.

Special

Portland.

D’ETE

DRAP

OXE LOT LIGHT STRIPE SILKS,

case

incurable

iu

SILKS,

BLACK

Distinguished Lamer of

$5000

offering npecial bargain*

CASHMERE,

from

[From Alonzo S. Weed, publisher cf Zion’s Herald
35 Bromfielu St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam have been used in my family with tbs most gratifying results. We esteem it as one of the best of
medicines.

Sawyer.

extra Ohio at 4 95 @ 6 65; St Louis at 5 00 @ 8 00; including 2700 bbls shipping extras at prices with the
range; closing is dull;-Southern flour at 4 95 @ 8 00;
Cornmeal firm at
Hoboken.
Rye flour steady at 4 00 @ 5 10.
FALL RIVER—Cld 27th, sch Lamoine, BoDzey, for
at 4 00 @ 4 80. Wheat—receipts of 33,560 bush; the
market is * @ lc easier with a moderate export and
Baracoa.
limited home trade demand,closing with a little more
Sid 28th. sch Jas Wall, Wiley,-.
steadiness; sales ol 121.000 bush; No 3 Spring 1 12 @
NEWPORT—Ar 27tb, schs Senator Grimes, Phil1 14; 1 15 ® 118 for No 2 Chicago; 1 16 @ 118 for No
brook, and W S Farwell, Jones, Providence.
2 Northwestern; 1 17* @ 1 20 for No2 Milwaukee;
Sailed 28th, schs Alaska, Thorndike, Portland tor
1 22 ® 1 28 tor No 1 Spring; 1 14 @ 1 26 lor ungraded
New York; Joseph W Fish.Daily. St George for New
Iowa and Minnesota Spring: 1 25 @ 1 28 for Winter
York; Samuel Fish, Teal. Rockport for Norfolk;
Red Western; 1 28for do Ohio; 1 28 @ 1 29 for Amber
Bessie E Dickinson,Dickinson, Bath for Wilmington;
Western; 1 28 for do State ;1 30 ® 1 4ji for White WesSusan Ross, Wall, Providence for New York; Fred
tern. Rye quiet; receipts 6500 bush Canada in bond
Fish. Davis, Rockport for Portsmouth, Va.
at 80c. Barley is quiet and scarcely so firm: sales ol
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 28th. brig Anna D Tor3,000 bush California at 1 21; 5500 do Chevalier 1 524.
rey, Haskell, Baltimore for Boston; M T Trundy,
Corn—receipts21,800bush; the market opened steady Crowley, Newburyport for Philadelphia; L M Warami closed heavy at *@ lc lower; sales 94.000 busb;
ren, Johnson, and Charley Stedman, Duntou, Portland !<»r New York; Jos Fish, Hupper, Rockport tor
86® 87c for Western Mixed; closing at 86 @ 864c;
Norfolk.
87® 874c for Yellow Western; closing at 87c. Oats
Ar 29th, barque Waldo, Estes, Leghorn for Boston;
—rtceipts 16,100 bush; the market is firm and rather
more active; sales 56,000 bushjat 69 ® 71c for Mixed
scb Maria Roxana. Palmer, Bristol tor Baltimore.
Western; 71 @ 73c lor White do. Coflee firm; Kio at
Sid, brig Abby Thaxter; schs Winslow Morse, Bil-.
low, E G Knight, Equal, L M Warren, M T Trundy,
15* ® 18c in gold; 24U00 bags of Rio at private terms
Charlie Stedman. Jos Fisli, Maria Roxana.
Sugar firm at 7* ® 8*c tor fair to good refining; s*c
M useoyado at 72 ® 8*c; Centrifugal
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 23th, sch Gen Howard, Ersprime; 870 hhds
kins, New York,
85c; 8386 bags do at 8*c; refined do at 9J ® 10c; lr*
BOSTON—Ar 29th, schs Martha Maria,'Veazie, and
14c for hard grades. Molasses is firm; Porto Rico
53® 58c. R ce unchanged. Petroleum is nominal;
Madagascar, Turner, Hoboken; M L Newton, Aylcrude at 7* @71c.; refined at 14£e. Tallow is firm at
ward, Calais; Paran, Clark, Macliias; Sammy Ford,
85®8?c. Naval Stores—Rosin firm at 2 07*® 2 12* Allen, Cutler.
for strained. Turpentine is Arm at 3Gc for Spirits.—
Cld 29th, schs Tivonia, Palmer, and Emma, Sparp„rk excited; 800 bbls new mess at 21 00 ® 21 25 for
row, Bristol.
April at 20 90 ; 4000 bbls seller
Chi 301 h, brig Loch Lomond, Gilchrist,
cash; 250 bbls seller
Fernandina,
to load for Aspmwall; sen W D B, Merrow, for ThoMay at 20 95 up to 21 25. Beef is quiet. Lard firmsteam 14 3-16 ® 144; 2500 do! seller
maston.
er; 300 tes prime
14
7-16
‘-750
tes
seller
®
at
14
144;
9-16 ®
May
Aprli
143; 1750 do seller tor June at 14f ® 14 13-16; 500 do
FOREIGN ports.
for six months at 11*. Butter is firm at 13 ® 22c for
Ar at Melbourne 2Gth inst, barque John Bunyan,
WhisWestern; 18 @ 27c for State; new 25 @ 32c.
York.
New
Graves,
1
at
Alcohol
1
13.
115;
12* @
kev is dull
Ar at Melbourne Feb 3, barque Patmos, Nichols,
Liverpool—the market is firmer; Cotton
Freights to 7-32
New York.
® *d; do sail 7-32d; Corn per steam
ner steam at
At
Newcastle NSW Feb 6, barque Sierra Nevada,
at 6*d; Wheat per steam at 7d.J
Dow, for San Fraucisco.
Sid fm Sydney NS\V Peb 2, ship Canada, HerriChicago, Marchr. *8 unchanged; extra
4 75. Wheat is firm and in fair de!
man, (from Victoria) lor Adelaide, having repaired.
Spring at 4 50 ®
In port Feb 6, barque N Gibson, Bradford, for Frismand ; No 1 Spring af: 99c; No 2 Spring fresh at 95*e
Seller
April: 97|c for seller May; rebane, waiting crew ami favorable weather.
on spot; 93*c
Shi fm Wallaroo prev to Feb 1st. barque Montana.
jected at 8lc. Corn is dull and declining;No 22 Mixed
or Newcast le, (in charge of the mate,
fresh at 68* @ 68gc on spot; 672c bid for seller April;
Capt Mudgelt
741c bid .seller June; rejected 66*c. Oats in light delaving died Dec 30.)
Ar at Shaughue 20th iuat, ship Titan, Berry, from
mand and holders firm; No 2 at 55c on spot and seller
April; 59*c bid for toller May; rejected 51c. Xiye ad- ; tfew York,

—

ALPACA AXD BR1LLIAXTIXES.

Chest and

Throat,

are

BLACK

TRY

Mr. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire to say a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. 1
a sutterer from a very severe cough from
the first of last November, trying a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, until the middle ot March, when a
friend brought this balsam to my notice. I tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and I had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the first dose the cough
entirely left me. The result seemed little less than
miraculous. I have sent more than a score of sufferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover St., lor the
remedy, and, so far as 1 learn, in every instance with
marked success.
Respectfully yours,
CHAS. C. NUTTER.
Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney and Counselors27
Tremont
St.]
at-Law,

CLEARED.

Cld 29th, barques F L Carney, Jackson, Cardenas;
St Lucie. Wilson. Payta; Com Dupont, Nichols, Matauzas; sch Ralph Carlton, Harkness, do.
Passed through Hell Gate 28th, sch E M Sawyer,
Kellev, New York lor Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 27th. schs Almaretta, Merrill,
Baltimore; Gem. Thomas. Vinalhaven.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 29th, sch Only Son, Meader,

ALSO

with the latest Novelty in

haye been

Steamship Berks, Pendleton. Philadelphia—master
Sch Jyjretta Fish, Young. Mobile—C H Chase & Co.
Sch Chas Comery, Creamer, New York—Charles
Sawyer.
Sch George Brooks, Lindsey, New York—Charles

Tiinidad; Catawamteak, Lord, Ponce.

BROS-,

in Plain and Plaid EfltcU,

tion,__

Tuesday, March 30*
ARRIVED
Brig John Good, (Br) Morehouse, Matanzas—sugar
to J Red path & Son.
Sch Ann E Kranz, Purvere, Boston, in tow of tng
Tiger, (to load tor New Orleans.)
Sen Union, Reed, Tremont, seeking.
Sch R M Atwood, Herrick, Swan’s Island, seeking
freight for New York or West Indies.
Sch Arrival, Farnham, Boothbay.
Sch Amazon, Pierce, Bristol.

Ar 29th, brigs Tubal Cain, Stone, Cette 130 days;
Clara Jenkins, Coombs, Cardenas.
Ar 30th, barque Ibis, Randall, Gaheston; brig F I

—

EASTMAN

Lungs, and all diseases
leadiug to Consump-

PORTLAND,

au

AT

—

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness

yTEWsT

sch Island Belle, Woodman, tor Port

!$.'!.-I J.

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
5 FREE
ja28

An unfailing Remedy for

Only 35 cents*

Almanac.March 31.

RICHMOND—Ar 27th, schs Emma Porter, Chapman, Poriland; Roaroer. McFarland. Bath.
NORFOLK—Ar 26th, schs Kato C Rankin, Hall,
and Ada Ames, Adams. Rockport.
Ar 25th. sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, Portland.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 28th, brig Liberty, Devereux, from Maianzas; sch Clara Smith,
Keen, do tor Baltimore.
Ar 20th, barque Neversink, Barstow, Liverpool;
brig Clarabelle. Tracy, Cardenas.
B \LTIMORE—4Ud 27th, sch Delmont, Blake, for
Portland.
Ar 29tb, brig Liberty, Devereux, Matanzas.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 30th, barque J E Holbrook,
Leavitt, Cardenas.
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed down 29tb. brig Addie Hale, tor Havana; brig Mary Bartlett, Sagua.
At Delaware Breakwater 29th, brig Prairie Rose,
Gieenleaf. Matauzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 28tb, ship Washington, Bradley,
Liverpool; Humboldt, Allen, San Francisco ; schs
Nellie, French, Demarara; Sami Ober, Atwood, Pro-

$2.04 per Dozen,

176 Dozcu Towels only

BALSAM I

BOTANIC

From

Cld 26*h,
Prince.

ever

One Case more Arlington Poplins,

SUFFERERS,

at Yarmouth.
In Gray, March 30, Capt. Geo. Perley, aged 70 years
10 months.
[Funeral services on Friday afternoon at 2$ o’clock,
at the Congregational Church.

don,

have

we

All the New Shade*, Price ouly 31 real*

We

ft mrvntha

in

Dozen.

a

SPECIAL NOTICES.

[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 2| o’clk,

uurgm, at

on

All our White Hoods at about one-hair
their value.
f

NEW

this city, March 30th, Elmira E. Nelson, wife of
Henry I. Nelson and only daughter of Aaron B. and
Hannah H. Holden, aged 23 years.
In Deeriug. March 29, Mr. Robert Evans, aged 69
years.
(.Boston papers please copyj
(Funeral services Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at his late residence.
In Brunswick, March 28, Mr. David True of Yar-

iroruauu;

WELL

Mauafactarer’* Price*—Cheapest nail

at

Please tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

In

rvuas,

PRICES.

100 Uoz. Combination Shirt Fronts

—

_DIED._

name

Wll.l,

WORSTED

Ship Canada, Herriman. from Victoria for Adelaide, after expending $25,000, had to obtain $10,000

time nt

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Gouldsboro. March 13. Charles Hooper of Sulliand Miss Abbie A. Bunker of Gouldsboro.
In Lovell. March 21, John F. Hobbs, Esq and Miss
Dora E. Walker.
In Greenwood, March 13, Geo. R. Cross and Miss
Julia E. Felt.

PORT OF

nliorl

WHOLESALE

for ;u ceulM

the
system has fallen a prey to disease of an intermittent
or remittent type, the Bitters will, if persisted int
Billiousness
eradicate every vestige of the malady.
constipation and dyspepsia yield with equal certainty to the operation of this potent vegetable alterative*

In

MARINE

a

at

1000 Doz. Clark’s 0. N. T. Thread,
While Spools, best Thread made,

van

Miniature

THAN
WE

MARRIED.

|

LOW

buy koo<U for

can

reluil

The Beat Protection.
The best safeguards against epidemic disease are
thorough digestion and firm nerves. It is because
they assure the regular performance ot the digestive
process, and invigorate the nervous system, that
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters are such a sovereign
protect ive against the influences which beget interand those which

lo

—

SO

worth

ami nervine, malaria may be dened, ana n, m tne
sence of tlic most reliable of medical safeguards,

vnam

nil

llml

horn for Boston.

European flarkeia.
London, March 30—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States 5-20s, 1867, 107$;10-40s, 102$. Erie
Railway at 26$ @ 26}; do preferred 39.
Liverpool, March 30—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
steady; Middling uplands at 7$ @ 8d;do Orleans 8 @
8$d; sales 10,000 bales, including 2000 lor speculation
and export.

norm! 7ft

AT

—

PRICES

SPOKE*.
March 10, lat 28 46, lou 70 11, sch Horten sla, from
Porlo Rico (or Boston.
March 27, off Fire Island, barque Waldo, from Leg-

maladies,

1st,

AeltlE

hare decided

maick nou \ oric i*icFs»«;.vr nlorn

“Json;

mittent

will

we

AltO(IT
we

our

STOCK,

SPRING
which

stomach and bowels. If the nerves are healthfully
tranquil, the assimilation of food perfect, as they are
sure to be under the influence of this standard tonic

ocu

New York, March 30.—The Bulletin’s weekly report of the New York dry gjoods market is as follows:
Business opened quiet but improved at the close with
the jobbers. Cotton goods continued iu steady request and firm. Heavy standard and fine brown
sheetings ruled active, and bleached sheetings, ticks,
denims and chcvots were iu moderate demand. Grain
bags were active and American Stark and Montauk
were advanced.
Utica nonpareil shirtings were advanced in first hands.
Prints were rattier quiet except new plaided styles.
Sprague’s frncy and side band prints were reduced to
8£e, but other makes ruled firm and Pacifies advanced £c.
Worsted and cotton dress goods and worsted
shawls were fairly active. Woolen goods remained
quiet but firm except Kentucky jeaus which were
weak in medium grades. Foreign goods were inactive.

NEW

WANT,.

WE

..

_

—

EXTRA:

make room tor

Mcinst, sell Win Frederick,

1”tli

VARIATION

hi* day llni*he«l no luvrnlor
Hud we hare more C.o«,l.

TUAN

Middling uplands 168c.
Savannah, March 30.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands J6,

mouth

I

In order lo

—

14}c.

loss of mainmast and

Dry Goods

We have

more. St Jago.
At Mavaguez llth inst,
brig .Fas Davis. Partridge,
for Nortli of Hatteras,
ldg; sclis Hortei.se, Smith;
Jzetta, Smith; Ernest T Lee. Rideout; Aldine. DenCvgtius. Steele; A O Buckley, Young; Annie
w Barker,
Snowman; A P Emerson, Emerson ; Eva
Adell, Ellis, and Nellie Star. Poland, do.
Ar at Matanzas
25th, sclis B J Willard. Woodbury,
Philadelphia; Ablanah Kokes, Rhoades, Belfast; 26ih
barque Addie McAdam, Curtis, Havana; brig Ernestine. Knight, Baltimore; Anna M Nash, David II
Tolck, and Florence Hall, tm Philadelphia; Delia O
Yales. Yates, and L A Knowles, Chase. Baltimore.
•Ar at Cardenas 27th, brigs Maurice. Bartlett, from
Havana; schs Isaac Oberton, Acliorn, fra Baltimore;
Whitney Long. Hayes, Wiscasset; 20th, sch Maggie
Harthorn, Small, New York.
Ar at Sagua 2Gth,
brig Abby Clifford, Clifford, Rio
Janeiro; sch Daylight, Cousin-*. Nuevitas.
Ar at Bermuda 18tli, sch St Croix,
Foss, New York
for Sagua.
Ar at St John, NB,
26th, brig Jessie Rhynat, Wills,
Boston.
Cld 27th, sch Roswell, Halbert, Matanzas.

market

bonds. Governments were dull and a fraction lower.
State bonds dull. Railroad mortgages in good demand and steady. The following is the Clearing
House statement: currency exchanges $107,509,410;
currency balances $3,921,713; gold exchanges $2,010,»
547; gold balances $813,493.
The following were the closmg quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, ex-div.121
United States 5-20’s, 1862...117$
f?*. TTir
United States 5-20’s 1864.■
United States 5*20*s, 186i^tflkr777...120$
United States £-££’.§$ MG5, new, ex-div.119
UintfU States 5 20’s, 1867, ex-div.120
United States 5-20’s, 1868, ex-div.120
United States new 5’sex.....115
United States 10-40 coupon.114$
Curreucv 6’s ex in.7.119
The lollowing were the closing quotations of

Liverpool

NO

>f our MtH'k null
iu«l Ipun .floury

Keen, Havana.
CK1 2Gib, barque David Babcock, Colcord, Buenos
Ayres.
SKI tm Ponco 10th inst, sch F A Bailey, Hutchinson. Boston,
At Poiut-a-Petro 9th inst, sch Ella M Pennell,
Thompson. New York.
Sid tin Kingston, el, 5th inst, sch Monadnock, Hammond, New Orleans; 10th, Jos Oakes, lor Oleufnegos;
B L Eaton, for New York.
In port llth, sch San
Juan, Noble, New Y’ork for
Frontera. dlsg.
Arat, Guantanamo
inst, brig J H Lane, Bick-

and

59

Eastern Railroad.

was

_

SKI Im

Do you have a pain in your back in the morning,
is it with difficulty that you can move in your
bed? If so your kidneys are diseased. Don’t use
plasters, they will do you no good; take Hunt*8
Remedy and be cured. This medicine cures dropsy
and all diseases of the kidneys, bladder and uninary
ma26eod&wlw
organs.

ISales at the Brokers’ Board. March 30.
Railroad 7s.92\
Pepoerell Manufacturing Co.757i
Union Pacific Sinking Funds 8s.91*

Eastern

__

the next witness. He testified—I reside in
F O REIQN.
Brooklyn and have for 25 years. I have known
Tiltoa a dozen years, and have had frieudly
Gen. Jorellar Accused of Responsibility
In 1857,
relations with him during that time.
for the Lark or Discipline in the Span’68 and’(ill he remitted money to me when he
ish Army in Cuba.
I have lunched at
was on locturiug tours.
Madrid, March 30.—Geu. Concha, late CapDelmcnico’s for sixtecu or seventeen years, and
tain General of fuba, has addressed a petition
saw
I
sometimes
Tilton
two
or
so did Tilton.
to the King, accusing Gen. Jovellar, his predethree times a week aud sometimes ofteuer. We
cessor in
the Captain Generalship and now
were in the habit of talking on general affairs.
Minister of War, of being the cause of lack of
I learned on June 2d, 1871, that he was disin
the Spauisli army ou that island;
discipline
I saw Tilton
charged from the IndepenJent.
also censuring the conduct of Geu. Jovellar as
to-dayCurrency, $5,490,031.03 jspecial deposit
and asked him if he bad
his
home
in
that
day
Minister of War. Tbe petition created^ proof legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
been discharged from the Independent and
found sensation. The newspapers are compeldeposit $42,735,000 ;coin,$80,110,237.90,including
He seemed deand he said he had.
Union,
led
to maintain silence in regard to it.
coin certificates, $23,701,700; outstanding legal
said
he
wanted
me
and
He
dejected.
pressed
Another Papal Encyclical.
tenders. S380.714.900.
I went
to go to Frank Moulton’s with him.
Pakis, March 30.—The Universe publishes a
auu on the way ue saiu airs, ueecner anu airs.
THE FLOODS.
papal encyclical renewiug the excommunicaMorse had been talking to Bowen against him,
tion pronounced against the old Catholics of
aud that it was a case of Joseph and PotiReports front Various Sections.
phar’s wife over again, aud that he had put his Switzerland, and ceusuring the authorities for
them.
Pittston, March 30.—The weather is very case in Moulton’s hands, and Moulton did not protecting
Another German Bishop Invited to Kewish him to take any steps in the matter.
warm this forenoon, indicating anotLer day of
■
sign.
When we got there a conversation took place
heavy thaw. The river lias risen two feet si nee
in which Tilton complained of Mrs.Beecber and
last night, and still continues rising. HunBeblin, March 30.—Dr. Henry Foerster,
Turner
Bessie
Mrs. Morse turning
against him.
dieds of people are standing on the remaining
Bishop of Breslau, has been summoned to reHe said that Mr. Beecher had said that he
sign his bishopric because he promulgated the
spans of the bridge and on the river banks,
him
before
as before
himself
humbled
(Tilton)
the
to
see
way.
papal encyclical against the ecclesiastical laws.
gorges give
expecting
his God, aud he would make him do so. 1 exThe coufereuce of the Roman Catholic BishWilliamsport, March 30.—The river is risfor
him.
iny sympathy
ops at Falda is held with closed doors. The
ing very slowly, it having risen only six inches pressed
him
oil another occasion when he said
I
met
object of the meeting is to discuss and issue
since last evening. It is now ten feet above
that his wife had charged Beecher with having
pastoral letters concerning the bill before the
low water mark. There is no change in the
made improper proposals to her; that he had
Prussian Diet, withdrawing the state grants
ice here. The gorge at Glen Union moved half
to BeecheV and the latter had procurtold
this
from the church.
The gorge at Watsontowu
a mile last night.
that
from
her
and
Moulton
had
retraction
a
ed
Prom Mexico.
The weather is paris wearing away7 rapidly.
to Beecher with a pistol and demanded
gone
danThere
is
not
any
City of Mexico, March 22, via Havana,
tially cloudy and warm.
its surrender.
this
and
It
is
fast
from
the
ice.
wasting,
March 30.—The seventh uational Congress will
ger
In March 1872, Tilton called and said that he
morning was so weak and rotten that cutting
begin its closing session April 1st.
on a lecturing tour,
West
where
had
been
he
:
was abandoned.
A floor in S*. Paul’s Hospita1, in this city,
had been coldly received. He did not underDelaware Water Gap, March 30.—There
recently gave way and a large number of peostand why be was discharged by Bowen.
He
is no especial change in the affairs connected
ple were precipitated to the floor below. Seveshowed me an article which he was going to
ral persons were badly iujured.
with the expected ice gorge this morning, exand I said this was not a proper article
publish
The earthquakes in Jalisco are abating, the
cepting that the liver is gradually rising under to be published. I told him Mr. Beecher delater shocks beiug very slight. Meanwhile the
the influence of hundreds of streamlets now
nied all the charges aud he said he knew it.
volcanic
activity of Ceboruco increases, and
pouring down the hillside. Engineers passed
This was in the artiale aud J called his attenprodigious quantities of ashes and dense volthrough this place yesterday, commissioned by
tion to it. I told him Bowen would do him
umes of smoke issue from its craters.
the Lehigh Railroad Company, to examine the
justice and something was said about arbitraThe state government of Oaxaca has officialice gorge above. Great fears are entertained
tion; 1 promised to see Bowen about Tilton’s
have
Cool
below.
for all the bridges
ly permitted the practice of cremation ol bodies
nights
claim for six months seivice. He left this perof the dead.
retarded the rapid action of the water, and it is, sonal statement with me to show to Bowen. I
Frequent skirmishes with the revolutionists
impossible to tell just when the ice will come offered to show it to Bowen the uext night, but
are reported in Michoacan.
The government
down.
he said either that he knew of it or had read
troops are represented to be uniformly successit. I talked with him about the settlement of
Omaha, Neb., March 30.—Four or five bridges
ful.
on
and
water
have been swept away by ice
Tilton’s claims. I saw Tiltou after this aud
high
The religious controversy increases in bittertlie Eikhorn river. Further damage is appretold him a part of the conversation between
ness.
hended.
Bowen and myself, and I told him that Bowen
Dominion Parliament.
said hie never received auy such letter as that
WiEkesp.arre, Pa., March 30. —It is reported
Ottawa, March 30.—In the House last night!
of January 1st, 1871, and that I suggested to
that the Ransom gorge near Coxton, three
the statement was again made by a member of,
BoweO that it would be wiser and better to set
miles above Pittston, has started with twelve
the opposition that the Uuited States contrac
lie with him and avoid the scandal, aud he
feet of water. At this point the gorge is film
tors had control of the Canada Pacific Railway.'
thought not. After some talk 1 said I thought
and the water is damming up again. At PlainThe Premier denied the statemeut.
Bowen would settle the claims. At this time
field it is wilhiu two feet of the Lehigh Valley
Halifax Bankiug Company Swindled oat
Tilton wanted to know if I would act as arbiRailroad.
of
I acted so with Mr. Claflin
trator for him.
I
and Mr. Freeland at Mr. Moulton’s house.
Halifax, March 30.—The Halifax Banking
LOUISIANA.
Tilton aud Moulton
went there with Bowen.
Company was swindled out if *0,000 in gold
Olatiin and Freeland had not arwere there.
yesterday by means of a forged letter of credit
Alleged A It.‘rations in the Cenernl Approfor
I
rived and I went
them.
advised that
for *50,000, with the names of Morse, Taylor
priations dill After Ta»»nge.
Beecher s matters should not he brought in, hut
& Co,, New York, attached, purporting to he in
New Orleans, March 30.—The general apit was afterwards understood that they should
favor of It. Lutiog, who arrived in the steamer
Boweu and Tilton laid their cases
come it.
Alhambra from Boston yesterday. On receipt
propriations hill approved by the Governor and
to day is dein
the
The
matter
was
withdrew.
discussed
Republican
down and
of *0,000 Luting disappeared.
promulgated
nounced by Lieut. Gov. Antoine, and Speaker
(Jlaliiu stated that the
and they came iu.
Foreign Notes
three parties were (o sigu the agreemeut, all
Huho, in a communication to the Secretary ot
The importation of American potatoes into
the papers were to be burnt and Boweu was
State, as a gross, unwarrantable and criminal
Franco has been officially prohibited.
act of forgerv and is not an act certified and
to pay Tilton $7000.
Portugal will participate in the American
signed by them. They request the Secretary
Tilton objected to signing the paper and
Ceuteunial.
the
annul
promulgation
of State to revoke and
wished to change it. He was finally allowed
\V. S. Graves and Dr. K. It, Sparkam, conof said act aud the attorney general to take
It was underto amend it by the arbitrators.
victed of murder at Rockville, Out., by procurhave
stood that Claflin should take the paper to
steps to find out the guilty parties and
an
ing
abortion, have been sentenced to be
of
the
them prosecuted with the utmost rigor
NVilkeson and have it eugrossed aud there was
liauged Juue 23d.
law. The ebauges made from the original apan arrangement that it should he giveu to oue
A London special says the Prince of Wales is
propriations show a decrease in several items
person, aud not hi giveu up unless bv the conill.
Boweu then drew up a
of over $137,000 aud an increase of other items
sent of all parties.
A special from Spain says there is much disTilton and Moultou
of $11,403. Senator Wharton, chairman of the
check for the amount.
satisfaction at the vacillating policy of the
finance committee, certifies that he compared
agreed to hum the letters, hut Boweu said he
with
in
the
and
Tilton’s
as
of
Republican
hill
the
apology
published
had none. The letter
government.^ Alfonso’s abdication is not improbable. Ex-Quecu Isabella is going to Madthe bill passed by both houses and with the bill
letter of January 1st, were among the papers
rid soon.
as signed by the Speaker and President of (the
When the check was drawn it
to he burnt.
to
as
The lumber business in Canada is quiet. A
is
correct
Senate, and that statement
was given to Tiltou and we then separated.
few sales of shipping culls were made at $!)
After this Tiltou said to uie that he thought
charges and alterations made so far as the
per thousand, cash. The mill owners are feelMoulton was a proper cus'odiau for that paper.
figures and amounts are concerned.
A
ing more confident of a good season of trade
Plus was dissented to by the other parties.
Millers.
on
accouutof the discouraging aspect of the
ftN'iiusylvuiiia
The Striking
few days after the arbitration I had a converlumber trade ef the Western slates.
Haze [.ton, Pa., .March 30 —A telegram from
sion with Tilton aud Moulton at the latter’s
The French government has agreed to the
house. Moulton said, “Sam Wilkeson thinks
Auderiricd states that an armed force of miners,
Berne Postal convention.
l burned those papers.
which commenced organizing last night, is en
Oh, yes, 1 burned
British commission for the Philadelphia
The
others
to
They compel
them.” And he laughed. Said he, “If I
route for litis place.
exhibition have sent circulars to 3000 persons
nirm-d them what would Theodore do iu case
join them and intend to visit Treskow and
who have taken part in agricultural shows anil
Leaver Meadow, col cctiug new recruits as they
jf tfouble.”
exhibitious iu Great Britain during the last
After the publication of the Woodlinll scacadvance. Our streets are thronged with excitseven years, and also to the chambers of comlal Tilton called at my house. He said it was
ed citizens discussing the situation. An angry
merce and heads of municipalities
throughout
m
infamous article, and contained a great
word or display of weapons may precipitate a
The answers already rethe British Isles.
fearful riot. Lurgess Ultne lias been appealed
many lies about his wile and Air. Beecher, aud
ihat
Ireland
indicate
and
received
and
the north of
that lie was writing a story about it, not that
to to meet them before striving litre,
Eugland will he represented at the Ceuteunial
Beecher had not made improper proposals to
monstrate against their entering the town.
Exhibition.
and
wife
hut
his
criminal
occurred,
nothing
[A later despatch says the mob was interceptHe
that his wife was as pure as the light.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
ed at Leaver Meadow by Father Warren and
spoke of having written Woodbull’s life,I and
The rumor that President OrtoD, of the
told
to
persuaded
that it damaged him more than $10,000.
disperse.]
Western Union has gone to Europe lo procure
Pilton that Carpouter hud talked with meabnut
a new cable for Brazil and sell the Cuba
cable,
starting a newspaper ill New York for his beu.AklEUltOLUtilCAL
denied by Vice President Cornell.
is
not
favoraaud having seen Claflin he was
itit,
that Sharkey will be taken to New
said
PROBABILITIES ejr tiik NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
is
It
that
the
Beecher
toward
scheme;
bly disposed
Yolk immediately,
nouns.
was to he editor, Tiltou foreign correspondent,
Michael Murphy was yesterday sentenced to
War Dep’t, Off
mil Carpenter was to have some office in it.
be hanged for the murder of Mrs. Hughes, at
which
was
iu
the
a
paper
Officer, Was!
fhev proposed to buy
Nai.net, Rockland county, N. Y. lie addressAssociated l’ress, and the Express and Com
of. So was the
ad the court, denying his guilt.
Tor New ItuRlautl,
nercial Advertiser were talked
I to.d him
Joseph Mattisou, who escaped from jail at
lirooklyu Union and Golden Age.
gen rally clear aud warmer weather, with east
Pittsfield, has been caught.
Ho said
were discussed,
schemes
ill
these
winds
aud
to Smill
falling barometer,

Carver, Mejillones.

AM)

)JiE PIIICE

NOTICE

New Y«»rk
Oft Dover. E. 17th, barque Rome, Campbell, trorn
Hull lor Philadelphia.
Arat Falmouth, E, 28th inst, barque Talavera,

_

boMec Stock Lilt.

The Ceatral Land Company’s building at
Huntingion, West Virginia, was burned Monday. Loss $25,000; no insurance.
A dwelling bouse in Fall ltiver, owned and
occupied by George Grant, was totally destroyed by fire Monday night. Loss $2,700:

■unit-

no

market is still

Ma'.ly l>ome*tic

incendiary.

Tbe Black Ililln Trespassers to be
ed to Lraic.

shows

The wheat

_

minor Fires,
Taylor’s paper mills at Toronto were burned
yesterday. Loss $60,000.
Monday night about 11 o’clock the house and
tarn on the farm of Calvin Blanchard, in Harvard, Mass., was destroyed by tire. The fire
began in the barn, which was entirely burned
down, also ten cows and one horse. The house
took fire from the barn, and was likewise conThe fire is supposed to be the work ol
sumed.

Biyer.Vt.,

two.

Foreign Import*.
MATANZAS. Brig John Good—510 blids sugar,54
boxes sugar.

expected.

The old American House at Wells
Loss $3000.
were burned last night

The flour market

day or

very active in the west.

the affair.
One of the leaders was captured and lodged
in jail, Saturday.
A meeting of the citizens
was held here to day to consider what disposition should be made of the prisoner, and it resulted in his immediate trial by the people. A
court was formed and the prisoner arraigned,
counsel for the prosecution and defence were
appointed, and a jury impaunelled. The evidence, showed the prisoner guilty ol murder,
arson,' robbery, and false imprisonment and
torture of Americans.
He was senteuced to be
hanged, and the sentence was immedia^My
executed. It is stated that a raid on this place
is contemplated and that the Mexican leader
boasted that his bugles would sound in the
stretts of Corpus Christi when the people least

$10,000.

limited.

the last

I
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Toledo. March 30.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat dull ami declining; No 2 White Wabash at
1 21; Amber Michigan at 1 134; seller May 1 10; seller
June 1 17}» No 2 Red at 1 134; No 3 do 1 U0;No 1 Amber Illinois at 1 204. Corn is dull and declining;high«
Mixed at 71} @ 72c; seller April at 72}c; seller May
at 744c; low mixed 714c; damaged 66c. Oats are dull
and unchanged; White 62|c; Michigan 604c. Clover
Seed 6 45 @ 7 00.
Receipts—16,000 bush Wheat, 21,000 bush Corn, 2,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—1,000 bbls flour,2,0C0 bush Wheat, 4,000
bush Corn, 0,000 bush Oats.
Detroit, March 30.—Flour quiet and unchanged
Wheat dull and drooping: extra 1 20}; No 1 at 1 17}
@ 1 174. Corn is firm ami in lair demand ;No 1 Mixed
at 75 @ 76c. Oats quiet and unchanged. Clover Seed
6 40 ® 6 50.
No receipts.
Charleston, March 30.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 16c.
Mobile, March 30.—Cotton Is firm; Middling uplands 15}c.
New Orleans, March 30.—Cotton is quiet; Middling upland? at 16c.
New York, March 30.—Cotton dull and easier;

Portland Wholesale markets.
Tuesday, Marc* 30.—The grain market is active,
but there are no changes to note in the prices. The
pork and lard market is firm and advancing and the

SPECIAL NOTICES.

...

Receipts—4,000 bbls flour, 35,000 bush wheat.
Shipmeuts—11.000 bbls flour. 28,000 bush wheat.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Galveston, March 30.—A despatch to the
News from Corpus Christi, dated the 29th,
gives a letter from the postmaster at Neuces,
who was robbed aud had his house burned by
the raiding Mexicans, with the particulars of j

insurance $2000.
Five stores and a dwelling houBe in Monticello, Iowa, were burned Monday. Loss $50,000.
Brown’s hotel, livery stable and blacksmith
shops at Sarma, were burned yesterday. Loss

kettle at

James Pillon, aged five years, was drowned
at Providence yesterday.
Gov. John A. Campbell, who has been ap
pointed Assistant Secretary of the State, has
left Cheyeuue for Washington.
Brig Ariel, Portsmouth for St. Johns, N. F.,
has arrived at Halifax.
Letters from Honolulu state that George
Hempstead of New Loudon, committed suicide
tliero, and that Major Frank H. Haines, an
American, had been drowned at Hilo.
Police officers Duncan and Lott, ou trial for
the shooting ot William Bagley, iu Jersey City,
have been convicted of manslaughter.

spatch

an

1 12.

Freights—Wheat to buffalo 5 @ C.
Pf Receipts—10,000 bbls Hour, 109,000 bush wheat, 38,000 bush corn, 32,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 7,000
bush of barley.
Shipments—7,000 bbls flour, 79,000 bush wheat 11,000 bush corn, 8,000 busn oats, 0,000 hush rye, 6,000
Dusk narlev.
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
advanced }c. Corn higher at 674c seller April; 75$c
seller May. Oats firmer at 55|c seller April. Pork
unchanged. Lard declining at 14 284 seller May.
ST. Louis, March 30.—Flour is steady and unchanged ; extra Winter at 4 35 @ 4 50; double extra
at 4 05 @ 4 90. Wheat is declining for fall; No 2 Red
Winter at 11!} raj 12}; No 2 Spring is higher 95c on
spot; do 97 @ 99c. Corn is steady and inactive: No
2 Mixed at 08} (a) 69}c.
Oats are firmer; No 1 at 62 (a}
63c.
barley is unchanged. Ilye dull at 1 02 (aj 1 U5.
Whiskey steady at 1 12. Pork active and higher at
21 00. Dry Salted Meats active and higher; shoulders
8c; clear rib sides at Jl}c; clear sides at 118 @ 11};
large sales of clear rib at Quincy atllc buyer to April
1 tli. Bacon active and luglicr; the demand exceeds
the supply; shoulders at 8} ig) 9c; clear rib and clear
sides at 12} (a) 12}. Lard firm at 14 09.
Live Hogs active and firm lor good grades: shipping lots at 6 00 @ 6 75; bacon at 7 00 @ 7 50; good to
extra 7 00 (gj 7 75.
Cattle are firm; sales equal to the
supply; good native steers at G 00;fair do 5 40 @ 5 05;
mixed stock 4 25 @ 5 124» native Stockers 4 00 (gl 5 10;
fair to good Texas 3 75 (a) 5 25.
Receipts—2000 bbls flour,13,000 wheat, 13,000 bush
bush com. 12.000 bush oats, 1000 bush barley, 1,000
do rye, 1000 liogs 1,000 head cattle.
Milwaukee, March 30.—Flour Is quiet and unchanged. Wheat is weak; No 1 Milwaukee at 9K.J; No
2 Milwaukee at 92}c; 97Jc for seller May. Oats firm
and scarce; No 2 at 54 (aj 54}c; seller
May 58c. Corn
excited and irregular; No 2 Mixed at 69}c; seller for
April 70e; seller May at724c. Rye is nominal; No 1
fresh at 1 06.
Harley is in improved demand and
higher; No 2 Spring fresh 1 05; No 3 do fresh in store
at 9Uc. Provisions in good demand. Pork is firm at
20 30 @ 20 40 for cash and seller April. Sweet pickled
hams at 11 @ lljc: middles 11 @ 11}; shoulder® 8c for
loose prime. Lard is firm—steam rendered at 144c;

magnitude.

more

Sill fm Iloilo 10tb, shill Hula Ilunlcr, Frtcaiau, for
New York.
Shi fm Sourabaya .)a» 22, barque Emma C Deal,
Bailey, Sydney NSW.
In the Heads 29ih, barque Henry Buck, Field for
Melbourne.
Sid fm Singapore Feb 4, ship David Brown, Colcord, Marseilles.
In port Feb 11, ship Jos Clark. Peterson, trom Cardiff, ar Oth; P Pendleton, Nichols, tor Liverpool.
At Penang Fou 12. ship C H Southard, Tow ye, Im
ready.
Singapore, ar Jail 31. tor London,
At Uangoon Fib 12, ships Annie Fish, Hoftses, and
Harriet Mctillvery, Blnke. for Europe; barques S It
Lyman, Piukham, and Xenia, licynolds, do.
At Calcutta Feb 22, ship Carondelet, Stetson, for
Falmo th.E, Idg.
At Table Bay, CGH, Fell 15.h, barque Woodslue,
Montgomery, lor Barliadoes.
Sid fm Barcelona 19lh iii6t, sch Koch ecu, Jasper,
Tarragona.
Arat Bremerhaven 27th, barque Limerick Lass,
Peters, Philadelphia.
Ar at Marseilles 27tb, barque Montana, Eaton, Im

vanced and In fair demand; No 2 Spring at 99 @ 99c.
barley firm but closed dull; No 2 Spring at 1 05 on
snot; 99 seller April. Seeds in good demand: Timothy, fair to choice 1 774 (eg 2 37} ; Clover Seed it 25®
7 00. Provisions—Pork active and higher; 20 75 on
spot; 2() GO @ 20 G5 for seller April; 20 90 seller May.
Lard advanced and in fair demand at 14 20 on spot
and seller April;1 t 374 seller Mas. bulk Meats have
advanced and in fair demand; shoulders 73; short rib
middles ll}c; short clear middles 112c. Whiskey at

Madison Square (N. Y.) Presbyterian clinrch
inis extended a call to the ltev. VV. J. Tuckerof
Manchester, N. U.
The striking mule spinners at Great Falls
have succeeded iu inducing a number of French
Canadians not to accede to the 10 per cent, reduction.
Miss Cbamberlayne of New York, has [obtained 8(5000 from a rich man named Hollands,
for breach of promise.
Solomon Purdy, keeper of the police court
prison, New York, died Monday evening suddenly, from the effects of fright caused by the
burning of a bed iu oue of the cells.
Lowell Post 42, G. A. It., last night made
partial arrangements for the observance of Memorial Hay.
The labor trouble at Great Falls is attaining

Carpenter had talked to him about it. If wo
were to buy a Brooklyn paper Tilton was to be
editor, aud Beecher to have nothing to do with
it, otherwise, if it was a New York morning
paper Beecher was to lie editor.
Tilton told

"
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ORCHESTRA.

H-

chaxdi.er, leamr.
OUtee 27 Market Square.
Chandler, C. M. Richardson, P. w. Buxton'
Prompters.
sueodCmMWP.

PRESS.

THE
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WEDNESDAY MOItNIND. MA|{.
New

Anuunl Moiling of Mercliautit’ Exchange*
The annual me ding of the Merchants' Exchange was held yesterday morning, Vice President 0. II. Milliken iu the chair. The attendance was good. The reports of the several offithe
cers w ere read and
accepted. The report of
Mr.
shows that the Ex-

A«lTerti»emen«» T •-*>»*•

Superintendent,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
A Fortune iu It—G. S. Walker*
$20 Daily to Agents.
Co.
Agents—R. W. Bibs *Scranton & Go.
Agents Wanted—S. S.
Wanted—Siiual ion.
Wanted -Agent*-

ed to

for

Carbolic Tablets.

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

York and Boston, and by this last arrangethe arrival and departure of vessels to and
from the West Indies is received by telegraph
instead of weekly mail steamers. Byr this arrangement important marine and local items
The exchange list
are received from the east.
of papers number forty, daily aud weekly, including the leading papers of tlio Union.
Mr. J. S. Bediow, Superintendent of the Wes-

OFFICE.

ment

POSTMASTER.
Assistant Postmaster.

Office Hour*.
a ni

to 8.30 p m,

Sundays excepted.

Sundays o|>eu for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.
City Delivery.
The public are requested to adopt the house door
letter-boxes, the use of which will result, m greatly
increased rapidity in the delivery of letters.
Free deli cry of letters by Carriers will be secured
by having them plainly addressed to the street and
number.
No person need call at the office, for all may have
mail matter left at their residences regularly, with-

Union Telegraph Company, received a
vote of thanks for his untiling efforts to give
the Exchange the latest news. Mr. Bediow
responded iu a few brief remarks. The following directors were chosen for the ensuing year:
tern

out risk or charge.
Three deliveries will be made daily, in all tlie disin
triets, viz; at 8 and 10 a. in., and at 4 j». m. and
the business portions of Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, (the
1.30
at
additional
p.m.
delivery
heart of the city,) an

Milliken, A. K. Sburtlcff, W. W.
Thomas, M. N. Itich, and W. Alleu, Jr. Mr.
Milliken is chairman, Mr Shurlleff declining a
re-election.
Remarks were made by Messrs. W. W.
Thomas, G. W. Woodman, T. C. Hersey and
otherB,offering suggestions as how to add value
to the Exchange.
Mr. Hersey thought it

Collection*

..

and 1.25 p

m.

Close at 7.30

North Conway and other offices

It.

a

would be well if the merchants could meet daily
at H a. in. to talk over this business. The matter will be brought up at the next meeting of
the Board of Trade.
General S. <T. Anderson then referred to tho
recent decision of the Secretary of the Treasury
regarding the sealing of cars on the Grand
Trunk. He offered the following resolutions
which were

Arrive at 10.50 a m, and 5.00 p
and 1.00 p m.
the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p

By

m.

the administration the disastrous effect of
the recent decision of the Treasury Department
on the business interests of this city, as well as
tile extraordinary ODDortumties which such decision must open to frauds on the revenue.
Resolved, .That such decision is not only oppressive and disastrous to the commerce of this
city, but is in evident violation of the letter and
spirit of the laws of commerce.
The meeting will be held at 11 o’clock tomorrow and it is expected that the meeting
will be largely attended as the matter is of vito

and

Close at

a in.

Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6 a m.
Close at 4.30 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edwards Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 am. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers. Close at 2.40 p m.
Foreign Mails for Allen Line from this port close
every Saturday at 3 p m.

tal importance to the merchants of Portland.
Directors’ meeting.
The first meeting of the new Maine Central
directors was held at the Falmouth yesterday
All of the board were present exafternoon.
After consultation, it was
cept Mr. Jones.
agreed to make Charles F. Hatch of Boston
General Superintendent, Levi L. Lincoln Assistant Superintendent at Augusta, and Payson

Superior Court.
JiARCH CIYIL TERM, 1875, SYMONDS, J., PRESIDING.

Tuesday.—Frank J. Emery vs. J. B. Nash. Assumpsit on account annexed for services as foreman
of defendant’s manufactory of ready made clothing
amounting to $101.50. Defence—payment. Decision
for the plaiutift for $14.17.
Pride for plaintiff.
Cobb & Ray for defendant.
Frederick E. Legrove et al. vs. J. B. Nash. Asof
sumpsit on account annexed to recover the sum
$38.67 for groceries. Dicision for the plaintiti.
Pride

for plaintiff.

Cobb

Tucker Assistant Superintendent at Lewiston,
Edwin Noyes of Wain place of Mr. Brown.
terville was chosen Solicitor aocf Adviser.
President Coburn] and Messrs. Alden,(Woods
and Cummings were chosen as Finance Committee. No further changes were made in the
officers of the road, and from what we can
We
learn, such action is not (contemplated.
have authority for saving that the Eastern

& Ray for defendant.

Sarah P. Lawrence vs Stephen VV. Anderson. Acon an account annexed to recover tlie sum of
$G0 for twelve weeks nursing. Defence—payment in
full. Decision reserved.
D. C. Emery for plaiutift'.
Fogg for defendant.
Elbridge G. Parker vs. Kennith McDonald. This

portion of the board expressed a determination
to faithfully adhere to the contract made by the
old board with the Eastern; and some of those
present expressed the opinion that the plan of

tion

of $500

alleged

to Lave

action
been obtained from the plaiutiff by the defendant by
nll-Srepresenreason ot certain ialse
1
'i—nil m III 'jlffTHI flm i1 of a certain box mauufaw—
is

to

an

ory

ana mo

recover

the

macuuiery

sum

luereuicuuwuuBu.

Teserved.
Webb for plaintiff.

Locke for defendant.
Josiah Burleigh vs. Joel Wilson. This is an action upon an account annexed for §72 for clothing.
The defendant is principal of Gorham Seminary and
files an account in sot off'for tuition of plaintiff’s 6on
and sundries. Decision reserved.
Strout & Gage for plaintiff.
Waterman for defendant.

^Jjourt

probably adjourn

will

jreDoon.

this

ISrief Jottinicft.
“scrape”—that the Street Coin
into on the streets yes-

The second benfit concert to Miss Andrews
of Scarboro, was given last evening. A quartette of singers from this city furnished the
selecmusic, and II. I. ItobiusoD, Esq., read

uprightness

committed

await the action of the grand jury.
The Committee on Fire Department in company with Chief Engineer Merrill, inspected
-he apparatus of the department yesterday.

A. Dalton, Rector,
Frf.demen Davis, I Wardeng

The Buxton Centre -sugar v-ump iissueiauuu
will celebrate their 49th anniversary at the residence of S. Frank Andrews, Esq Buxton
Centre, on the evening before the State Fast.
A large attendance of the members is expected

Ui

ing

thrown front
and
his team on Commercial street, yesterday,
was

received slight injuries.
The hearing on the Maine Central railroad
Fox this
tax case will take place before Judge
morning at 9£ o’clock.
The afternoon train over the Grand Trunk
on
yesterday brought a pair of Shetland ponies
They were from
their way to St. John, N. B.
Canada, and attracted a great deal of attention.
A lively row took place on Fore street yesterday noon. Several soldiers were badly cut up.

afternoon and evening for the last time,
Thursday evening “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” will
be put on. Some time next week Oliver Dond
Byron will put in an appearance in “Donald

McKay.”__
Entertainment in Deerinq.—The Deering
public library association will this evening perform the English ballad opera, Rosina, at the
School House, Woodford’s Corner. The dramatis personae, is

a

pro-

Mr.

farce of

At New York yesterday
Cette, France.

evening. This gathering is designed especially
for those who are regular attendants at worship here, and we doubt not that all such will
We have been favored with a
the programme of exercises, and
and can assure those for whom the entertainment is designed that they cannot afford to he

be present.

glimpse

,,

supposed lost, arrived
morning, 183 days from
I

pastor

the
Benefit Ball.—Next Friday evening

J. W. Raymond will
pupils aud friends of Mr.
benefit at Lancaster
-give him a complimentary
and can-

The matinee at the Museum this afternoon
will be unusually attractive as an addition of a
^tola, flute and violoncello will be made to the
orchestra- An excellent programme has been
arranged by Mr. lhuenfeldt, including the overturn to Wii.'iam Tell and several other well

An

Important
at

Business.—The Eastern
its Boston stations last year

422,000. tons of freight, representing
millions of dollars.
frade of seventy or more

some

a

Personal.
Not least pleasant among the many pleasant
things said aud doDe at the Baptist Sccial
Union on Monday evening was the warm and

Mr. McWhinnie’s graceful and eloquent recog
nition of the reception accorded to him.
of SanCapt. Charles B. Ban lord, proprietor
ford’s line of steamers, was in town yesterday.

yesterday.

railroad handled

_

generous welcome exteuded by tb<? Baptist
clergymen present to the Rev. J. McWhiuuie,
of the Free street church, and
the new

have arrived.
benefit
Mr. J. A. Arnold’s complimentary
netted him 8350.
Mr. Charles Lippitt, living on Oxford street,
lus
had his foot badly injured yesterday by
horse stepping on it.
A little child, daughter of Mr. Ilobert Ormshy, living on Winter street, broke her collar

known selections.
The City Hotel an:1 the Preble House each
hail three pages of arrivals yesterday.
There will be preaching at the Allen Mission
this evening. Services will commence at quarter to eight o'clock. The public are invited.

at

absent.

the West to the
Four car loads of flour from
the way of the
by
of
Industry,
Sovereigns
and Biddeford
•Graud Trunk for Portland, Saco

hone

Picnic.

at

and Preble
The sheiiffs visited the Falmouth

Houses yesterday.
The brig Tubal Cain,

Bunducketby’s

First Baptist Reunion.—The worshippers
the First Baptist church have the promise
of a most enjoyable occasion at their annual
reunions, the first of which is to be held this

violin player, have been engaged
matinees.
to play .at the Museum
a
British Consul Murray received despatch
the Halifax Banking Company,
from
yesterday
all banks against a letter
asking him tocantion
iu favor of
of credit issued by the company
bavo Luling arrested, if
Hubert Luling, and to

accomplished

T,

follows:

Bellville.Mr.

Dorcas.Miss J. F. Jordan.
Phoebe.Miss H. A. Warren.
The entertainment wili conclude with the

Ujuilt last season.
Mr. Beckett, the new flute and piccolo player
the
of Chandler’s BaDd, and Mr. Grimmer,

found.

as

A. F. Abbott.
Captain Belville.Hr. Charles S. Harmon.
William .Mr. A. W. Jordan.
Rustic...Mr. J. Frank Cueuery.
Irishman....... .Mr. E IT. Green.
Rosina.Mrs. J. F. Ckenery.

opened
Something new.
vision store in Stafford’s block.
Mr. Littlefield has the contract for carving
the figure head for the dcw ship building it
Kennebunk, to be called the Ocean Queen. She
which was
•will he a mate to the Ocean King,
has

C'eutrnl Allinn ec—Not
nunffnir ol Seutiulcni—An Unhappy Tin
ion nod

hands
Hall. The affair is in excellent
full hand
Chandler’s
success.
a
be
not fail to
are $1.
tickets
The
will furuish the mt*si.c.
Temperance

1

Meeting.—There wijl

bo

a

at Free street
union temperance prayer meeting
o clock.
church this evening, commencing at7j
from several of oar
Addresses may be expected
a number of the
most iulluential citizens and
invited.
are
All
reformed men.

Cumberland Centre,—A very interesting
lecture was given at Greely Institute, Monday
evening, by Mr. 1. F. Quimby, a former Principal. Subject: “Education Practically Con-

sidered.”

why—Coquetting

with the Boston
Broken—llow it

Maine—The Contract
way done—Why the Cotnbinatiou Tailed
etc., etc.,etc.
A.

A writer possessed of an imaginative mind
aud a poetical temperament would find a rich
held for the display of his genius had he the
opportunity to consult the official records of tho
Ma'ne Central Railroad Company aud to learn
from the various parties who figured conspicuously the interesting events, tho many moves on
the railroad board, the motives which impelled
aud the results of tha many conferences, plans
and combinations. As wo liavo none of these
qualifications so requisite to the interesting
historian, we cannot promise to entertain our
readers, hut simply to collect and preserve for
the Maine Historical

Society

or

some

other

few statements of
parties in interest aud events which have
transpired during tli* past three years. We

praise-worthy association,
have not
are

seen

a

the official records.
Indeed, wo
privileged stockholders who

of the

not

demand the right to inspect tedious conand formal votes. In fact the corporation clerk always fails to take note of those
He
matters which most interest the public.
may

tracts

tells of the negotiations, the combinations and the reasons which have led to tho
siguing of contracts hut simply the vote
of the fact.
We have, however, listened
transactions
to
versions
of
the
many
and events between the Maino Central aud
never

Eastern rail roods.
Wo begin at that

period when’ttie old,Maim
Central and Portland & Kennebec railroads
had ceased from their years of bitter feuds aud
had come to the conclusion that their fntuio
prosperity could only be found in a union which
should embrace all tho railroad interests in
Maine which would be likely to compete with
each other—at tbat period when the Boston &
Maine had obtained its charter to build into
Portland and had vigorously begun the work,
and when its competitor, the Eastern, had
leased the P. S. & P. Railroad and with its
stock above par was ambitiously looking for
such connections as would make it the railroad
east of Boston. The international line, the E.
& N. A. Railway was then just opening to St.
John and the work on the Halifax end of that
long line was far towards completion. When
it was completed, we were told that Halifax
would rival New York as a terminus of Earn__

J/VMIU
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Halifax to Boston and New York would,beyond
become the greatest passenger raillearned
way on the continent. We have not
that all of these bright anticipations have been
entirely realized.
No wonder then that the Eastern managers
looked with longing if not covetous eyes to the

question,

control of this magnificently promising line,
and took immediate steps to obtain control of
it. The precise date at which the negotiations
began with the Maine Central managers for a
life long lease, we do not know; nor are we
permitted to describe the advances that the
Eastern, as an ambitious suitor, made to the
Maine Central, which occupied the position of
sentimental young woman who knew she had two lovers (?) and only
was coy that she might ascertain which would
be the most liberal “provider” in all the years
of after life. The Boston and Maine was less
a

prudent and not

over

ardent as a suitor; indeed, that uncivil party
intimated that Miss Maine Central had much
better remain single and live as a neighbor.
But, as the story-writers say, time passed by
and the Easterh and Maine Central became
more intimate, until in 1871 the bans of

marriage between these parties were proclaimed
in the form of a ninety-nine years compact or
contract, by which the net earninge of the
Eastern and Maine Central railroads were to
be divided between the two corporations, the
former receiving five parts and the latter four.
The prudent Maine Central was greatly pleased
trade^Jqr however pru-

rtuTitV*!!.'tTflSfttUibarp

dently its business had been mauk“"jL
its stockholders only dividend had been a ride
in a crowded car to the; annual meeting at
Waterville. Now she (?) had made a life-long
alliance with a wealthy party whose stock was
quoted at par and above, because it regularly
paid its stockholders legal tender dividends,
while its own stock Dad, until that time, grovelled at $10, $15, $20 and $25 per share of $100.
For a time everything was harmonious.
Through trains were arranged, Pullman cars

introduced and conductors run from Bangor to Boston. It was practically one road.
The Boston & Maine at length made its way to
this city. It domauded a connection, and all
the parties went to Augusta with attorneys and
were

Tbe bill to force a connection was
defeated, hut it cost all tho parties large sums
of money and a liberal issue of animal complimentary passes to interested parties and some

lobbyists.

members of the Legislature—a potent means
of reaching men, because it appeals alike to
their vuoily and self iuterest,
Well, days and months passed. Tho Maine
Central participated iu all of tbe Eastern quar-

rels;

or rather its

quarrels

about transfer sta-

tions, connecting rails, frogs, injunctions, etc.,
were

turned over to the Maine Central.

All of

the annoyances and delays experienced by shippers—and they were many—were charged to
tbe Maine Central, until it was a conundrum
whether the railroads were built for the benefit of the people or the people created for them.
Iu the meantime, the Eastern did not lose

sight of the grand inter-national route, and
their iuterest iu the Maine CenMal board urged
a 99
years lease of the E. & N. A. Railway
by the Maine Central, and so fay had the directors been convinced that this was the proper
policy that the papers) fqr such a contract had
been drawn ready for signing, when the resident Maine members of the

WUOMUJ

and is certainly as wonderful a cobbler as ever
Miss Cameron gives a pleasing inwas seen.
terpretation of Madame Bertrand. Miss Victoria Cameron was an arch and sprightly Cecil,
giving a really fine rendition. Messrs. Bascomb
The entertainment
and Richardson did well.
closed with the elegant comedy “Naval Engagements.” The two plays will be given this

who were sleeping
lives.
over the store barely escaped with their
havCapt. McDonald of the bark Daring, is
a new vessel built for him, which is expectmen

man

A.

The Museum —The Arnold benefit bill was
again presented at the Museum last evening.
“A Wonderful Woman" is charmingly presented. We have already spoken of Mr. Arnold’s
acting. Mr. CaldeFs Cropin is very amusing,

to be present-on this occasion.
The hand organ man was oat yesterday.
Mr. Roberts of Waterboro Centre, did not
save anything from his store at the fire Sunday

A

are

losing one of their most valuable members, who
for thirty years had rendered important services to
the Parish, and by his uniform courtesy endeared
himself to hjs friends and associates.
Resolved, That wo shall ever hold in high regard
and integthe memory of a man whose
rity were equalled only by the Kindness and generosity ot his soul.
Resolved, That we tender our hearty sympathy to
his afflicted family, with the prayer that it may
please Almighty Qod to comfort them and give them
peace in Him.
Resolved, That a copy of thesa resolutions be entered upon the Parish records, transmitted to his
and published iu the city papers.

to

ed to be finished by May.
Capt Benjamin L. Sawyer

Edwin

That by the death of Mr. Churchill the
10Resolved,
sensible of
anil Parish of St. Stephen’s

McDonald, the wife beater, was arraigned
He
yesterday morning before Judge Knight. to

Three young

Captain

Vestry

tions.

morning.

spfc

waa

death of Capt. Edwin Churchill were passed:
Resolved, That the sudden death of our late associate in this vestry deeply impresses us with a sense
of the uncertainty of human life and with the application to ourselves of the admonition, “Be ye also

terday.

jail

t.ima

Churchill
At the annual Easter Meeting of St. Stephen’s Parish held Monday evening, March
2flth, the following resolutions relating to the
The if.ate

Intoxication. Discharged on
of good bepayment of costs—* !.88, and promise
havior towards his father. Costs paid.

was

V.x ranmltar

ference.

"’pairick Moran, Jr.

examination-and

Tot-

made against any point, and that the road
shall be run in its own interest and not of any
other party. lie does not see how any conflict
will require legis lative intercan arise which

Howard
Michael Toomey. Patrick Keating. Patrick McSearch and ecizure.
Plnkham.
N.C.
and
Glinchy
Fined $50 each with costs. Paid.
Michael McDonald. Assault and battery. Kx aniState with
mation waived. Ordered to recognize to
W. W. Thomas, dr
sureties in sum of *1000.
with
Fined
Fredorick Taylor. Jntoxicatiou.

an

Ton

of ibo road, which have not been materially
since 187X. President Coburn says
that it shall he his purpose to faithfully perform all the conditions of the contracts with
tho Boston roads to the very letter and intent
cf the same; that no discrimination shall be

BEFOKE JUDGE KNIGHT.

■waived

fA

changed

(Wednesday)

TufrdaY.—Dawson McGlinchy. Search and scizFined $50 with costs. Paid.
lire.
& Cleaves.

men were

lnT-^rd^TTPTrw'-1-and

SewaTTTiftSfLchosen a committee to settle the unadjusted
accounts between the Maine Central and Easno

Municipal Court.

missioner’s

“pooling” the receipts for through traffic of the
Boston and Maine and Eastern would be fully
adopted so that there would be no cau3e for
competing tor the business of the Maine Cen-

for the next meetiag, bat the President was authorized to call it wheu he deemed it necessary
It is asserted that a committee will be appointed at the next meetiug to consider the subject
of reducing and otherwise modifying the tariffs

_____

A very filthy

adopted unanimously:

Resolved, That the Board of Trade of Portland be requested at their monthly meeting to
be held ou Thursday, the 1st of April, to appoiut three or mole delegates to proceed at
once to Washington and with the aid ol the
members of Congress from this state to explain

on the P. & O. li.
m.
Close at 7.00

а. in.

б. 30

m,

It.

C.

Arc made on week days at 7 aud 11.15, a. m., and
at 2 aud 8 p. m. On Sunday one collection at 8 p.
in.
At rival and Departure of Mails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.30 a
Close at 8.30am, and -.40 and
m and 12.55 pm.
9.00 p m.
Arrive at 5.00 p m.
West.
the
Boston and
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
at
1.00
aud 8.00 pm. Close at
Arrive
Railway.
8.30 a in and 2.40 pm.
Great Southern aud Western. Arrive at 12.55 p m
and 12.30 a in. Close at 8.30 a m, 2-40 ami 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3pm. Close at 12 m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.05 a
Close at 12 m and 5 00 p in.
m and 3 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Skowliegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3 p in. Close at 12 m.
Skowla gan closed pouch closes at 5.45 a m.
Canada aud intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 3 p iu. Close at 12.45 p in.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 9 a
Close at 6.30 a. iu.
m.
Lewiston aud Auburn. Arrive at 9.05 a m, 3 and
7.00 p m. Close at 5.45 a m, 12 m, and 5.00 p m.
lit lu.10 a m,
1.00 p m.

iucreaso the past

an account of expenditures; speaks of the
Union
promptness and accuracy of the Western
telegraphic reports the past year; says that duthe
ring the last year change lias been made in
news matter which is now collected and sent by
the Gold and Stock, iu conjunction with the
Western Union Telegraph Company from New

Fireman Wanted- St. Julian.
United States Corset Co.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Morgan & Co.—200 Frame in Glass.

From 8.00

the

year

the receipts were §1064.25, au
year of §427.75.
The report refers to the treasurer’s report for

Wanted-Wet Nurse.
jx»st—Casliier s Cli* ck.

C. W. GODDARD
J. W. XOUK

§2192, paid to

East

OK

EVENTS
•

King,

treasurer.

TRAIN

INTERESTING

ly

«

The Eiulcrn Maine

numbers 206 members, both individuals and firms, agaiust 219 in 1874. Two members have died, Messrs. K. E. Wood and Edwin
Churchill. The membership receipts amount-

SSSSu^D-O'.‘Robinson.
Freali Beef—ltollin A. Ives.
Proposal

PORTLAND POST

AN
t

change

Wonted—Situation-

Well’s

RAILROAD HISTORY.

Board,

with

one or
icius-

ueguuuuuus uy
otners,
up
ing to ratify the agreement. In the meantimo
the expectant Maine Central people saw no
dividends. It appeared that their own road
yras earning a surplus, but by the contract one
company could pot declare a dividend until the
two

oroae

me

other was in a situation to do the same. Little
by little, confidence and harmony between the
two sets of managers departed. The union,".if

consummated from mercenary motives,was
The Maine
not based on sincere affection.
Central interest proper began to grow weary of

net

the contract. Weariness soon became disgust.
Disgust bred a determination to be rid of it.
They reasoned thus: “The Eastern people in
order to get us into this arrangement told us
that their debt was but $5*000,000, a little later

$7,000,000, now it appears to be $11,500,000.
They told us that they were able to pay div
idends and did pay them, but we have reason
to believe that the monpy to pay them was
borrowed and has been added to the debt. Ijy
paying such dividends they kept their stock
at par, and now they have ceased to declare
dividends, the stock has fallen to $60 per
The contract was secured by false representations and is consequently void; besides,
by that contract they have debarred us from
share.

declaring a dividend on our stock.”
In tlje meantime au adversary, in the guise
of the Boston & Maine, began to coquette witfi
the Maine Central managers and large stockholders, and the latter were made to see that
the Eastern compact was a hindrance to the

prosperity of the corporation. Then came the
question, “How shall it be annulled?” There

sufficient cause; the Eastern had deceived
them when they entered into it and in other
Among
ways had violated the conditions.
those most interested were stockholders in other states.
They were carrying more of Maine
They had
Central stock than yfaa profitable.
was

made meney by speculating in it, but stock
which don’t declare dividends isn’t that which
Some time
endears itself to the large holder.
in October last,a Maine Central director in Boswith its stock, telegraphton, who was loaded
ed the leading stockholders in Maine to meet
A pait of
him in Boston on this business.

other Eastern men were
unprepared for it, and asked a week’s delay.
The other party, sure of a majority of the

for the Maine Central party straight. Subsequently a similar contract
was made with the Eastern.
All was quiet;
but at a subsequent meeting a letter was read
from President White of the Boston & Maine,
which stated that while the Maine Central diwas

a

happy

season

rectors had kept their agreement iu discharging General Manager Hatch, the Eastern conductors still ran traius over the Maine Central.
This caused Messrs. Wooldredge and Jones to
go into the air. They raved and talked war.
Mr. Jones foamed as if the had swallowed a
peck of his own hops. After this thero was

good feeling in the old board.
At this time it is suspected that the Eastern
managers resolved on revenge, but little was
heard until three or four weeks before the annual meeting, when some of tho parties to the
“round-robin” wore found to be shaky. It was
understood that the Eastern were making it
never

hot for the Boston director, who was panting
under his load of Maine Ceutral stock. Another Massachusetts party considered that he t^as
absolved from the promiso. when the Boston &
The rest of the
Maine contract was ratified.
siguors thought that the promise to stand by
each other was to extend to a period beyond
the next annual election. But one Maine stockholder happening in Boston, Eastern asked
him if he would sell his stock; he replied yes
for $75 a share, after the annual meeting. Eastern
party then went to other signers and said
Mr. X. has offered to sell.
This statement panicked other holders in
Massachusetts, and, to make a long story
aUULb)

LUC LJiUlOlU

IUUIIU

tuou

uu

contract and annulling the old Eastern bargain. We say they did it for this because they
protest that the policy of the old board is not
to be changed in the least.
Thus endeth Jthe story as ’twas told us.
Children, put up the puppets; this act is played

out.
__

P. H. S.—The entertainment that is to be
tbe class of ’75 on the 12th and 13th,
promises to be quite original and interesting.
Besides the operetta there will be an original
play, “The Lost Heir.’’ The friends of the
class will have a fine opportunity to judge of
its merits. Every effort has been made }o
make it the amateur entertainment of the sea-

given by

The tickets will be for sale by next Mondey. Friends and those wishing to obtain good
seals will do well to get theirs of the committee before that time.

Tom Collins will be among the characters represented. Be sure and attend each evening.

each appearance. The Devonian
Brothers do most startling feats on the trapeze, introducing somersaults with a sack
drawn over|tbeir heads. Chase and Davis are
The St. Felix ballet
as usual in their parts.
troupe introduce a Spanish ballet.

Business Notes.
Red granite has been discovered at Pembroke.
The Calais Times learus ‘‘that on account of
the continued depression in the lumber market
the lumber manufacturers on that river have
determined to reduce the wages of their employes the coming season.”
Preparations are being made by the mill company at Lovell

village to manufacture hogshead

A large quanseason.
of oak limber is now on hand, and teams
are busily engaged iu hauling more.
The pulp mill of Messrs. Gray & Pollard at
East Dover, which for lack of water has been

ment with the Boston & Maine. When anothmeeting was held, it was found that tho
thousand shares of stock
owners of
er

tflrpnty-one

could be obtained to stand
the new

arrangement

was

tyy e^cb

made.

other until
The Maine

their Boston
mpn wore a little suspicious of
friends, so they declined to move iq tho matter
uutil the thing was put in writing, According.

by the Subsistance Department, U. S. Army, at this
post during twelve months, commencing July 1. 1875,
and ending June 30, 1876.
Information as to conditions, quality of Beef, payments, &c., can be obtained by application to
mar31d6t
KOLLIN A. IVES, Lieut, and A. C, S.
Lost.
check for $530.58. Drawn by Wm.
A. Winsbip, Cashier Casco National Bank, on
Ninth National Bank, No v York. Check No. 1274.
Payable to the order of Geo. W. True & Co. Payment lias been stopped.
ma34d3t

CASHIER’S

To Builders.

to hold one year from the 3d
Tuesday of Juue next: President, L. L. Lucas;
Clerk, E. C. Buker; Treasurer, B. B. Drake;
Directors, B. B. Drake, L. L. Lucas, J. B. Butler, X. B, Turner, E. C. Buker, J. L. Fields.

STATE

AT

THE

COUNTF,

The Journal says that there is to be a grand
spelling match at Auburn Hall, next week,
under the auspices of the Auburn Beforrn Club.
The Briant liquor agency case has been continued,'
The Maine Central iron bridge at Lewiston is
being put in place.
Tht Journal says that the ten-mile walking
match for a purse of $100, which took place in
City Hall, Saturday evening, between Hamtwo Auburn pedestrians,
man and McCully,
was won by Harriman in one hour and tortytwo minutes.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Chesterville declines to vote money to aid
free high schools.
Tlie history of the town of Chesterville,
written by the late Oliver Sewall, Esq,- and
published by Bev. J. S. Swift, is out of' press.
KENNEBEC

Augusta’s City

COUNTY.

Marshal

is

seizing

whisky.

bad

out all its male school officials,
and elects Misses Martha J. Clark, Lucy A.
Anna
Dutton.
Warren and
Deputy Sheriff Coe is making it very disagreeable for Winthrop rumsellers.

Sidney

turns

£IN(JOJjN

COUNTY.

Whitefteld, at its annual meeting,* rescinded
all its votes loaning credit to the Kennebec &
Wiscasset Bail way.
PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

The Whig says that the jury in the Carson
after
being shut out Irom the
case,
world for a fortnight, give decided evidence of
Mr. OardiDer of Corinna
badly
fagged.
being
now appears ornamented witty a handkerchief
around hjs bead, as tye is suffering from a bad
sty on his right eje.
moruiug Mr.
Leathers of Carmel was quite unwell, but was
able to occupy bis accustomed seat during the

ma31

month.

three or four rooms suitable for house
keeping purposes. Two of the rooms must be ot
good size, knd have considerable of sun light. RefeAddress L’INCONNU, Press Ofrences exchanged.
to

secure

AI*FRED, This Office.

AGENTS,

Wanted.
Gents and Ladies, for

of the
For par-

some

Don’t Slight Your TEetii.—Bemember
that upon their labor the health of the stomach
depends. Keep them perfect, and, iu order to
do so, inaiiifiulato them with a brusli dityped in
the fragrant SOZODONT, once or twice a day.

mc2U d&wlw

STORE

MORGAN ft
TO

—

mar31t4w

BE

AUCTIONEERS

closed

Entirely

Out!

Portland and Vicinity.
,

all bills

rhursday, March 25,

A

ON

ex-

—

T1IE

—

APRIL 1st,
as wc

A

WET NURSE.

LINEN

BOSOMS,
HAMBURG EDGES,
HOSIERY,

__

jLiSsi"

ana

bition 1876.
—

j

Call

SUBSCRIPTION

It. DAVIS,

-

621 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PA,
For Prospectus, Journal, &c., enclose 15 cents.
cod3tis&w2w
mar26

FLATTERING TESTIMONY
FOR

—

Loring’s Specific
FROM E. E. UPIIAM, Esq.
Portland, March 19, 1873.
LORING—tear Sir:—I have given your
valuable SPECIFIC a faithful trial and can truly
say that it has done me more good than all the medicine I ever took in my life. I have recommended it
to many of my personal friends who heartily endorse
DR.

gives me pleasure to recommend it to all persons afflicted with Dyapepaia, Indigestion,
Constipation, Hiclt Ilend-achc, Ac., as a
reliable remedy. WishiDg yon every success in its
it.

4

am

truly yours,

■

Bath

?

•

Bangor

Lewiston
Cleveland “
0.,
Toledo

6s
7’g
8’s

■
■

•

6’s
6’*
6’s

■

Belfast

...

l7’s
s

■
Chicago
Cook County

7’s
7’s

Lojisvllle Ky.,
Maine Central It. E.
E. & S. American R. R. Gold
*

«=-

6’s

FOB SALE BY-

SWAN & BARRETT,
tOO MIDDLE STREET.
sep24lehlSood

H.M.Payson&Go.
32 EXCHANGE ST.

OWEN &

Ja14_

SIGNS
You may

the

come

THAT

eodtf

Invested in Stock Privileges in Wall St,
loads to many (lioiiNnudft of dollar* profit*.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing
detailed statements and nuotation prices of all stocks
dealt in at the New York Stock Exchange, mailed
free to those desiiing to speculate. Address
ALEX. FUOTIUNGIIAM & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,
Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange. 12 Walj. St. N. V

deadly

JimERT

room.

AN

CTJ owner's risk.
mU30dlw»

on

Pcttengill

my

&

DEANE BROS.
eod2m

mn!9

LARGE SALE

!

FURNITURE
—

I

THE

—

IN

SALE

Thursday, March 25,
—

AT THE

—

Street,

|

DOGIA HASSAN

dim

STORE,

MOORE,

ST.* COR* BROWN.
dlw

•

RESPECTFULLY IN
THE

that wo have this day opened a
millinery Store, nt 419 Congrrm 81.
Anil have one of the finest assortment of Goods
usually found in this line, having purchased at an
early day of the largest firms hi JJeiy York and
Boston. Also having secured the services of au experienced Milliner, we feel competent to suit the
New

the most fastidious.

solicit tho patronage
rcspecfully
to call on us.

of all who will

be pleased

MRS. A. W, STAPLES &
K.

to Pay,

GARLAND.

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.
WFM3m

Men’s

Boys’

Rubber

Boots

Youths’

$2.00,

$2.50,
$1.75,

Women'. $1.50, Mime.’ *1 95, Children’.
91.0
Men’. Arctic. $1.35, Men". Cloth
Top Over.hoe. 91.00, Women’. 73 cent.,

$1.30;

We

Trucking

feb9

129 MIDDLE AND 6

The*© so oils are in nice desirable shade*
and usually *ell lor
also a lot of
German Kid* for jnituic* at 73 c.

tastes of

or

MANUFACTURERS,
NO. 46 EXCHANGE STREET.

PAIRS

.A.T 75c.

WOULD

No Freight

and having your furniture delivered to your house
all cleaned up
for use, with the privilege of exchanging or returning if not satisfactory, and will
guarantee to give

There is no firm In New England that has a larger
better stock of furniture than we can *how.

GLOVES

CONGRESS

percent. Lower

or

Trefousse & Garibaldi
KID

shall sell all kinds of farnitore

Better Furniture & Better Finish.

for sale at factory prices.

600

we

ready

PORTLAND, ME,

ma27

—

than any Boston dealer or manufacturer will sell in
this market, with additional advantages of having

PINE PICKI.ES.
MEDIUM PICKETS.
COARSE PICKLES.
MIXED PICKLES.

market

TUB

sumer.

Five

—

REPINED CIDER.
CRUDE1 CIDER (SWEET).
OLD CIDER.

8

BY

Manufacturer to the Con-

BEGINS

PURE WHITE WINE VINIGAB.
PC HE CIDER VINIGAB.

TEMPLE ST.

Men’.
dtr

Rubber.

OO

Women’.

cent.,

40

Children’. 93 cent.. Men’. I.on*
Cavalry Rubber Root. 93.00, Rip
WndinK Boot. $3 30, Rubber Coat.
I.aced
92.00, Women’. Flnancl-llned
Rubber, worn with or without Comber
KCRBKK
Ohara, 55 cent., nt
Hotel.
STOKE, under Falmouth

cent.,

Call for Advertised Goods,
saving lb* irnuble sf shnwing uur
and PURE CUM Bonis
hud Shoes, when yon only require the
UIIEAP ones, which are just as warns
and water-proof, bat not so durable
IHun

WARRANTED

mlil5__dtf

WEDDING CAKE.

00.,

MILLINER.
i
dlw

ICK
PURE

prepared to furnish the
WE of Wedding
Cake in small
are

hest quality
large quantities

very

or

it tho shortest possible notice.
Also plain and fancy cakes that can’t be beat.
Candy of our own and Boston manufacture, warranted pure.
Oysters served at all hours of day and evening.
Hot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.
Druggists’ Chocolate Drops of our manufacture at

Wholesale »ul Retail.

S. A. VLIflER A SON.

I C E

and
and

DENNISON,
13 Long Wharf.

GRAND

Until further notice

Littlejohn,

999 Conprem HI reel.

aHJm

I Earniniied Bad Shipped by

premises at $2.00 ea h—at
large lots. >
A. L.

notice

Exchange Street,

______

MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS

dCt

show this gem of the work
uiarltitf

Special rates on

51

Ont!
«►

d8w

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CARGOES OF

DAVIS.

10D SLEIGHS
bo stored

BED

REMEMBER

BEOKETT, Merchant Tailor,

JENNIE
iua26

closo consignment.

call and

Entirely Closed

when you

137 OLD, 237 NEW NUMBER,

Something

have

also Agents for the best

—

W. 0.

FOR SALE VERY LOW

LADIES
Worlr Table

are

Old Furniture Hr paired at ahert
and *ati«factien given.

—

_

New.
send your address to K7
Spring St„
tlie agent of the Ladies'
Easy Cutting

—

REMEMBBR THE NUMBER,

W. C. BECKETT

25 Tubs Prime Vermont Butter

l3:tCOiHi>IEBCIAI,sr.

AT

SPRING

WILL BE

3STEW GOODS
—

—

In tho market. Three months trial given, and if not
satisfactory will be removed free of expense.

SPRING.

OF-

know that Spring has

FORM

mar30

—

(ltf

Ladies of Portland and Vicinity,

&

and

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

E STOCK

\

MOORE,

CONGRESS ST., COR. BROWN.

WE

CURTIS

full lino of

Prices that cannot be Heat in the State,

T

50 Doz. Ladies’ Hemstitched at 25c.
50 Doz Ladies’ Plain Hemmeikatl2 l-2c.
25 Doz. Ladies’ Colored Borders at 25c.
25 Doz. Gents’ full size, very flue, at 25c.
25 Doz. Gents’ full size, colored borders,
at 25c.

mar27

to

a

cost of

We

which were damaged by fresh water in a
Warehouse basement. The goods are but
"lightly "oiled and arc warranted to wash
clca»*. We have placed them on our counter" in lot" aw below.
Partie* will do well
<o call early a« many perfect goods can be
"eltcied.

OWEN &

nia2G

half the

Linen Handkerchiefs tion.

Bankers & Brokers,

PORTLAND.

one

manufacture and importa-

We have secured two Cases of PURE

see

show

d2w

All

my2T

prepare^ to

—

iit

malT

•

are

above Brown Street.

MIDDLE STREET.

BONDS
■

We

—

Tarlor, Hall, library

MELsor& mi

Doors

OF

—

is spreading out to entice his customers and the
public. Please come and soe for yourselves.

E. E. UPHAM.

V.OKIIVK’S SPECIFIC Is sold by all the
TIIOS. Q
1,0KINO, Proprietor.
Apothecaries.
Price $1.00. Dealers supplied by J. W. PiSItKlNS
nja20dtf
.£ CO., ami W. F. PHILLIPS & 00.

Portland

Spring Opening
FURNITURE !

Bargains.

marl8

It

I

bought

i for our

CENTENNIAL JOURNAL,
with its five elegant ENGRAVINGS of the EXHIBITION BUILDINGS complete; size of each, 21x27.
18 months steady work at $15.00 a week, and 40
cents per name added. Address, with return stamp,

were

503 CONGRESS ST.,

SOLICITORS

Wanted in Portland and each City, Town and County
in the U. S. for the

aBi-XS®J,re ,he

early

l. c.

—

These goods

jobbing trade at
LaftiSS’ Furnishing Goods. J obbers’ prices, and will be
and everything pertaining to

MANAGER
AND

full line of

CORSETS,
DANFORTH ST.

~

A LOCAL

a

in fine condition and order. Will be so>d in lots to
suit purchasers. Also, a large assortment of Nrw
aud Necond Hand Furniture,Carpets, Mirrors.
Ac.. &c At 12 m„ we shall commence the sale of
House Plnuiu, in
about 400
Pet« Fine
splendid order, iresh from the Green House.
IflOKGAN At CO., Auctioneer*.
dlt
ma31

DEANE_ BROS.

change at that time.

a

GLOVES,

Call at
01

shall make

We have

RID

Wanted.

GRAND SALE

bougbtof us before

Wanted.
GOOD milliner to work just out of the city. Apply at C0G1A HASS AN STORK, Friday,
mar31*3t
April 2nd.

At Anction 200 Frame in Glass
for Covering a Hot Honse.
THUBSDAY, April 1st, at 10} o’clock, at office
18 Exchange street, we shall at Auction 200
Frames with Glass the covering of a Hot House. All

w

wholesale grocery store by a
young mail who has had several years* exj>erienco in a retail store.
Satisfactory references given.
mar31*l w
Address C Press Office,

ti

auld

MORGAN & CO.

ceeding

a

No. 18 Exchange St., Portland.

•

—

-OP-

on

—

At Private Sale.
M. & Co. axe agents for the sale of‘Herring A Farrel’e champion Safes. “Wiegands" Patent Section*
Steam Boiler, “Haskins** Steam Engines, “Blake*
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant** Chemical
Fire Engine.»

—

bo given from our.regular prices

AND

—

Commission Merchants,

TO THE LADIES

will

CO.,

—

Ninety-nine Cents

Wniited.

Ass the

mother who has used Hale’s Honey of Horeliound and Tar in her family as a cure for
cough, colds, horseness, whooping cough, croup
or influenza, what she thinks of it.
The answer in every instance will he that she has
found it tlio most effective preparation of its
kind she has ever tried or heard of.
Bike's Tooth-Ache Drops—Cures in one
minute.
mch2(i-d&wlw.

COGIAHASSAN

10 PER CENT

best selling articles before the public.
ticulars address with stamp,
BOX 506, Auburn, Me.
mar31*lt

SITUATION in

to a license from the Judge of Probate, I shall sell at auction, on Saturday, the
10th day of April, 1375, at 10 o’clock A. M.. at the
office of George P. Emery, Esq., in Gorham, the farm
recently owned by Elisha Sf rout, late of Buxton deceased. % Said farm is situated at East Buxton, about
two miles from Gorham Village, consists of about 130
acres of land, has on It comfortable buildings, a
young
thrifty orchard and a large amount of wood and
growing timber; cuts about 25 tons of bay and can
be made to cut 50 tons.
Terms can be made easy
Inquire of CHARLES H. OSBORNE or GEORGE
WHITNEY, near tue premises, or of the subscriber
DANIEL C. EMERY, Admr.
marlTd<&w3wll
Gorham, March 5, 1875.

A

A

both

tf

PURSUANT

to Ajgents.
S3 new articles and
thedtest Family Paper in America, with
AM. M’FG CO.. 300
$5.00 Cbromos, free.

A DISCOUNT

Me.

Street, Portland,

OC20

di* O/Y Daily

OP

Co.,

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. K.

TUB

Asrents! Send for Circular and Terms-

—

&

Farm at Auction.

LiriSGSTONE’S
Popular Edition.
Price $2 50.
LAST IODKN.LS!!
The story of the last seven eventful years of the
Great Traveler’s life as told by himself, and of his
sufferings and death, as told by bis men. The book
they want. It. W. BLISS & CO., Publishers, Hartford. Conn.
mar31t4w

Wanted.
SITUATION in the dry goods business by a
young man of several years experience; wholesale business preferred. Address,
mar3l*3t

OF

How to exercise and how to preserve them. A new
book, by Theopbilus Parsons, LL. D. Has no equal
for p )pularity and real value.
For particulars address, 8. 8. SCRANTON & CO., Hartford,
Conn.
mar31t4w

ma26natf

fice.

_

Mom Kits.—Women have better
opportunities for observing the effects of medicine, than men. This is especially true of
mothers, who note with a keenness born of affection, the operation of the remedies they
administer to their children. Now ask any

Plum

Sell

to

OCa Citizen of the United States.

Four Rooms Wanted.
GENTLEMAN and Wife, no children, desire

A

._.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

by Druggists generally, und
GEO. C. GOODWIN <& CO., Boston, Mass.
ma31dt wt

dtf

Monday

somewhat tedious proceedings, Monday.
On Monday the ice was thirty two inohea
thick on the Stillwater river at Orono, having
increased several inches in thickness duiing the

Sold

en-

Sc Cs.„ Ascliosem.
dtd

AUCTIONEERS,
Horse and Carriage Mart,

—

ST. iQLIAN.

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN

Immense Stock

TREED AND MURE RE-HEDY.

Wanted

For further particulars

0. BAILEY

F.

PUT UP ONLY IN BI.ITS BOXES.

FORTUNE IN IT. Every family buys it.
Sold by Agents, Address, G. S. WALKER,
Erie, Pa.
mar31t4w

—

nages and Sleighs.
Terms of sale cash.
of
P. O. BAILKV
ma24

quire

THE

FIREMAN WANTED

lying

following officers

AT

Broadway, N. Y._

tity

The pay roll is about $1500 weekly.
At a meeting of the stockholders of Elliotts,
ville Star Slate Company, held at St. Albans to
to organize undei the charters granted last winer by the Legislature, they made choice of the

the Manufactory, corner of Preble and Cumlaml streets, ilio entire stock of the C. P.
Kimball Company, consisting In j»art of Top autl
0|hjii Buggies, Jump Seats, Basket Phaetons, Double
ami Single Sleighs, about 25 unfinished carriages
ready to paiut and trim, about 30 carriage bodies all
kinds partly painted. 50set wheels light and
heavy,
large stock of Steel Springs, Axles, Carriage Hardware. and Iron BlaekHtui.bs Tools, Lumber, 2 casos
Enam 1 Leather, 2 Stitching Machines, Broadcloth
autl Plush Trimmings, Varnish and Paint Stock,
Paint Mills, Benches, Tools, 2 Scales, Office Stoves,
Desks, Tilton & McFarland Safe, Ac., Ac. The
buildings, which are ou leased bind with three years
to run with the privilege of a ten years renewal, are
nearly now, iu good condition, cost about $12,000 00
and specially adapted to the manufactory of Car-

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

two

on

Thursday, April 1st* at 10 A. M. and
2 1-2 P. M.,

CONTRACT is desired to build a block of two
on Chestnut St.
Plans, etc., can be
478J Congress St., on Tuesday, March 30th.
Bids solicited until April 6th, 12 M.
mar31dlwD. G. ROBINSON.

A athouses

seen

shocks extensively next

idle for the last six months, has commenced running again, and it) giving employment to
quite a number of operatives.
The teams are all out of the woods on the
It has been an unfavorable
Machias waters.
winter for logging everywhere in Maine.
The Advertiser says that 165 hands, arc employed at the Norway shoe factory. They man.
ufacture 25 cases per day, 60 pairs in a case.

We shall t»ell

i gents

A. C. S.

March

at

Another lot of the “Ladies’ Cozy Dress
Tables” by steamer this morning.
Order at
First come, first served—21U Spring
once.
street.

to

of the

U. S. Centennial

applauded

together with the

Wooden Building*, Pixtarm, &«.,
the
V. F. Kimball • onipany, Portland, flic.

Fort Preble, Maine,
20,1875,
PROPOSALS, IN DUPLICATE, WILL
l\ THE POLITICAL, PERSONAL AND
11
bo received at this office until 11 o’clock A. M.,
SEALED
TROPEltTY
RIGHTS
June 1,1875, for furnishing the Fresh Beef required

Ward’s Opera 1TffitiSE-=’'’u’ne progi1»5fBfe- -~mar3ltl
at Ward’s this week is an excellent one. The
double trapeze act by Albert and Jennie Lawell
mont
was very
performed. Harry
Blanchard lias a fine tenor voice and is loudly

of the stock, it was useless
break the contract, as in that case
attempt
the Eastern v/ould actually be in a position
to represept tho party of the first part and th.e
party of the second part to the contrant. As
the result of the consultation, it was decided
that a young Maine Central director should see
what could bo done in Maine aud report at a
subsequent meeting, All of the leading Maine
stockholders were consulted. They were ready
for an agreement to stand together for selfprotection, or, in other words, to break the
Eastern contract and make a business arrange-

majority

Office

oc3tltf

AUCTION SALE

Unfinished Work, Stock and Tools,

iron

A

iu

Carriages and Sleighs,

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
Apply

ALLBJI.

—OF—

USE

PROPOSALS POR FRESH REEF.

son.

Williston Chicle.—This evening the ladies
of Williston Circle will give a fair and supper
at the vestry of State street church. A large
number of useful and fancy articles will be
offered for sale during the evening. To-morrow
evening the ladies will give an antiquarian
supper in cenuection with the fair. The waitof “ye olden
ers will be attired in the garb
time.” Pickwick, George Washington and

lAI PORT ANT

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Two Female Compositors wanted

uiiuvumj

purchase and promise to secure enough stock
to elect a board of their choice at Waterville.
They,did it to revenge themselves on those who
had been most active in securing the B. & M.

J o clock
aL a
__Consigiuiieii t sjkoI icite«l.

--

at this Office immediately.
at the Counting Boom.

w>

«£22£,&'*,a"'1

Each pair has clasps with 4 hooks,
Each corset is woven Jn one piece,
trimmed and finished in a uniform manner, corresponding to itsquallty.and will
prove in use comfortable, stylish
aud durable.
When next requiring corsets, fail not
lie sure the curst't you
to try them,
buy lias one of the labels here printed.
Should your storekeeper not have
them, send measure of waist in Inches,
enclosing price, and we will send postpaid, in a neat box, a Comfort for
6oe., Reauty for 75c., A. A. for $1,
Fifth Avenue for $1.50.
The Comfort is a plain, firm corset;
16 bones, hemmed selvage. Reauty—
Extra fine, ribbed breast, 16 bones,thoroughly bound. A. A.—Pull ribbed, extra
Weight, 22 bones, thoroughly bound and
lace edge. Fifth Avenue—Very tine;
50 bones; a superb corset; thoroughly
bound with heavy, extra lace.
-—--- I

WANTED!

0.

General Merchan"'wion, Its For, stmt,

commencing at 9

CORSETS

Two Compositors

BAILKV.
_

The eminently superior quality
of these corsets is being more and more
They have already taken
appreciated.
their place as the most popular
made. They have received the hig;best awards over and In competition
with the heretofore best-known makes.
All the best dealers keep them.

Wooldredge and

board aud backed by 21,000 shares of stock,
were magnanimous.
At the next meeting the
same question came up and the B. & M. proposition became a contract, no one objecting. It

(Office 13 Exchange Ntreel.)
F. O.

1,000,000.

making

PERsriRATiON soon “wilts” an ordinary collar, but uas noeffecton the Elmwood and Warwick Collars, which retain their shape under
all ordinary circumstances, and keep clean
lunger than linen.

manage a

Produce 3000 Corsets dally, their sales
for 1874 exceeding

Maine.

Mr

I\ O. BAILEY & CO.,

Auctioneer* and Commission Merchant*
Salesroom I7« Fore Street,

(Post Office Address, llox 4928,)
KEW YORK,

Boston &
a contract with the
All the details were worked up and
one evening in November last, a cool proposition was received frjm the Boston & Maioe
aud laid before the Maine Ceutral directors.
work of

AUCTION SALKS

_MISCKLLANEOU S._

DHITED STATES CORSET CO.

in interest
was signed by all the parties
cept tbe Boston director, who was not anxious
He declined on
for the success of the plan.
the ground that it would make him the object
of Eastern persecution, but iu the presence of
the others he pledged himself to stand by the
compact.
Now these parties set themselves about tbe
It

ADVERTISEMENTS._
THK

ex-

them went. They looked the thing over. The
It could control one
Eastern was strong.
block of ten thousand shares, pqd bow much
If that interest could
more none could tell.
to

NEW

sort of “round-robin” was drawn up,some-

a

thing of a declaration of independence—a solemn pledging of lives, fortunes and sacred
honors, to stand together for a new deal and
for mutual protection.
We have heard the
document read and the names appended to it.

GRASS SEEK.

N. O CRAM.

i«tf_

Herds Grass, Clover and Red Top,

_

FOR BALTIMORE.

—

Schooner Four Slaters, Cajpt. Bickmoro.

PACKET
For height apply tu
J.
ma29

NICKERSON,

198 Commercial street.

U3t

FOB SALE BY

HARRIS &

—

LITTLEFIELD,

143 Commercial Street.
malSIwltf
Portland, March IT, 1875.

the

[For

time of our retirement draws near. One of
these days they will replace us,” and he
not
laughed again—I, thinking of that, was
Then he passed me the cheese, sayso gay.

Woman’s Journal.1

ttouuibel.
DY

“Good-bve.”

V&XE.

be says to Grace
dozen more,

She steals

little glance at him,
Her girbsh heart is sore,
“But now it is too late,” she thinks,
“The golden time is o’er.
The golden hour is gone, alas!

father,

“Come, come, it is good to work, but we
have something else to do now. What is
this that I have heard at the house of the inspector’s? Is it true that you love Jean Muliu?”
As I spoke, she dropped the roller, turning
scarlet.
“Yes,” said I to her, “listen, I do not wish
to reproach you.
Jean Mulin is a noble
youth, a good forester. I am not angry with
him. Myself, once, I loved thy mother, and

leave the mountains. Habit is too
strong. If compelled to leave I should not
live a fortnight. I should die.”
“Doubtless,” lie replied, “and yet the
must
young people come and the old people

high.
“Good-bye!” she says, with down-cast eyes,
For the lashes long arc wet,
he shall not know she cares at all,
feels the least regret.
“Good bye!” he answers, grave and cold,
Thinking, “Heartless little flirt!
She shall not guess how much her scorn
And her careless words have hurt,”

And
Or

In spite of the good bumpers I was becoming mute, thinking of these unfortunate
things, when he said to me:
“In your position Father Fredric, do you

S) thus, between two yearning hearts,
Such trifling barrier stands.
Till Love sees how the matter is,
Ami sets them shaking hands J
Then the little hand that falls iu his

know what I should do ? Since you love the
mountain so much, since it is in some sort a

green earth,

tuous

of

what,” he asked, “what hinders
you have a pretty danghter, you are a

it upon the sill of
the open window—a movement which filled
me with surprise, for my wife Catherine bad

Inspector, I think

Press from the French of Erkmann-Chatrian ]

the

Brigadier Frederic.

Tlic

The* Story of

n

Frcuchinan

limited by the

Germans.

So time passed during all the year 18C8.
Jean Muliu sought every occasion to come to
the house, either on business or to consult
He had only one fear
me on family matters.
Sometimes when
that of being refused.
making our tour in the woods together, I
him turn his head as if he was going to
raise his voice all at once, and then be-

saw

you ?

of

And the
brave Jean Mulin! There is one whom we
can call a model forester, frank, active, intelIgeut, and one who will fill your place well.

one

The

unfamiliar faces.

He was

mantel

recalls to
his griefs

long

hedge*, the tuft of bushes which
kim youth, his loves, and even

reply,

one

come and tell you that Marie Rose and Jean
Mulin love each other with all their hearts ?
Must Uncle Daniel come to tell you of it in

black coat, with buckles on his shoes ?”
He laughed aloud and I could not com-

I prom-

only

it is

Well, now that
promise, Mulin,

right.

my

father Bruat?"

“Ah, Brigadier,” he answered, “I shall be
the happiest of men, to call you my father.
Yes, yes, I promise you to be a good son. I
promise to love you always and to respect
you as you merit.”
Then I yielded, and said:
“Now all is well. I give Marie Bose to
you. She is yours.”
And they kissed each other before my eyes,
two brave children that they were! Marie
Rose cried warm happy tears. I called grandShe
mother Anne from her little room.
came out leaning on my arm, and blessed

sad that I asked him if he were not
the poor fellow owned to me, with
tears in his eyes, what the trouble was.
You have a face so grave and dignified, that
no one of the family dares to ask you.
These honest people thought that I would
have’ some influence. Shall I put on my
uniform, Father Fredric?’’
He was so gay that in spite of my trouble
so

I

it is all

now

people—

Bruat,

you have heard me, do you
to do and be the same to me, that I was to

sick, and

replied,
“O, Monsieur Inspector,
right!”

must think of others—of the old

cause

prehend him.
“Well, well,” said he, “here is the whole
thing in a nut shell. The other day Mulin

and losses which make in the
three quarters of life, and attach us
much as the remembrances ot happi-

moment! You love her and Marie

a

kept my word as an honorable man. I
loved them, cared for them, respected them.
They always had the seat of honor at the table, the best glass of wine, and the. best bed
Grandmother Anne is still
in the house.
alive, and will tell you so. It was only my
simple duty. If I had not done it I should
have been a scoundrel. But they have never
found auy fault with me, and on his death
bed father Bruat blessed me, saying, ‘Fredric has been to me always the best of sons.’
I have merited the same, and I wish it, be-

saying,
light our cigars, Father Fred-

ness.

“You consent?”
Ah I I never would have
“Yes, I consent. I have never wished them saying:
_,—"
thought that any
“Now I can die happy,
my little
thing worse could happen, than to retire with anything else. Yes, yes, I consent and I
thank you. You can say, Monsieur Laroche’ child happy—loved bjfj#*»ibnest man.”
my children in to a land of oaks like our
*#1'
!aul evening she did not
Fredric the m
that tO-oA;'' Jv,k' J»ave made
and"avliUJp.fcflise like mine!
cease praying and recommending her little
of
men.”
happiest
much
me
All these things disturbed
very
Marie Rose and Jean Muchildren to God.
I rose up and had aTkeady replaced my
for since the departure of the president Munknapsack on my shoulder, wt\,u the guard, lia watched each other, and talked without
ster I did not know of whom to ask advice.
restraint. I walked back and forth in the
General Rameaux, entered on some business.
All was arranged so happily that it touches
“Are you going, Father Frederick?” asked
room, and said, “from this hoar you are affiof
it.
I
think
heart
when
my
anced. Jean can come when he likes; when
finished
have
not
the
“You
your
Inspector.
1868
the
that
You must know
during
years
I am at home or when I am away. The Inand 1869 roads were opened in all directions coffee.”
has told me that he is the first on the
“Ah! Monsieur Laroche,” said I, “I am
spector
the
transof
and
the
for
lots,
improvmeut
and that be will without
of
list
will
the
children
the
I
cannot
promotions,
rest,
happy.
portation of the wood to the railroads and
be awaiting me certainly. I must tell them doubt replace me. That will not be long decanals. M. Laroche inspector forester of the
the good news.”
layed. Then we will celebrate the marriage.”
canton of Sutzelsteiu directed this great work.
conThis good news augmented their happiand
he
said
rising
“Well, well, go,”
He was a man of fifty-five years, robust and
We ness. Night having come, Jean Mulin rose
me to the door, “you are right.
serious, who was occupied only with his busi- ducting
to go, that his mother might not be anxious,
must not hinder the happiness of the young
He had no taste for hunting and fishness.
and kissed his betrothed again. We went
people.”
hunter
be
a
not
to
It
was
good
enough
ing.
with him as far as the great peach tree. The
He shook hands with me and I left alter
and trapper; one must perform his duties
was beautiful, the sky sparkling with
weather
so
Mr.
Rameaux.
I
went
hapaway
thoroughly. He came often to the lots, ex- saluting
not a bird, not a leaf was stirring;
that I could not see clearly; it was only
stars,
py
to
the
declivities
were
they
plaining clearly

follow, the trees they must fall, and unless
exceedingly stupid, each one was forced to
The work moved on rapidly
understand.
and satisfactorily. Naturally, such a person
knew his men thoroughly, and when he was
satisfied. said

nleasant words, which warmed

For my part I think he felt an
jour heart.
interest in me, for often after having heard
my report in his library at Suizelstein, he
would shake bands with me saying, “Good,
Father Fredric that’s good.”
Near the springtime of 1SC9 the order ar.
rived to repair the road which led from Petite
Pierre to the valley of Giauf that, was to cod.
nect with the new route to Saverne and Met-

mill, not
far away from the forest house. I was present
everyday with my brigade to oversee the
The branch came near the saw

]ing.

work.
The first part was almost finished. They
had commenced to blast the rocks below,
near the valley, to put the road iu order, when
I went to make my

at

report
morning
Sutzelstein, the inspector received me very
cordially. It was about one o’clock, the hour
of his breakfast, and he came just as I was
ringing.
“Ah! is that you Father Fredric?” laughing as he opened the door, “beautiful morning. All goes well below?”
“Yes, Monsieur Inspector, all goes smartly,
according to orders.”
“Good, good,” he replied, “sit down and
as

one

let us talk.

You

will

My wife is
Champagne.

at home

breakfast with
with her

You will keep

me

me.

parents

in

company.”

Often when 1 arrived at the hour of breakglass of good wine, hut

fast he offered me a
never

before had he invited me to sit at the

table with him.
“Sit down there,” said he. “Virginia,
bring a plate for the Brigadier. Serve the
breakfast.”
Picture to yourself my astonishment and
satisfaction. I did not know how to thank
him, but he did not appear to notice my embarrassment. lie began to take off his tunic
and put on his coat, saying to me.
“You have a good appetite Father Fredric ?”
“Well! yes, Monsieur Inspector, that is
never

wanting.”

“So much the better, so much the better.”
Try my beef steak, Virginia is a good cook.
You will give me the news. Here’s to your
health.”
“Here is to your’s Monsieur Inspector.”
I was as in a dream, and I said to myself,
‘Ts this you, Father Fredric, breakfasting here
in this beautiful room with your superior,
and drinking this good wine?” really I was

the end of the street

at

Marie will cook us a good dinner, and we

confused me; but my limbs were firm, and
I went as if I were only twenty years old,

will celebrate the engagement all together.
greatest fete of life. If uncle Daniel
can come also, we shall be glad to see him.”
“All right Father Fredric;” then he
started off on the run.
We entered the house with tearful eyes,
and thinking of my poor Catherine I said to

acknowledge, George,

laUpUiUg
*

auu

ouuiig

i/u

No

demand.

gloria

in excelsis.

also.

Everything

And you, you can
moves on

You will remain
end of

your

m

life,

the

you

the

looking at

me

he said

good humerodly.

“Itis v°ry pleasant to hold on at our
age—
Ha, ha, ha! we have not lost our teeth, Father Fredric.”

No, no, Monsieur Inspector,
they
good yet,” and I laughed also.
“What age

are

you ?”

are

laugh

during

N.

Weak, Nervous,
Are

quires
maaing?

forces.
It is

anv

exertion

popular

AGENTS WANTED
published.

terms to

Agents.

Philadelphia

Pa.

Send for circular and

our

extra

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
mal7t4w

I7TJ U11? SAMPLE to Agents. Imdie* Com*- -AI/IjXi
biuntiou Needle Book, with Chromos.
Send stamp.
F P. Glcck, New Bedford,

Mass._

marl7 f4w

Chang Chang sells at sight. Necessary as soap. Goods free. Chang Chang MFg
mar!714w
Do., Boston.

AGENTS.

SHOT-GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLSjy REVOLVERS,

stamp1

Of any and every kind. Send
for Catalogue. Adilicns Great Wrstern Gun
*>nd Pistol Works, PITTSBURGH,
mar!9

the

barking,
driving
barn, halloing and
Calas was

PA.'
4wt

A flock of ducks on the
the sand scratched and
picked their necks and under their wings and
tails before going to sleep, some hens were

cracking his whip.
bank of the river

still in

yard,

and

two

or

as

marked

Passenger trains will leave Portfor Boston, at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.
m., arriving at Boston at 10.50
S-ww*P.
tvt
Tin.-;l m^ 2.00, 8.00, p. ni. Returning, leave
BomIou at 8.00, a. m., 12, m. 3.15, p. m. arrivin
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p. m.
For Isowell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15, 9.10
a. m.,3.15 p. m.
For Concord nod Manchester (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m.f 3.15 p, m.t (via Lawrence at) 9.10 a. m.
For fEreat Falls at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, p. m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.

DOOM !

YOUR

tion in the

use

of them

in

order to

Yes, tlic medical records show
plainly that in nine cases out oi
ten the disease known as Catarrh
was the forerunner oi Consumption, which, when fastened on a
person, is like the grasp ot the
hideous anaconda. There is no
escape until death relieves them
ti oin its torture and they are la*d
in the grave. Frieuds may say
they died ot Consumption. ’TIM
FALSE.

Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.13 p. m.
Alton Bny. (via Dover) at 9.10 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
A train will also leave Portland for Keunebunk nnd Way Station. at 5.15 p. m. Returning, leave Kennebnnk at 7.30 a. m., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a. m.
Passengers from any point on the Maine
tvntrnl Bnilroad will change cars at, and have
their baggage checked via Boston Ac Maine
Transfer Station.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Boston 8.00,
JAS T. FTJRBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

as are

overcome

the

Nervous Debility, or what is generally
is as protean typed in its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
for a moment's sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
disease.

regarded as such,

his nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditions^ hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local manifestation of it more frequently anparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
of the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution Is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least sfclK or
act as a secondary stCZM, the inherent or primary
cause being »CLe one or all of those already men-

ihtftrtttapTfiTLy'

Catarrh killed them.

reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous dehiUty is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition folobstructing and paralyzing the
lows,
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition of the individual, distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by

impeding,

prescribing

are

brousAI-^iack

Boston &

~hcafth.~

to

An old Doctor says:

R.EiiEH'S

“GERMAN SNUFF
perfect cure, and I know

of
nothing better for Catarrh.” AnD.
wrrites
as
M.
other well-known
follows: “When one complains to
me of a bad Cold or a Heavy Head.
I at once advise them to procure a
supply of
Is a

GREAT

for in a practice of near twrcnty
years I have daily been pleased
with its results.” A Doctor whose
word is authority on all medical
questions, says: ”1 call the compound known to the world as

man

j
f

mar!6t4w

Marblehead, Mass.

Return
Reduced Kate.*.
The Steamship

granted at

Lotlirop's

and

Tonic Pills,

SNUFF

GERMAN

blessing to mankind, for its low
price of 35 cents places it within
the reach of all.” We might briug
forward hundreds of testimonials,
but of what avail 2 Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
ot people who have been by the

, i. m.

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
,nd island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
5ond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p. m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

nse of

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the
very best

Medicine

i. m.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. ra.
Mail ftom Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston

REEDER’S

*wl

SNUFF

GERMAN

it were from the grave,
are Hying witnesses oi its great virtue. At this season of the year,
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry in the
pocket a box of
saved

Every placed before the people, and are warranted
0 be the most Powerful Alterative ever originated by

’id

rx

Ttl

—

1

Strength

Body

—

AND

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

SATURDAY, April 3, 1875.

and all

Vigor

to the Mind

Price $2.50.

Spirits,
Depression^
>.

TESTIMONIALS.

Frewsburgh,

Nov.

12, 1874.

have used the Cordial Balm and Syricum and LoTonic Pills as a
preventive and cure for the
use of ardent spirits and habitual intoxication, and
find them actually specific in such cases.
1 regard
them as most invaluable medieines, and nothing
could induce me to be without them.
1

tlirop’s

JACOB

MESERVE.

Tipton, Dec. 3,1874.
We take great pleasure in informing you of the
surprisingly beneficial results from the use of your
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lothrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family
who nad been under treatment by different doctors
for nearly three > aars past without any apparent benefit therefrom; but your medicines have produced a
most wonderful change for the better, and the patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURGISS.
P. S.— We tell ail with whom we are acquainted
afflicted
to try your medicines.
who are similarly

WHOLESALE

AGENTS:

HEAD,
and passing to the lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, for the system
has become poisoned, and all because the individual did not take
proper care at the commencement.
How often do we hear peeple say,
“My head is thick and I cannot
think.7’ Don’it you know what is
You have Catarrh ;
the trouble ?
it has Just commenced to take possession of your body. Now, if yon
are wise, you will fake a few
pinches of the

SNUFF

and rid your nose acd head ot that

Do
hich in lime w ill kill you.
you doubt it? Well, suiter away.
Use up three nj lour handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a walking mass
af rottenness,with HEAVY HEAD,
ftirci. EVES, BAD BREATH, and
w

GEORGE C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST BROTHERS
& BIRD, SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, GILMAN

BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAW-

LEY, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
GEORGE L. CLAFLIN & C9„ Providence, R. I.

G. EDGAR

Portland, Me.

depression

OF
SPIRITS a
curse to yourself and a nuisance to
come
in
contact
with you,
all who
if you must be so obstinate as to

aot

Druggists generally

purchase

one

mails

BOSTON,

MASS.

Central

Commencing March 1st, 1875.
Pullman Train from
leaves Portland 12.30 a. m.
Bangor, Calais, St. John, HoulSt. Stephens and Halifax.
PasNenger Train leaves Portland 6.15 a.
n i. tor Lewiston (via Danville Junction), Brunswick,
Isbon. Bath and Rockland, and via mixed train
am Brunswick to Augusta, Waterville und Skow^gan.
Leave Portland 1.05 p. m. for Danville Juneti on, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville,
1 angor, &c.
Leave Portland 1.10 p. ra. for Brunswick, Lish in, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowheg in. Belfast, Dexter and Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.25 p. m. for Danville Juncon. Auburn and Lewiston.
Leave Portland 5.30 p. m. for Brunswick, Lis>n, Bath and Augusta.
Patnenger Trains will arrive from Lewisn, Bath and Augusta, at 8.55 a. m.
From It angor. Dexter, Belfast, Skowhegan,
mnington, Lewiston, Rockland, &c., at 2.55 p. m.
From Augusta, Rockland, Bath and Lewiston
a 6.45 p. m.
Night Train from St. John, Bangor, &c., at
l. 15 a. m.
Through *Vei«ht Trains Daily to all points
Maine Central, Knox & Lincoln, and E. & N. A.
j ailroads.
Freight Delivered at or before 4.00 p. m. arri ves Lewiston 6.05 a. m., Bath 10.00 a. m Kocklaqd
4 15 p. m., Augusta 10.00 a. ra., Waterville 10.30 a.
Dexter 1.45 p. m., and Bangor 2.20 p. m.
feh26tfL. L. LINCOLN, Gen’l Supt.

Night

£ gfgggHgjiltor

■aBL—E^-tcn,

J

J

;

I ORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R

and alter MONDAY, NOV. 16,1874,
until further notice trains will run

0n
B5rHE38Q and
follows

:

Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermestations at 2 p. m.

ate

Price 35 Cents.

Returning.
Leave Bemis
6,50 a. m.

for Portland and in ermediate stations

Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and intenno

stations at 7.15 a. m.
L30 a. m. from Portland and 6.50 a. m. from Bemis
11 be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2.00 p. m. from Portland for
>. Gorham, No. Windham, Coroisli, Porter, Kezar
f: ills, Freedom Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, Stowe
ar d Chatham.
rrains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
M line Central Railroad Passenger Station In Port«

i»e

w

1, von are remote from the city send 50 cente to the
tgente and receive a Dox by return mail. Genera
Lgents for the United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE
1 SMITH,(Wholesale Druggists 26 Tremont street,
C Com

WEEK.

Steamer UEWINTON, Cnpt. Churlc*
Decring. will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
every THURSDAY

_

_

MEDICAL

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD

EVENING, AT IO €*’€'LOCK, Commencing Thursday, Mnr<*h 45. For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. W.
Harbor, (Mr. Desert,) Millbridge, Jouesport and Machiasport, (or as ice will permit.)
Returning will leave Macbiasport every Monday
Morning at 5 o’clock, touching g above, arriving iu Portland same night, nsually connecting with
Pullman Train, and early morning Trains lor Boston and the West.
For further particulars

inquire

Portland.

JUST

BOSTON
AND

—

ili<tp9KBO Arluini. from flic KRItORS OP YOUTH. OT lb©
indiscretions or excesses of mature years.
It i«, iudeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-a. ed men in particular. 300 pages, Iwnind m
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.
A Book for Every Woman,

—

PHILADELPHIA
/

Steamship Line.

la

J.

finis

Portland, Nov. 13,1874,

Entitled. SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treat'd of Phi/ sio logically and Pathologically, in health and disar>0 pages, bound in
ease, from Infancy to Old
beautiful French cloth. With the very best prescriptions foripre vailing diseases. Price $2.00.

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Age.

WliaHage.

No

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.
From
From

A Book for Evtrybody.
The Peabody Institute has also jn«t published a
newtbook treating exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound u
substantial muslin,{trice $2.
Either of the above books are sent by mall to any
part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Here is ofat the same time on receipt of only $4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
and test printed and bound popular medical science
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
It
for onlv $4—barely enough to pay for mailing.
should be borne in miml that these great Medical
Works are published by the Praliody ITIetlinil
VnNtilafe, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works ou Phvatoini/v ever published. There
W"' "'tarried
nr_ Single of

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight

or

Passage, apply

to

SAMPSON, Agent,

E. B.

70 Long Wharf, Boston.

FOR BOSTON.

50 Cents.

■"JHltltrr
\Ttther sex can either

require or wish to kuoy*,
what is fully explained, and many matters ot the
most important and interesting character are introduced, to which no allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All the New Ditcoveries of the author, wly)8e experience is such a* probably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given
in full. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
aud the medical
generally highly extol these
and useful works. The most fastidious may read them.
Address the Pearody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulfinch St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
can bti
N. B. The author aud consulting
consulted on all of the above named diseases, and £.
diseases requiring skill and experience.
no2
eodly

HAMILTON,

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

physicians

CITE AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:
FOREST

Leaving

WHARF, Portland,

Something Sew and Important to Ladies

Daily, at 7 o'clock P. M„ and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 3 F. M
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this Line are reminded that they procure a

comfortable

night’s

rest and avoid

the

MRS. DR. PALFREY’S
World Renowned Remedy for nil
ness in incident to Females.

ex-

at

night.

Tickets to New York via the various
Lines, for sale at very low rates.

Through

Sound

Freight
J.

taken

as

usual.

B. COYLE, JR..General Agent.

Norfolk, Baltimore

&

Four times

octl.874

Washington
a

OFFICE

LINE

STEAMSHIP

First Class Steamship
WrM. CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
TUESDAY
Boston direct every
and SATURDAY.
AND

1na*
[Manhood

Restored.

debility,
remedy,

—

Medical*
CLARK would

hia
respectfully
and
returned hi
DR.friends
patrons that he has
at his
and
be consulted
Cor.
G. A.

and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. B. C’ark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 76 Washington street, Boston.
rn

Consultation free.

A victim of yuuthfnl imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous
etc., having tiled in
vain every known
has tound a simple selfcure, which he will send free to his fellow sufferers.
Address J. H. RE EVES, 78 Nassau street New York
feb2
d&w3m

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
From Providence exery WEDNESDAY

Anil tf all

STREET.

TEMPLE

ja6d3m

week.

JOHNS HOPKrNS.

—

19

Hours 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.

WM. LAWRENCE.

From

weak-

This is the only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all cases of Ulceration, Leucorrhoea, Dropsy, Enlargment, Prolapsis,
^Congestion, Inflammation anti Weakness. It has
saved thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
Many who have been suffering for years, with no
prospects of relief, have been cured by this wonderful medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.

pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

inform

mu

professionally

office.
Congress Street,»;i)ffice hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
Poitland, Jan. 15, J875.
jalfitf

may
Park and

THE

D01RILE8N

BEST COUGH MEDICINE

tints in tho W pat Itv RalMmnrd Atr. Oh in

IN THE WORLD.

R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent. 87 Wasnington street,
Boston. And Chesapeake & Ohio R. K., W. B. Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills ot lading given by the above named

[From one of tie Oldest and

very best House In
Amerca.]
Messrs. Cutler Bros. ft Co.
Cincinn AT.I, Ohio, March 13,1872.
Please send us Ten gross small ami Five gross,
large "Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam" This ; *

Agents.

Passage $12.50.
freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
no2dtf
Providence, R. I

doubtless the best Lough
world.
(Signed)

Medicine in

the

ALLEN ft CO.
P. S.—These parties have sold this Balsam for over
thirty years.

[From one of Boston’s most estimable citizens.!
No. 5 Worcester Sq.. Boston, March 14,18i3.
Messrs. Cutler Bros, ft Co.
In ordering another small lot of your invaluable

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

CO.

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,
li*e to tjll you what I know about it in. order that others may have the benefit of m
I should

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

YEW

Steamers

EXPERIENCE.
Since this Balaam first came to my notice, In 1848,
I have kept it constantly in the house, n'jver allowing myself to be out of it over night. In all these
TWEN1Y-FIVE YEARS
t has not tailed in a single Instance in my own case
to give the desired relief; and I will Bay the same ia
regard to my mother, whose
life
was saved
by it as I cannot but think. Hers was a case or Cmgestion of theLuuqs, and although attended by »
most skilful Physician, she seemed to tail
constantly
so that we despaired of her
recovery, when tn old
friend and neighbor persuaded her to
try this Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam. The result was most
*>n».
*
dying I assure yen.
relief Was* immediate
and recovery rapid. She is now over 82 years old
and Is active and well. Whenever she gets a sever*
cold, which happens once in a while, she takes thirty
to sixty drops, according to the violence of the
cough,
wbicn has always yielded in a
day or two bv taking
the Balsam only on retiring at night.
With it the
IRRITATION

YORK.

Eleanora, Franconia
Chesapeake

and

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Frauconia are fitted up
with flue accommodations
making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage
and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. .John, and all parts of Maine.
®^*Freiglit taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to

s at once subdued, and a good night’s
1 will mention another case, that of a

forjpassengers,

quaintance, who

sleep secured.
young lady ac-

BLED AT THE LUNCH),
and coughed frightfu'ly, had night sweats -,nil was
tearfully reduced. She left Boston lor her country
home 150 miles awav, as we supposed to die. I sent
her a bottle oi your Balsam, and soon had tlie satisfaction to hear that she was much better.
tinued taking it foi a while and got

ENTIRELY

She

con-

WELL

and is living now, which fact is to lie ascribed mainly
to the use of the VEUKTAHLE
1*1 I,MONARY BALSAM.
Very truly yours,

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t. Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
53F“Until further notice there will he no Steamer
eave here Saturday or New York
Wednesday,
ocl
dtf

JOHN CAPEX.

there are many Imitations, be careful to get tl)»
genuine. Price in large bottles, which are much the
cheancr, 81.00; small bottles, old style, 50 cents.
CUTLER BROS. ft CO,, Wholesale Druggists.
Proprietors, Boston.
For sale by Apothecaries generally.
no25
lawdW&lamw 17*48
As

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

PORTLAND

roaxha.Colils.Rro*.i.
Throat,
Influenza,
Uronp,
IV hooping
Cough,

chilis, store

YEW YORK.
The first class

Steamships,

“GEO.

line for New Orleans and itber
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.

principal

lines to

Merchants and

Manufacturers

the
Hill please remember that
rates of freight hy this line are the
same as hy any other direct line,
h lietlier
For

freight

Jy28tl

special
or

or

y «,
or

the «

hewt

>r

»i*|p.

Rippling

at

.lie liiiiixK, and
*verv
affection of the throat
LUNGS ami
CHEST, are

speedily and permanent
cored by the qm ->t &■ly
'Wstau’s Balaam
5Vilt> Cherry, which does not dry up a corn li and
__

—

eave

be

< anm
Passenger accomnidations are unsurpassed.
passage, including state-room and meals, f'LeOand
berths
Inclmien),$3.50.
Steerage passage,(meals
ELL
Until further notice the “GEORGEOKOMW
line.
Leavwill be the only steamer sailing in this
New
and
York
every
ing Portland every Saturday
M.
P.
Wednesday

■loarsene.M, I, i

Complaint, Fni no

WASHINGTON*’ and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
will lorm a semi-weekly line.leavl_r- ing Boston cV Maine U. li. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday ami Saturday at 6 P. M.
and leaving Pier 1) North River, New York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwer. Steamship

SCPT.

nol4dtf

faculty

extraordinary

FRANKLIN

Every .VIan.

Book for

A

published by the Peabody Medical institute;
a new eoition o't the celebrated medical work enIt treats uih.ii
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
manhood, how lost, how regained and how perpetuated, cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, 1mpotehcy, Premature Decline in Man, Si*ermatorrhoea, or Seminal Los*e* (nocturnal and diurnal).
Nervous and Physical Debility,
Hypochondria,
Gloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss of Enof Mind and
ergy, Haggard Countenance, Confusion
Loss of Memory, Impute State < t the Blood, and all

Railroad Wharf,

at

AND

NERVOUS DISEASES.

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
mar20tf
Portland, March 5, 1875.

Railroad.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,

] ioston.

dij

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
ny amount exceeding $50 In value (and that personis given, and paid tor at the rate of
ae passenger tor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
se21dtf
Portland, September 19. 1874.

CHANGE OF TUNE,

box ot

For sale by all Druggists.

143 Court Street,

PER

TRIP

on.

1 laine

GERMAN SNCFF

be consulted professionally
Address

LOTHROP, M. D„

ARRANGEMENT.

The

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is In splendid
radition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
:ock, and is making the best connections and quickjt time of any route from Portland to the West.
EgT“PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
i LND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
saving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
liicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

l

RADERS

GERMAN

____

First Trip for the Season.

THE

IH TIIE

the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic Pills*
wnich may also be had separately at 60 cents per box.

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WKI)a^NESOAYand SATURDAY give*
^direct communication to ana
with
rom Portland and aU other point* in Maine,
to
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rate* are given
Pcim.
the
reached
all
oy
point*
Philadelphia and
Reading R. KN., and to a
Central and the Phil.
the principal cities in the Soul h and Southweft. No
Wharfage. No Commission lor forwarding.
Full lmtormation given by D. D. C. MINK
Agent, 2i» Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr.. Portland.
\VM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Manager*,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
anil ly

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

ONE

Iron Liue of Steamers

Clyde’s

; I) unless notice

Large size, $5.00. Each package of

RECENT

or

8PBING

AMD

PHILADELPHIA.

in Gold or its eo'iivalent.
Cabin Passage, apply to
H & A. ALLAN, Ro. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outw'aid, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, a-ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Nov. 15. 1874.nol7dtf

c
1
6

o

Removing Morbid Sensibility,
Dementia and Melancholia.

—

Payable

For Freight

Southwest
J 0. FURNIVAL Agt.

t

POISON

points in the

H.l’lke,

s.

PORTLAND

after the arrival of the Train of the pre
vious dav from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool. Cabin (according to accommodations). .$70 to $80

1 forth west. West and

\

LIQUID

on

For

—

)EPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

so

to the

AFD

ro Canada, Detroit, Chicago, IWilwan
kee« Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francioeo,

SNUFF

when they suddenly take cold
and feel all the organs of the nose
and head slopped up. they can
promptly take a remedy to at once
loosen the mucous, which it allowed to stay becomes

O

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

as

GERMAN

They impart.

A nKnon of

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

BADER’S
man.

leave this port fur Liverpool

Immediately

ARRAN GEMENT.

On and alter Monday, September 21st.
PtS|^5Sil874, trains will run as follows:
Express traiu 7.00 a m. for Montreal and Quebec,
Luburn. and Lewiston.
Passenger train for Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30

Portland, Capt.

__

CASPIAN, Cnpt. Trocli*,
Will

ALTKRATION IN TRAINS.

a

and woman in New Eng-

ey’s Melon, the Marblehead Cabbages and a HCoreAll
tlier«iew vegatables, 1 solicit your patronage.
eed sold under three warrants.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY,

derry and Liverpool.
Tickets

'SgEggEn

Dr. Lothrop may
mail free of charge,

I offer free to every

WM. H. TURNER, Supt.

WINTER

Everywhere.

and who cultivates a farm, tills a vegetable garden,
; >r plants a flower garden, my large. Illustrated CatOno
alogue of Vegetable and Flower Seed for 1875. seed
lundred and fifty of the varieties of vegetable
^ere grown on my four seed farms, on Few England
oil. I have made new varieties of vegetables a speof
J ialty for manv years. As the original introducer
1 lubliard, Marblehead and Butman Squashes, I nm-

Passengers booked to London-

jn23-ly

no23_
Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

RIDERS

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

CONVEYANCE OK THE

M2jjtf4¥a^BloF''lTSflBtoii.

Depot

of

City

Will h ave Kailroxd Wharl foot ot
State St., every Monday ami Thursday at 6.00 p. m.,
for Eastport and St .John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on tho
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Rohbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Dighy, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Prederickton.
Igg'-Froiglit received on days of sailing untH 4
o’clock, Vp. m.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent
mar24dtf
I_

United Stale* iVInilM.

Canadian and

—

also with trains
ftr Alton Bay and Woltboro, connecting at, Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connectnS at Aver Junction with trains tor Mason Village
nid Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, m.,
’onneeting with trams for Providence, Norwich, and
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston & Albanv trains for Albany and New York.
1.45 P. JH. For Rochester and way Stations.
3.15 P. ill. Express tor Rochester. Nashua and
(Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
1.15 p. in., connecting with Night Train for New
fork.
Leave Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
KxpreNM Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a. m.
:onnecling with Norwich Steamboat train from New
fork, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
KzpreMN Traiu leaves Worcester at 4.40 p.m.,
•onnecting with Express trains leaving Albany at
0 a, m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving In
Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
:becked through to Nashua, Manchester. Concord.
a well, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
ipringtield Route, and to all important points South
md West.
Tickets to all the above points for sale by ROLANS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at tlia

GERMAN SNUFF.

ENGLISH REMEDY

cum

FOR

On amt after MONDAY, March
29, the Steamer New Brun.wiek,
Capt. D. S. Hall, anil the Steami r

■

Co

Steamship

Ocean

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7.50 A. ITI. For Rochester, Nashua aDd Worcoster, connecting »t, Rochester

this

TWO TKIl’S PE It WEEK !

ALLAN LINE.
UNDER CONTRACT

AKRANGKMENT8.

SPRING

STEAMERS.

Montrenl

Cnlain nu.l Ml. John, l.igby
Win.Uor und Hnlifax.

EaNtport,

CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen. Manager.
v22tt
July 21. 1874.

Arrangement of Troian commencing Dee.
ill, 1874.

wonderful remedy, well knowing
that its results are so certain that
by its use the person will be

dly

international steamship 10.

RAILROAD.

EASTERN

WORCESTER.

AND

PORTLAND

this horrid complaint can be
cured. It may not be generally
known, but- most ot our leading

Physicians

BETWEEN

all

_

Mo Transfer! No Change ot Cars
—

K4ILUOAD.

—OF THE—

Portland to the South and West.

SNUFF,

GERMAN

Monday,

—

on

Bjj-

except

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and Soutn
by connecting liues forwarded free of Commission.

—FROM—

RIDER’S

Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston tom
Sunday
ton & 1 rovidcnce R. R. Depot daily,
at 5.:i0 p. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode
the elegWednesday and Friday, and with
ant and popular Steamer Sloningtnn every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, .uriving in New York »lwaj* ■»* advance of all other liars. Baggag
checked through.
'1 iekets procured at
Maine and
depots of Boston
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins A Adams 22 ExSt.,
and
change
W. D. Little & Co.. 49} Exchange St.
L. W. F! I K iNS.
I). s. BABCOCK.
G« n. Pasenver Ag’t. New York.
President.

THROUGH TRAINS

Shortest and Most Direct Route

remedy,

THE

Will bo taken

Portland & Rochester R. R.

RIDER'S
THE

OF

BOSTON & MAINE

no2J

And if you doubt the fact, look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh, and last
Consumption. Why will people
suffer when by the use ot the

tioned ah carnation, however, there are a groat
.TTkny others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wast ing diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and the many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being

For Sale by

myself:

“Ilere we are! Now, mind, you will
speak first. Jean Mulin must surely be there.
Every thing must be made clear at once!’’
1 went up the steps, and saw Marie Rose in
the kitchen, her arms bare. She waskueeding
ind rolling paste with the roller upon our
large table in order to make some doughnuts,
3he saw me in the distance, but continued
her work without raising her eyes.

difference

TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

three which had shed their feathers, were
crouched under the shade of a little wall.
Then seeing Ragot running to meet me I said
to

constituting a

their physic^ peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These ditleiences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
n* cessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only in degree of quantity and dura-

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

on

the

turbances.

—

othkrn.

all

of

This Is the only inside roiite Avoiding Point Jmliill.

un

TO AND FROM BOSTON,

MAINE

^“"Jff^land

and

Red and the Yd low Tickets

On and after December SO, 1874,

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
urine, with an excess of earthly or limey sediment,
indicative of waste of brain ana nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
time. There is great sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
and fluttering condition of the mental faculties, rendering an individual what is commonly called a wbifThere must of
fle-minder, or fickle-minded man.
necessity be in each individual different symptoms,
according to bis peculiar organization, habits, pursuits anil temperament, which all seive to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous dis-

no

WANTED AGENTS Everywhere, to sell our
“Lite of Dr. Livingstone,” from bis childhood to his “Last Journal.”
Full, Complete, Authent c, Attractive, People's Edition. B. B. Russell,
publisher, Boston, Mass.
marl6f4w
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ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

the whole

re-

soon

2ver

BE

Debility

Nervous

Debilitated?

that

marl3t4w

perish, and thus I arrived near seven
o’clock in the evening at the road leading to
the saw-mill, in the heart of the valley. I

BOSTON^ &

DEATH
WILL.

than you feel capable of

For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,Boston, Mass.

to

was

effort

make the invalid feel like a new person.
Its operation is not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
This isnonew and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask your druggist for it.
to

fagots.”

near

Uanguid

mo
an

of

or

alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, omy to let the sufferer fall to a lower
of
but it is a vegetable tonic acting dimisery,
aeptli
rectly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate** the Bowels, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as

Then that will be the

the forest house at the left

mat

RAILROAD.

Then try JURUBEBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorntor, which actB so beneficially on the
secretive crgaDs as to impart vigor to all the vital

I blessed God who has never left homes

saw

yon
more

be in their midst like one of these old pines
covered with white moss! Ah ! the poor old
trees! they deserve to live. If they had not
grown tall and straight, they would have
been cut down long ago to make fire wood

men

Y._matdtwt
HATE YOU TRIED
AKE

end, but the little pines will have grown in
your shade. The place will never be vacant.”
Then I began again my journey. Softened.
I said to myself. “Yes Fredric behold your
destiny! you loved your father-in-law’ Bruat;
you took care of him when he could no longer
render any service; in consideration of the
confidence which he placed in you, and be
cruse he was a brave man and an old servant
ot the State and very respectable. Now it is
your time to be loved, and supported by those
who are growing up full of youth. You will

and

It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should be able to judge for themselves by their
feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-health, comfort, and
even life itselt if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application ol curative remedies.

Blood

JURUBEBA.
YOU

their music in

•Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train. AT. It.—
This train runs Sunday but not on Monday.
tAccoininodation Train.
JFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen’l Man.
GEORGE BACHELDER, Geu’l Ag’t.

own

day.

Company in America. Greatest inducements. Send
for circular. CANTON TEA CO., 148 Chambers St.,

path became blue against the dark sky. I
stopped from time to time to look at them,
thinking you are beautiful, sweet, and full of
good sap. You will remain there for a long
time yet. The sun will gladden vour tops,
always green, until you are marked for the
of the woodman.

all the

some

V easily made by selling TEAS at
lllUlt Fj I IMPORTERS’ FRICKS, or getting up clubs in towns and country for the oldest Tea

the for-

see

land with the Maine Central Railroad for AugUHin. Bnih and Lewiftlon ; and on MON-

DAYS with the steamer for JEastport and St.

OR

(To be continued.)

you wished.
country to the

the midst of the tall grass and rushes of the
pond, the old pines on the shady side of the

axe

are

as

will

evening the frogs began

still

beautiful days in life;
why is not my good, excellent wife with us ?”
It was the only moment of bitterness I had
“There

from your window, and smell tho
odor of the resin and moss until you are
eighty years old. All that is a part of my
life, not to speak of the rest, the children
and grandchildren, &c., &c.”
I could have danced, descending the path
to Trohmuhle. It was near six o’clock,
night was approaching. In the coolness ot

pecking

and

myself:

ests

talk

without constraint.
We sat there near twenty minutes or more.
Virginia brought in the almonds, bread and
Guugerc cheese. Leaning back in his chair,

Ah! ah!

What luck! We shall be happy in the barracks ! They will be happy to hear that
everything is settled, that I consent, and that
nothing now remains only to shout the

home the cattle to the

him, laughing, almost

say any-

than if Uncle Daniel had made it.

bridge. Ragot

made bold to answer

one can

Inspector has made the
That is better, a thousand times,

Monsieur

A

•John.

It is the

ujjovui

“Now it is all right.

thing.

good

that the

Mr. Laroche on the contrary seemed to become more familiar with me, so at last after
three or four good bumpers I began to feel
quite at ease. Because his wife was away, I
fancied be was glad to have me iu older to
the management of the woods,
and the new road of ours at Grautbal, and I

everything was asleep in the valley, and as
Mulin clasped my hand, I said to him again:
“You will ask Margredel, your mother, to
come without delay tomorrow before noon.

to the

wine had

embarrassed.

over

descending

left into the valley that I awoke out of the
confusion of these happy thoughts. I had
perhaps taken a drop too much. I must

_

these

The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Port-

SNUFF!

Nervous Prostratiou.

Rose, but I cried,

have

came

He took from the

delighted. The servants
having gone out, he said sportively:
•‘Ah ha! Father Frederick, must some one

was

roads.

spoken

ised to take care of the father-in-law and
mother-in-law as long as they lived, and I

I saw that he was

a

time,

he would have

when I married Catherine

I,

box
us

*

Rose confessesjthat she loves you also. Th at
U verv vnod. Tt is very nleasant to love. But

to be done
be made in

Virginia

but

John, Halifax and other points

on

T]

“Wait

ric.”

run

to it as

a

“Let

me.

must see- Jie

to

going

in to turn out the coffee.

GERMAN

“Mulin, is it true, what the inspector has
told me, that you love my daughter, and wish

to Marie

Every thing ought

order; the demand should

in

by

asked her in

and said,

At the same

it would

Portland make elope connections to New York
by one or other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through.
rhe 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of
This
the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad.
train arrives in Portland in season to connect
with the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal,
bee, and all parts of Canada Kant;
ami the Maine Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for AugUHto, Bangor, Kockland,
BcIfaMt and other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. M. Train from Boston connects with the
Maine Central and European & North American
and Intercolonial Railways for Bangor, Nt.

RAEDER’S

However obscure the causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
afl'eciing, as it does, nearly one balfof oar adult popday, and
ulation, it is a melancholy tact that day
a most frightful increase of
year by year, we wiiness
nervous affections from the slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

life!”

honest.

one more

or

form.”

distressed

ter
nvmg been shot in the neighborhood o
their )ens to return there always. One

has ever

one

tor, that I cannot advance thus far;
be too much.

among

I kmw well that Marie Rose and Jean
Mulin would respect me always as their father,
I was sure of it. But the habit of returning
'o the same spot, and seeing the same things
bad become a second nature—it is the same
caving which impells the old hares even af-

No

say.

Nervous Debility.

“Yes, Brigadier,” he replied, placing his
hand upon his breast, “I love her better than

nor any
er, Hargretlel, nor uncie jjaniei,
You understand well, Monsieur Inspecone.

I must abandon

thought

anything to
better youth,

_•

to marry her ?”

Jean Mulin no

But I cannot offer my daughter
who please me. Mulin has never spoken of
marriage with Marie Rose, nor has his moth-

ter that, if my son in law was not appointed
brigadier in my stead, I must then go away
from this old house where I had spent so
many years with tile friends dearest to me,
grandfather Bruat, my poor wife, grandto live in a strange land

!

to the men

would undertake a mission so delicate. I
must also reflect on that which particularly
interested myself. I could not ask more than
to see my daughter happy, but I must endeavor as much as possible to unite all interests.
When one thinks of nothing, everything appears easy and simple and yet the best things
have their bad side. Nearly two years must
elapse before I should leave my place, but af-

everything

a

seen

tives, perhaps his uncle Daniel, the schoolmaster at Felshurg, a respectable man who

mother Aune and the rest.

has

day 1

the

myself twenty years before!
Then seeing these things, I did the same
I placed myself in the dooras old Bruat.
way, my daughter behind me, and as Mulin
came up all out of breath, I turned to him

all the chances of succeeding you.”
In listening to him I turned red even to my
ears, and could not help answering:

silent.
I did wish he had a little more courage but
I could not open the way; that would have
been unbecoming in a superior. I waited for
his formal demand, thinking he would concome

thing,

WITH

and Tonic Pills.

come

His notes are excellent, he is the first on the
list of promotion, and, by my faith, Father
Fredric, at your retirement I think he has

Against

cum

to call me; and almost as soon Muout of a clump of trees upon the
rocks in front, where I had hidden myself,
and came running across the field, as I had

ter than to become your son-in-law.

Port«mauth and Portland at
F. M.
tK.OO
M„ 112.30 P. M.. and *8.00
S«arI,rare Portinnrt for Cnpe Kltzabctl.. BidMcnrb.roi.ltb.Hnro,
Wr«t
horounlt,
ilcford, KrnnebuiiUj Bell* J°>*« l otwick, -o.illi Brrw.ck Junction,
Uliol uiid Ititicry at
wny Junction,
t‘J.10 A. M.
For Nam. Biddcford, Krnnrbunk. Wells,
North Berwick, Nonlh Berwick Jsaclion, i'oawny Junction, Fliot and Killer y at t9.10 A. M. and $3.15 P. M.
For Wneos Biddcford, Keonebnnk. t onway J unci ion, Killcry and Portsmouth
at *1.25 A. M., 19.10 A. M., and $3.15 **. M.
For Cape Klizabelh. Ncnrborough, Weil
Scarborough, Waco, nn«« Biddcford at
5.20 P. M Returning at 8 00 A. M.
rhe 8.00 A. M. Train from BomIou, and the 9.10 A.
M Train from Portland connect at Conway
Junction for North Conway.
Frnin* leave Portsmouth for Dover at 7.15,
10.24 A. M., 3.06, 7.05 P. M. Returning at 6.40,
7.50, 10.50 A. M., 5.00 P. M.
The 1.45 A. M., 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. Trains from

CATARRH

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

marriage,
lin Jcamo

inspection. The great Kern, Donabien,
Nicholas Thompette, would ask nothing bet-

—“That is all true.

mignonette and placed

done the same

man, what troubles you ? The choice
is not wanting I hope, among the guards of

good

speak,

English Remedy!

one wishes to marry a virmust at first ask her of her fa-

one

ther, that every one may understand.”
She was greatly troubled at having me
speak thus. She ran quickly, took up a pot

end, in the midst of green copse, and the perfume of the oaks.”

“But
[Translated for

girl,

Street,

Bosioti"A.for

THE GREAT

But when

riage.

with whom I touhl live tranquilly till the

“Oh yes Monsieur
it every day—but”—

of State

Portsmouth and Boston at
Portland
KeP. M,
>1.45 A. M., 19.10 A. M., and J3.15

July 22,1874,

am r

FOR NEW YORK,

ahead

notice.

Notice, the

for

father Bruat who was my superior, did not
drive me away, did not curse me for it. It is
natural when one is young to think of mar-

part of your lile to live in the woods, 1 should
seek for a son-in-law in the forester party; a
brave youth who would take my place, and

thing,

Ha forgets to let it go again,
Ami forgets to say good-bye.
And forg ?ts there is aught iii tho wide
’Neath tHe watching summer sky,
But the little heart that beats so tast,
It’s tale at last confessed,
And the sunny little nestling head,
He holds against his breast.

places.”

their

yield

1875.
On and after Monday, March 1st,
Passenger Trains will leave Station, Commercial,foot

and said:

stopped

On an<t

___

report, but he has gone away.”
“Ah, he is gone away. Well! well! He
has not gone very far I hope. W e must talk
together on some grave business.”
I walked back and forth watching the
cakes, the basket full of eggs, the little basket of flour, and Marie Rose, hurrying, hurrying without opening her lips. At last I

^TOfflOTOjTLIIE

Eastern Railroad.

specialJ

of the inspector. Has no one been here?”
“Yes
Jean Mulin came to make his

never

Since he comes to say
good-bye.”
And her heart-throbs shake poor Bonnibel,
But her little head lifts

EASTERN RAILRO AD.

THAT

CURE

my knap

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

_RAILROADS.

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

sack upon the wall, “I come from the house

“And what do you expect to do two years
from now? My wife wishes to take me into
her native place. Champagne. It wearies me
to think of it. I do not love the plains. But
you know, “what woman wills God wills.”
It is an old proverb, and all proverbs have an
air of extraordinary good sense.”
“Yes Monsieur Inspector,” I replied, “but
proverbs are very tiresome for me. I could

and Kate,

one

Flutters ami trembles so,
He keeps the frightened little
And forgets to let it go.

doughnuts.”
“Yes, it is I,” I replied hanging

ing:

half a
And last to little Bonnibel,
Who lingers at the door;
Who lingers at the door alone.
Apart from all the rest,
With the morning sunshine on her hair,
Ami a rosebud on her breast.
An<l

“You work well Marie Rose,” said I to her.
“Ah! Is that you, my father? I am making

“Fifty years soon, Monsieur Inspector.”
“And I, liRy-five. It’s all the same. The

POETRY.

the

cause

behind, as

is the case

w

1th

most rem-

ilies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs ami allays irof the
complaint

itation, thus removing the cause

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CIJiiED
to
a timely resort
irovedby hundreds
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regular

passage apply tq
J. N, MAGNA, Agent.
Office on the Wharf,
or CLARK & SEAMAN,
$6 West Btreet, Now York.
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